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Attachment IV

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Safeguards Material Control and Accountability 

Level 3: N/A

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - bmportunt to Occupational Radlokgi Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC providepennel radiation shielding, reduoe dose rate In radoact aroes, or require personnel access into radiation 
erms by It own radloacve source term? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The safeguards materi controld and wccontabl is the subsystem responstle for protecting and maintaining the 
invertores of nucleer materiel. This system does not poIde radiation shieldg. reduction in dose rate, or have Its own 
radioactie source tern.  

7.2 Is the SSCa permanently instaled radiation monitor which monltors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

[3 Yes? Rationale: 

The safeguards materil otrd and socountabity is the subsystem responsible for protectling ard maintaining the 
inventories of nuclear material. This system Is not a radiation monIor.  

Previous QA Classltlcaton: 

This queston is for historica and bfaceb" y purposes ony., A "yWs" answer kt Ms question does not provide kncluslon to te -List 

1.0 Are there other factors, such - previous analyses, a body of consenms, or by direc inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC is Important to radiodogicl safety (CA-1) or wade isolation (OA-2)? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

The security and safeguards system - safeguards material control and accountabilty, although not specifiit addressed, 
is contained on the O-List by direct incklion for the Balance of Plat, SSA 3.2.3.15 Security Facilties, n QAs-1.

N.-/
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L s jes~ HS Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Badging & Records System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 0A-4 OA-5 0A4 OA-7 Non-O 
0l 0l E l E El F-1 

QA-i - Important to Radiotlogcal W*Wet 

1.1 Is the SSC requkad to provide reasonable aurance that high.s1l waste can be rcealved, handed, pscloaged, stored, smplaced. and 
retrieved wihout ucceeding the fed"era mits? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The security and safeguards syem performs the survaillance and safeguards functions required to protect the repository 
from unruthorzed Inkualon, sabotage. theft, end the diversion of nuclear material. The seculty badging and record system 
maintains ccurmte pwrson d vislo infomation, Issues bdges to support the automated surveillance, monitoring, and 
acorn control to il1 sie - and facilkles. This system performs no radiological safety function.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioective 
release above the federal limits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security badging and record system maintains accurate personnel and visitor Information, Issues badges to support the 
automated surveillance, morntorkg. and access control to al site mi and facilities. This system Is not required to function 
to prevent, mtigate, or monitor a credble DBE which would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal imit.  

1.3 WIll the direct failure of the SSC result in a creuible Design Basis Eve•t which would lead to a radclve relese above the federal EmIts? 

F1 Yes? Rationale: 
The security badging and record system maintains accurate personnel and vtsitr Information, Issues badges to support the 
automated survellPance, monitoring. and access control to A site woe and faclities. Failure of this system will not rsut in 
a credible DBE which would otherwise result in a radioactive release above the federal Emit.  

QA-2 - htportant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The security bedging end record system msintalns acurd persnnel and visior information, Issues badges to support the 
automated survellance, monitoring, and acseom conol to@1 site are- and facilities. This system Is not part of the natural or 
engineered barers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC siglilcantdy afect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characterstics of the natural or 
engireered barriers which may prevent them from performing ther waste Isolation hfnction? 

El Yes? Ratornme: 
The security bdging n rcrd syem mainti aocurate peronnel and viitor informaton, Isuse badgesto support 
the Aulomated s ,veillance. morfor. and acces control tool site mri and facilties. Faluirs of tNs system wil not 
Imlpact the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Badging & Records System

Level 3: N/A

B00000000-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 

Attachment IV

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA4 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desgned for collection, contOwment, wad/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

The security badging and record system maintains accurate personnel aid visitor Information, issues badges to support 
the automated survellance, monitoring. and accees coi ro to a ste m and faciles. This my•tem Is not involved vith 
Ohe collection, contament, mxVor monlodrng of sle-gerwated radlooctve Waste.  

QA-4 Imortant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs fromtheeffects offire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The ecurily badgng and record system maintains accurste personnel and ,Asor information, issues badges to support 
the automated survellance, mordbig, and access conlrl to ll site mwa and faciles. This system does not protect QA
I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fre.  

QA4 - Inoant to Potential Interaction: 

1.1 Asa result ofa Design Basis Evrt, coudfalure ofthe SSC npalr the capsblyofQA-1 or QA-2SSCs from performingtheir 
radi .cal safety or waste Isolation function? 

El Yes? Ratonale: 

The ecurity badgOnO and rord system maintains accurat personnel and visitor info•ation, Issues badges to support 
the automated surveillance. montorng, and access control to asl ae arem and facillies. Failure of tNs system wil not 
Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing iheir radiological safely or wade Isolation function.  

QA4 - Inportan to Physical Protection of Facity and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of urnAwdzed Intrusion or unauthortzed eoshve materials in the restricted am? 

66 Yes? Rationale: 

The scurity badging and reord system maintns accurate personnel and visitor Information, Issues badges to support 
the auAomated v c monitoing. and access cont to slle oaes and laclitis. Part of the purpose of this system 
Is to provide for a method of ddection and alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unaufhrize expdosive maderials. in th 
restricted nm.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function rqurred for special nuclear material accountably 

nl Yes? Rationale: 

The security badging and reco•d system maintains accurate personnel and vialor information. issues badges to support 
the automated survaillance, monitoring, and ccess cont to a alle mse and fiti•s. Thi, system Is not Involved In 
speci nucis material accountUty.
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QULIS P ueStlonsi Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Budging & Records System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level S: N/A 

QA-7 - Impodan to Occupationd Raicloglcal Exposue: 

7.1 Does the SSC prwvkd personnel radiat•bn shielding, reduce does rates In radioacte arss. or rluie personnel uccess kino radiation 
areas by is own radictive source term? 

13 Yes? Rationale: 

The security badging trid record system maitains accurate personwne wd visltor informadTon, Issues badges to support 
the bsiometed survellance, monitorlng. and access coe=n tod aite wee aid facities. This system does not provide 
radiation hldg, reduction In dose rate, or hew Its o radloactin source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC u permanently Instaled radidlon monitor w~llch monilors reas for personnel rdiatbon protection? 

E3 Yes? Rationale: 

The security bdVging and record system maintains accurate personnel and visitor Information, Issues badges to support 
the nulomantd survellita , moNtoring, and access control to a *te arm and Facilties. This system Is not a radiatiou 
mnitior.  

Previous QA Classlflcatlon: 

This quesdon Is for/ Isft~or a end frceebi'purposes onl. A 'yes' answer to qus quat, does notpvo•de knAu~on to ft Q-LJst 

8.0 Are there otth factors, such a prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion th 
this SSC is Impoutant to radiological safety (QA-1) or wese Isolation (OA-2)? 

2 Yes? Ratlonale: 

The sacurity and safeguards system -seuity bedgig and record system. although not specificaly addressed, is 
contained on the 0-Lit by direct inclusion for the Balance of PlAnt, SSA 3.2.3.15 Security Faciliis, as QA-l.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System 

Level 3: Material Access Area Barrier System

BOOOOOD-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 

Attachment IV

Level 4: NWA 

Level 5: NWA

OA-1 QA-2 OA-3 OA-4 aA-4 OA-G OA-7 Non-0 

GIA- - lrvourant to Radiological Safety: 

1.1 Is to SSC required to piode reasonable asauance that hi vlwaste can be received, h lld, peckage, stored, emplaced, end 
retrieved wfthoe utaee1g tie federa l ist? 

El Yes? Raltonale: 
The security and safeguards systm performs the eurvellance and safeguards functions requird 1ID Protect thie repository 
fronamuthorized Intrb•ilon. sabotage. theft, and the diversion of nuclear material. The security baier systm - material 
access as barrier syselm controls access to arm where material Is handled and stored. The system performs no 

o safety function.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credile Design Bai Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
relerse above the federal imns? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security barrier system- material access -m barrier system controls access to ares wher rnaterial is stored. This 
system Is not required to Iunctlon to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE whlch would otherwise result In a 
radioactive release above the federal lImt 

1.3 Wil the direct falkure o(the SSC resul In credifle Design Basis Event which weuld lead to a radlosclve release above the federal imIts? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrler systen - materil access ares barrier system controls access to areas where material. stored.  
Falure of this system wig not resul In a credibe DBE which would otherwise resuilt In a radlactve release above the 
federal imit.  

QA-2 - kwpoutant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wvde isolation function by fkon ert of the natural or engineered barriers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

"The security barrier system -maeril access ae barrier system control assess to areas where material Is stored. This 
systerrm Is not pat of the natural or engineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct fallure of the SSC significantly affed the hydrological. geochemical, or geomeclwncal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier system - materiel acceas area barrier system controls access to areas whoere mariel Is stored.  
Falure of this system will not W(;wd the numrl or engineered •arers.
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JS Ong...s Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Material Access Area Barrier System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Iodant to Radioactve Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, conlanrmnad, and/or monitorng of sIe-gerated radioactive west.? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier syaem - maWil access oras brrler system controls access to areas where material Is stored. This 
system Is not Ivolved with tU colection, containmentw rd/or monilori of sls-generuted radoactive waste 

QA-4 - Impoutant to Firs Protection: 

4.1 Doe the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the eff" of fire? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The securiy barrir sstem material access ae benier system control asse to wsw where nmWar is stored. This 
system doe not protect QA-I or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.  

QA4 - hIportant to Potentiml Interwaction: 

5.1 As a reult of a Deno Basis Evert, could fallur of the SSC Ibrnel the capabily of GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or wade Isoldion function? 

I] Yes? Ratonale: 

The s ecuriy baorer yatern - mnutal access ae barrier system controls access to aens where material is stored.  
Failure of this system wil not Innpoe the ce•bity of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perfomirg their radiological safety or 
waste Isolation function.  

QA4 - Impoulan to Physical Protection of Fac.ty and Materials: 

1.1 Does te SSCs function provide delection or darm of urnuthorded Intrusion or unwAhorlzed esplosive materials in the restrictsd area? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier s•bm - rmaeidal accees arie banier system controls acem to areas where material Is stored. Part 
j purpose of Oth s m is to provide detection and darm of unauhortzal k#rin or uneuthorizzd explosi 

materials I the restricted mre 

6.2 Is Eh SSCs function mqiked for special nucler material accountaity? 

C] Yes? Raionale: 

The securty bwrrier system - material acces was barrier systm controls access to urn where material is stored. This 
wyser Is not involved In spcial nuclear material accountability.
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List' Questo dns Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Material Access Area Barrier System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - knportard to Occupational Radiokogical Exposure: 

7.1 Doe the SSC provide peronnel radiation ahgling, reduce dome rates in radioact areas, or recluh personnel access hito radiation 

aras by Its own rdloactve source term? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier systermn - mnterial acac ars barrier system conrols acces to aresa where mralrial is stred. This 

system does no provide radiation sheideig, redueft in dose rate, or have Its own radioactlve soce term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier sy"em - rnterial acorn ame berer system controls access to area where material Is stored. This 
system Is not a rudiation montor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This question is for hNoical end traceblty purposes only. A "yes answer to Otis question does not povide iclusion to Me ý-List 

U.0 Are them othe factors, such as previous analyse., a body of consensus, or by direct Incluso% fhat led to the previous conclusion ta 
this SSC Is kImportant to radiological safely, (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)? 

EO Yes? Rationale: 

The secutrty and sfalierds syste - smcuity brider syster - material access area barrier system, although not 
speifically addressed, Is contained on the 0-Lisl by direct Inclusion for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.2.3.15 Security 
Faclities. as QA-1.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System 

Level 3: North Portal Support Area Barrier System

B00000000-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 
Attachment IV

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

OA-1 OA-2 GA-3 OA-4 GA-i GA4 OA-7 Non-Q 
El 0 0l 0 El [ [0 [] 

QA-11 - hIportart to Radological Sdaety:.  

1.1 Is the SSC requked to provide reaonable assurance that high-level wade can be received, handled. pa•ckaged. stored, emplaced, and 
retrieed without eeding the federal limb? 

nl Yes? Rationale: 
The security and safeguards system performs the survellnce and safeguards functions required to protect the repository 
from unawihorized Intrusion, sabotage, theft, nd the diversion of nuclr maeal. The security berder system - north portal 
support area berrier system contr•ls access to areas where material Is sored. This system performs no radiological safety 
function.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, molae. or monitors credible Design Basis Event which woul otherwise resul In a rsdio 
release above the federal limits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier system - north portal support rse baner system controls access to arms where material is stored.  
This system Is not reuired to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credile DBE whlch woul otherwise resut in a 
radioactive release above the fderal lrir&.  

1.3 Will the direc failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basas Event which would Wed toe radioactive release above the federal limts? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrer -s yem - north portal support asm berrier system controls access to arm where mteri is stored.  
Failure of this system wi root reult in a credible DBE which would otherwse resul in a radonctve release above the 
federal AniL 

QA-2 - iportant to Waste Isolation: 

21 Doe, the SSC peform a wte isolation funcidon by forming pert of ie nabxal or engnered baries? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The security bearier eye/am, n-owth portal support wma borer system controls access to wo where maera is stored.  
This system Is not part of lhe natural or engineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC slgnificantly affect ithe hydrological, geocheanical. or geomeoharical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barrier whn h msy prevet than from performing their wade isolation functlon? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The ecurity barrier system - ortal portal support was barrier system controls access to arm where maerial Is stored.  
Faure of thks systemvno i• pad the ntura or •esneersd benlers.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barruer System 

Level 3: North Portal Support Area Barrier System

BOOOOOOO-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 
Attachment IV

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA4 - Inportant to Radioactive Wasde Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitodn of mlae-generated radoactive waste? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The security barier system - north portal suppo barrier system contrals access to aeas whee material Is stored.  
This system Is not iwolved with te colection, containment, aerdior monitoring of ale-generated radioactive waste.  

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier system - north portal support - barrier system controls access to are where material is stored.  
This system dose not protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.  

QA4 - irnportant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Ass result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capabl•y of QA-I or QA.2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safely or waste IsWation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The securty bn'ter system - norh portal support am bantver system controls acces to arm where material in stored.  
Failure of tis system will not impai the capabiity of GA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safely or 
waste ieolation function.  

QA-4 - nimpoant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials: 

1.1 Does the SSC' function provide detetlon or alum ofuntortzed Intrusl•n or unauthorzed explosive materials in the restricted ares? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security balrier system - north portal supped ares barrier system controls acces to areas where material in stored.  
Put or the purpose of this systern is to provide detection and salm of umeulhorled intrusion or unauhorized explosW 
materkae In the restricted arm.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function renJbed for special nuclear material accountability? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The security banter system - north portal support re barrier system controls access to arm where mgatrial is stored.  
This system Is not Involved in special nuclear material sccountablity.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barder System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: North Portal Support Area Barder System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC pro1ds personnel radlaion shelfdng, reduce does ramin In rdioctive arm , or require Personnel acces No mration 
arm by b own radloective souce term? 

L] Yes? Rabionale: 

The security baorer sysem - north portal suplod eram barrer system controis aces to wmo whoe mati is stored.  
This system does not provie radiation shieling, reducson in does role, or he" Is own radiosctie source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently intlled radmaion monitor which monkors erm for personnel radiation protection? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

The se ty barrier system - north portal support arm barrier sotn controls access to arm wher material Is stored.  
This system Is not a raniation monlor.  

Previous QA Classlficalion: 

Th/s queston Is for hdstotc and &acabilty purposes onty. A 'yes answer to s question does not pryisde kixuslon to the Q-Ust 

3.0 Are there other factors, such a prevous analyms, a body of consenaus, or by direct inchjslon. that led to the previous concuson that 
this SSC Is Importsnt to radiolocal safety (QA-1) or waste ioltion (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security b•rW system - north portal sulpcrt am border systen, although not specificaly addressed, Is contained on 
the 0-List by direct Incksion for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.2.3.15 Securily FeclRiies, as QA-1.
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... i. ,. . . ..Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Radiological Control Area Barder System Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 GA-2 GA-3 QA-4 CA-. 0A4 OA-7 Non-Q 
5 0l 0 El 0l 12 [0 

QA-1 - lstar toRologicalWer.  

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance tha high-level wate can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved withoul eceeding the fedea lnft? 

[] Yes? Ralionale: 
The security and safeguads system performs the srvellance and safeguards functions required to protec the reposcry 
from unauthorized Intrusion. sabotage. thelr and the divers of nuclear material. The security barrier system - radiological 
control s barrer system contls access to areas where radiological material Is handled and stored. This system 
performs no radiological safety funclon.  

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mlgae, or monttor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result ina radioactive 

release above the federal limb? 

[1 Yes? Rationals: 
The security banler system. radiological control srea barre system controls sccess to ereas where radiological material Is 
handled and stored. This system is not required to functlon to prevent, milgate. or monitor a credibl DBE which would 
otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal knit.  

1.3 WE the direct failure of the SSC mull in a credible Design Basis Event which would led to a radicoacive rmes above the federal knits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The mcwuity barrier system - radological control am barder syslem controls access to arms where radiological material Is 
handled and stored. Faiure of this stem will not resui In a credible DBE which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
relem above the fedeal ImL 

QA-2 - knportant to Weak Isolation: 

2.1 Doe. the SSC perform a waste Isolaton function by forming pert of the natural or engineered barriers? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 

The smacry barder syslarn - radiological control are f barrier system controls access to sms whare radiological material is 
handled and stored. This system is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct ilue of the SSC sgnlficaney affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechar characteristics of the natural or 

engineered barriers whic may prevent them bom performing their wad Isolation • fctim? 

E3 Yes? Rationele: 
The securiy barrier system - radiological conr ln arm barrier system Controls access to are where radioloical material in 
handled and stored. Failure of this system wll notinhpad the natural or engineered barriers.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System 

Level 3: Radiological Control Area Barrier System

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA.3 - Importad to Radioactive Wate Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, containment, and/or monitoring of ste-generated radioectlve waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The secuity barriersys em. radological cont ae brer system cools acc to ues wtm diicalmiaW i 
handled and stored. This system Is not involved with the colection, containment, and/or moniouing of s1it-generated 
radioactive waste.  

QA.4 - important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Dons the SSC protect QA.l or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

- Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier system. raiological contol am benier system conrols access to ares where radiological material 
Is I mied and stored. This system does not protect GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from he effects of nre 

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa result ofs Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC impek' the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing Oeir 
radiological safety or waste isolation function? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The security batrer syslem - radiological control arm barrier system controls access to areas where radiological mate 
is handled and stored. Falure of this system wi not impair the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCa from performing their 
radio•gl *s y or wate Isolation funcion.  

QA4 - Iiportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

8.1 Does the SSCs function provide detecton or lurr of unauthId Intrusion or uniortz expwloslve materials in the restricted ares? 

5 Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier system. radiological control ares barrier system controls access to areas whe materad is stored.  
Put of the purpose of this system is to provide detection and lamm of unauthorized ntrusion or unauthorized explosive 
materials in the restricted arm.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function raqired for special nuclear material accountsblity? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 

The security barier system - radiological control arse barrier system controls access to reas *we mstei is stored.  
This system is not Involved In special nuclew material accountabiity.
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....... Q...t..ns Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Radiological Control Area Barrier System Level 5: N/A 

QA-? - knpodwa to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC proAd personnel radiatin ahiing, reduce does rates in radlos areas, or reuih personnel access ein radiation 
mws by Its own rdloacve soure term? 

U Yes? Rationale: 
The security barrelr system - rdiological control was barrier system controls access to area me material is stared.  
This system does not Provide radiation shsldng, reduction In does rite, or haw Es own rdbacve source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monltors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

E] Yes? Ra:onals: 
The security barrier system - radio c contrl res barrier system oon*ols access to areas where materi is stored.  
This system Is not a radiation montlr.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quesOon Is for hsfc end hwceMa y pwposes o*. A yes" answer to UM question does notproWde inhraon to Mte Q-Llst 

8.0 Ar here othe factors, such a previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct nciusion, that led to the previous concluion Oa 
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-I) or wYAW Isolation (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security barier system - mdologica con•rsl barrier system, although not specifcally addressed, Is contaneld on 
the Q-List by direct inclusion for the Balance of Plant, SSA 32.3.15 Security FwaElsa, as QA-1.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System 

Level 3: Site Perimeter System

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CA-2 CA-3 CA-4 CA-5 CA4 OA-7 Non-C 
C] 0 0 0 0l 9 I] 0 l 

CA-1-Impnortant to Radologica Sahky-.  
1.1 Is the SSC required to pro•ide reasonable assurance that high-lavel waete can be received, hndled, peckaged, stored, emplaced, and 

rebrieved without aceeding the federal n1tm? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The security and safeguards system pelrfrm the suirvanoe and safeguards functions required to protec the repostory 
from unauthorized Intrusion. sabotage, theft, and the diversion of nuclear material. The security barrier system - site 
perimeter system cornrols access to aft and rkdnizeI nrusion onto the site. This system performs no radiological safety 
funkUon.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prsvenI, mitigate, or monior a credible Design Bashi Event which would otherwise result In a radioective 
release above the federal Emits? 

E3 Yes? Rationale: 

The security banTer system - site perimeter system coon ob access to sae and nimnizes hrbusion onto the fte. This 
system not required to fnmcton to prevert, mitigate, or manilor a cradhie DBE which would otherwise resul• In a 
radioacttve release above the federal Wlmi.  

1.3 Wll the direct falire ofthe SSC resul In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioctive raelse above the federal Emits? 

E3 Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier system - efta perimeter system coitrois access to site and minimizes Intrusion onto the site. Failure of 
thm system wE not result In a crsdble DBE which would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal lmit.  

QA-2 - Ipodwan to Wadte olaon: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers? 

l Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrber system - ait perimeter syste.m oorols acoes to site d mininkne Intruion onto the ste. This 
system Is not pat of te natural or engineered brrlers.  

2.2 Can dc fai of the SSC significa•tly affc th hydrological. geochemical, or geomecharwicl cheracterletics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent the from performing their waite AtUn function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The socurily barrier systes - Wle perdmter system • ontrols access to site and minimize Intrusion onto th site. Famire of 
Ot system wil not Ihped the natural or ergineed berimier.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Site Perimeter System Level 5: NIA 

QA-3 - hvIpotant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalnent, and/or monoring of sle-generated radloactive waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security banrer system - mile peirieter system contols access to se and minrnhzes Intrusion onto the ite. Thin system is not Involved with the colecton, oordnainmnt arwd/or monitorng o ige. u rd doacUve waste.  

QA.4 - Inportartto FireProtection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
"The security barrier system. site perimeter system controls macce to site and mknim Intrusion onto th st. This 
system doe not protect QA-¶ or QA-2 $SCs from the effects of fir.  

QAO4 - Important to Po•ential Interaction: 

1.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Evert. oould faur of ft SSC I•p •.ir t capably of OA-I or GA-2 SSCs from performingi he-r 
radiological fety or wte isoldation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security barrier system -sits perimeter system controls access to mte and minimizes Intrusion onto ft ast. Failure 
of this sytem wil not Impai the capebity of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their reaological safely or waste 
Isolation function.  

QA4. Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide &de on or alrm of wurized Intrusion or unauthorized emoosee materials in th restricted &,ea? 
[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security barrier system - site perimeter system conto access to slie and minkmizes Intrusion onlo te site. Pat of the purpose of Uts sem Is to prodde detection end sarm of wuthorized Intrusion or uimitrtred eplosv materils 
In the restricted arm.  

62 Is the SSCs function rquired for special nuclear material accountablity? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security barrier sysWe - site perimeter system controls s•co to sille and minimizes intrusion onto the site. This 
system Is not h•woved in special nudce materiall accoutily.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Barrier System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Site Perimeter System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - impordani to Occupations! Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation siWelding, reduoe does rates In radioactie rmuss, or requie personnel access kto radiation 
mea by Its on radioactive source term? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The ecurity barrer system - smile perm',r system ronrols macem to sMte and Min Irnulnon onto the site. This "sysaem does not provide radiation sNelding, reduction in doe rate, or ham Its own radioactive wso term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently alled radatlon monitor which monitors areas for peruonrel radiation protection? 

Dl Yes? Ratonale: 
The security barrier system - sits perimeter system conorols acces to site and lknltzes bitrusion to the site. This 
systen Ws not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classillcation: 

This queston Is for histodcal and hceabity purpc onsy. A "yes" answer to this quesibo does not pfo ~de Incuson to the Q04LL 

3.0 Are there other factors, such a previous analyses, a body of consenmus, or by direct inclusio that led to the previous conchnson that 
this SSC is Inmprtant to radiological safety (QA.1) or wute isolation (OA-2)? 

62 Yes? Rationale: 
The security barrier system- site permeter, although not specNfically addressed, is contaIned on the Q.List by direct 
Inclusio for the Balance of Plan, SSA 3.2.3.15 Security Fac~lties, as QA.1.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Station 1 Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 GA-3 OA-4 GA-5 CA-6 GA-7 Non-0 
EJ [] 0 5l El W 0 El 

QA-1 - WMo•rnt to Radiological Satety.  

1.1 Is the SSC required to prode reasonable assurance that hVi-level waite can be received, handled, peckaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without emeedin the federal 3Il7? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security and safeguards system performs the surveillance and sareguards functions required to protect the repository 
from unauthorized Inruiton, sabotage, theft, and the diversln of nuclear mateal. The security faclitles suppor the 
automated survellance, badging. rncqrds, monitoring, and accrs contol to all site area and facilties. This system 
perfonn no radiological safety hmtln.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate. or monitor a credle Deagn Baeli Ever which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
release above th. federal limits? 

S Yes? Rationale: 
The security facfie. support the automated urveillance, bodging, records, moniorng, and access control to all sie ame 
and faciltes. This system Is not required to fwictlon to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE whih would otherwise 
result in a radioactive release above the federal limit.  

1.3 WE the direct falure of the SSC result In a credile Design Basis Event which would lead to a nodoaoc release above the federal Omits? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
The security lCMts K ort the automated urvellance, b•dgin. records, moiorinf, and acces control toil site are 
and faclitis. Faiure of this system will not result in a credible DBE which would otherwise result i a radoactive release 
above the federal Ini 

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Iodation 1unction by fork n port of the natural or wngineered barriers? 

[0 Yes? Rationale: 
The security faclities support the automated sueibnce, bMdng, records, monitokn, mad acces control to al site arm 
and facl•,es. This syuten Is not pa of the natural or ergineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SS sinficantly a the hydrological geochemical, or gsomechanlcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barners which may provern them from performinr their waite isolation function? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 
The soecurlty frcmles support the autornated surveilance, badgln, records, monrtorkV, and access control to of sIte area and f•,cieU. Fsiune of this system wi not Impect the natural or engneered barriers.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Station 1 Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive WAste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment. aind/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

The security faclifties support fth automated survelanc, badging, records, monitoring, and amcen contol to all site stes 
and facilities. This ssterm Is not bwhed with the colec n. containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated rado•ective 
waste.  

QA-4 - Imlortant to Fre Protectlon: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

l Yes? Rationale: 

The security facitles support he automated s ,velance, bedging, records, monitoring, and amcess control to al site ar 
and facilitles. This system doe not protect GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fi.  

QA4 - Ihmporant to Potential Ieteractlio: 

1.1 As nreaullofa Design Basis Event. could failure ofthe SSC impkthe capabillyofA-I or GA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or waste Isolation function? 

LI Yes? Rstionale: 
The security facilties support tho alomaled a•rveliance. badging, records, monitoring, and access control to alste sfam 
and laciltles Falus of this system i11 not Impair the capabity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological 
safety or waste Isolation functon.  

QA-4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

1.1 Does the sSCs function provide detecmon or alarm of unatihorzed Intrusion or unautrtzed exposive malertals in the restricted was? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security facles support the anuomated survellance. badging, records, monitoring, and access control to &I site area 
and facilitles. Prt of lthe pupo• of his system is to proM moniorng of and response to the detection and alarm of 
unsathorzed Intrusion or unaudworted olosive materials In t restricted area.  

6.2 Is the SSC* function requhd for special nKucea material accountability? 

U Yes? Rationale: 
The security fcWies support the automated survellance, records, monitoring, and access control to all site 
was and fclles. TNs wyetem Is not Involved In special nuclear mterl accountablty.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Station I Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - khpodant to Occupational Radioglocal Exposure: 
7.1 Does the SSC FWM' personnel radiation shielding, reduce ddee rates in raioactve ara, or remqhe personnel accss INo radiation 

ame by Its o redoactve source term? 

[J Yes? Rationale: 
The securty faciles suppot the automated sureflnoe, b•dging, records, mon•orig, and accee conol to d alt ar 
and facJlem. This syatem does no provide radiation ielng, reduction In done rate, or hwe Its own radioactive source 
term.  

7.2 Is the SSCa permanently Installed radiation monlor which monltors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

E- Yes? Rationale: 
The security fac.itie support the autnated mveilance, bedgn, records, monitoring. and accem contol to all ite are 
and facilities. This system Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

ThM quos~on is A•, histo and aceabryeM pjutpoas on.*. A "y" answer to M quaffon doe notprild. k-.bjsion to the Q-Lis 

3.0 Are there other factors. such as preious analyses, * body of consensus, or by direct inclusionr that led to the prevous conclusion that 
this SSC is Impodant to radogicl safety (OA-I) or waste Isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The aecurty and safeguardB syatem -security tacitles are contained on the O-List by direct inclusion for the Balance of 
Plant, SSA 3.2.3.15 Security Faclities, as QA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System

SSC: Security Facilities 

Level 3: Station 2

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 OA-4 OA-6 0A4 OA-7 Non41 

QA-11 - hnportant to Radloglcall Safsty 

1.1 Is the SSC requirdtoprmvide reasonable assurance that high-ll waste cma be receved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
reftrivd wlhouA seding the federal Emits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security and safeguards system performs the uveillance and safeguards functions required to protect the repository 
from unauthorzed Intulon. sabotage, fhelf, and the diversion of nuclear material. The security facilities support fhe 
automated survelance, beahig, records, monitoring. and access control to d doe as and facilties. This system 
perform. no radiological safely function.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to l ,wm . mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basm Everd which would otheris result In a radioscite 

release above th federal knits? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The security facIte support l automated survellance. badging, records, monitoring. and access control to all ase 
and faclites. This system Is not rsMqrod to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE which woud otherwise 
result In a radioactive release above the federal Emil.  

1.3 WE the dhrct flllure of the SSC reul In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead toa radioactive release above flu federal limits? 

5 Yes? Rationale: 

The secury facidles support Mhe automated survelance, badging, records, monitoring, and acice control to d site are 
mid faciltes. Failure of thisle ysem will not result in a credible DOE which would otherwise resul in a radioactive release 
above the federal imiL 

QA- - hmortant to Wasle Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by formng pi of Mhe natural or engineered bariers? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The security faclilties support Mh utomated aavfltnce, bading, rocords, monitoring, and aceess control to a i de arm 
and fadilies. This system Is not pat of the natural or engineered barrTers.  

2.2 Can dirct falkr of the SSC *gnhlcar*ly affect the hydrological, gchemlca, or gaooecharkaI chmarcterlstics of the natural or 
eng•eered barirrs whilh may prevent them from performing ther wade Iolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The security facilties support the automated survelancef badging, records, monitoring, and acces control to s area 
mid facilies. Falure of this system will not Tnpect the nahurl or •egineered barriers.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Facilities

Level 3: Station 2

BOOOOOOOO-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 
Attachment IV

Level 4: NIA 

Level 5: N/A

QA-3 -.nportant to Radioactve Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitorng of alt.-generated radioactive waste? 

0] Yes? Raionae: 

The security facilties suppor the datomated suavallance, bedging, records, monltori, and acoes conrol to all site ae 
and facilies. This system Is not involved with the collection, containment, and/or monitorn of site nerated ralosctive 
waste.  

QA4 - Inmortant to Fire Protecton: 

4.1 Does On SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

-Yes? Rationale: 
The seculy facilties support the automated sawiance, bdqging, records, monitoring, arid sccess control to all site war 
and fac~lies. This system does not proted QA.1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.  

QA-4 - bniportant to Potential Interaction: 

6.1 Asa resuwt of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC inipair the capablty of QA.1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 

radiological safety or wadte isolation function? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The securliy facilties support the automated survallance, bedging, records, monitoring. and amsn control to all site area 
and faclities. Failure of this system will not Impair the capabilty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perfomin their radiolgical 
sataty or wate isolation function.  

QA4- knpcrtar to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detecton or saim of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorzed ewososiw materials in the restricted ar? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The meuely faclies support the .ulomaled suvlance, bedging, records, monitaorn, and acceso control to all site area 
and faclities. Pat of the purpos of fis system Is to provide monoring of and response to the detection and alarm or 
unauthorzed Intrusion or unauthortred xpkiosve materials In the restricted are.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function requked for special uxcer material acoounttAblty? 

[] Yes? Ratlonale: 

The *ecurly faclUlies support the automated survellbance, badging, records, monItorng, anid access control to al site 
ae and fac~lles. This system Is no invoked In special nuclear material accountality.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Station 2 Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 . Inportad to Occupatloni Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provid personnel radiation ehieildng, reduce dose rate In radloactie arm. ornraclro personnel access Into radiation 
ara by Its ow radioactive source term? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
The security facilties support the sutomid surveillance, badging, records, monktork. and accens control to l site ot s 
aid facilles. This ysermn does not provide radiation shleldng, reduction in doe. rate, or hwe Its own radioactive source 
term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instalhd radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation pro"ection? 

U Yes? Rationale: 

The seurky facities support the utornated asuvelance, bdgng, records, monltorin, andsacess conol to al ale am 
and faciles. This system Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This questlon Is for hstorcal and fraceabfy purposa only. A yes answer to this queston does not provide inclusion to the Q-List 

3.0 Am there other factors, such as prevouL anayses, a body of conoenaus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the prevous conclusion that 
this SSC is knportart to radolocal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)? 

Ea Yes? Rationale: 
The security and safeguards system - security faciities ae contained on the Q-Lst by direct Incksion for the Balance of 
Plant, SSA 3.23.15 Securty Facities. as QA-I.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Station 3 Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 GA-2 CIA.3 0A-4 OA-6 GA- OA-7 Non-O 
0] 0l E El 1-3 9 El El 

QA-11 iportar( to Radiological Safaty.  

1.1 Is the SSC re~red to prmvlde reasonable asaurance that high-level waste can be racetved, hanodled, paclaiged, stored, ernplaced, and 
retrieved without asceeding the federal limits? 

ElYes? Rationale: 
The security and safeguards system performs the surveillance and safeguards functions required to protect toe repository 
from unauthorized kItruslon, sabotage. fthft, and the divesion of nuclear materiel. The security facilities support the 
automated survelikance. bwiajhg records, monitoring, and access control to al eke are and facilities. This systemn 
performns no radlological safety fumclon.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prwevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioective 
release above the federal Emit? 

F1 Yes? Rationale: 
The security faclles support the automated sixvelance. bedging. records, monitoring, and ~acess control toal sfte sass 
and facilitles. This system Is niot rsq~ired to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE which would otherwise 
result In a radioactive release abov the federallku.  

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resul lri a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioective release above the federal Emits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security facilitie -upr the automated surveillance, badging, records, monitoring, and access control to all site eas 
and facilities. Failure of this system wil not result in a credible DOE which would otherwise result in a radioactive release 
above the federal Eimit.  

QA-2 - Irnportsnt to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered barders? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The WAFcwy facilties support the automaed sWvena ,bdgig, rc rdsnonitoring, and access control to all site area 
and facifllhas. This system Is rot part of 1w natural or engineered banriers.  

2.2 Can direct faihire of the SSC signficantly affec t 1 hydrcloglcal. geochernical, or geomeschanicall characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent thern from performing their waste isolation function? 

ElYes? Ratonale: 
The security faciltes support the mautmated surveilance. badging, records, monitoring, and access control to all site are 
and facilties. Failure of this system wil not hImpct the natural or engineered barriers,
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Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA-3 knpoutan to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the flunction offte SSC designed forcoolection, cotalinment, anc~or monitoring o alte-generated radioactive waste? 

[1Yes? Rationale: 
The security faciliis support lie aulonmad surwillance, badging, recrds, monitoring. anid access control to adiste are 
aid faciltes. This systemn Is not involvoed with the collection, containunerrt, andeor monikoring of sale-generated radioactive 
waes..  

QA-4 - kuportant lo Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does fth SSC protect QA-1 or 04-2 SSCs from the effects of A~re? 

0 Yes? Rational.: 
The security facilitiee supWpt the aulaonsted sravelllenoe, badging, records, monitoring, anid amen control to all Mie wase 
and facllties. This system does not protect GA-I or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of ftr.  

GA-I - buportant to Potentia Interaction: 

5.1 As a result of a Design Ba"i Evert. could failure ofthe SSC impipekthe capeblhly of OA-I1 or OA-2 SSCs from perfoniV ,igteir 
radiological safety or wedst Isolation function? 

C1 Yes? Rationale: 

The secwuriy fAcles support theautmamted swyswlianca, badging, records. monftorn, and access controil to at site arm 
and facilities. Falur of thi syslm will not knpehr the capability of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological 
safety or waest isolation function.  

QA-4 -hrrpoulant to Phyysical Protection of Facillty anW Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide delaction or alarm of uwu~ihoutzmd intrusion or uwlau~hotzd qelveW rmaterials in fth restricted are? 
SYes? Rationale: 

The security ftcacsts support the automated surwilance, bedging. records, monitoring, and amern control to aisMe are 
and fa~ties. Part of the purpose of this system Is to provide monitoring of and response to the defection and alarm of 
urmeAhorbed irntruson or uaiauLhorbed erploelv materials in the restricted ame.  

5.2 Is the SSCs function uq~ed for special nudlsm material accountabity 
C] Yes? Ratioalek: 

The security facilities support the autmated surveillanceadig records, monitoring. and access control to at site 
area and ftcitl~tes. This systemn Is not Involved In special nuclear material accountability.

--.
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QAttachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Station 3 Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - kIiportant to Occupational Radiological Exposue: 

7.1 Does the SSC provid personnel radistion shlelding, reduce does raies In radioactive arm , or require personnel acceus No radiation 
mes by is own radioective mrce term? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
The security facilities suppor the automated surveIlm , badging, records, monitokng, and acces control to mal *lte arm 
and faclltles. This system doe not provi radiation Wield , reduction in doe rate, or have Its own radioactive souce 
term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor wMich monitors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

i Yes? Rationale: 
The security facilits support the mautcmated suravllance. badging, records, monitorng, and aocess control to all site area 
and feclitles. This system Is not a radiation monlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This questcn is for hisiodcal and tNacebill purposes only. A 'ys" answer to Mis question does not provide incslon to te Q-Lisf 

1.0 Are there other factors, such a prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion. a led to the previous conclusion tha 
his SSC Is Important to radologcll safety (QA-1) orwaste Isolation (GA-2)? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

The security and safeguards syem -scurlty facites are contained on the O-Lst by direc inclusion for the Balance of 
Plent. SSA 3.2.3.15 Security Factors. as A-1.
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QAttachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Automated Surveillance System Level 5: N/A 

CA-1 OA-Z OA-3 CA-4 GA-6 QA4 CA-7 Non-C 

0] [0 0] 0] 0 0 El 

GA-I - broetant to Radiological S~ 

1.1 Is the SSC required to Olrovlde reasonable assurance that hih-level waste can be recelved, handled, peaged, .stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without exmeeding the federal ITmhS? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The security and safeguards mystem parforms the survance and safeguards functions required to protect the repository 
from unauthorted Itruslon, sabotage, theft, mid the diversion or nuclear material. The security surveillance system 
automated survellanoe system helps to doted the unauthorized access or movement of nuclear mateerl, or contraband.  

This system performs no radiological safety function.  

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monilor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radloactive 
release above the federal Emts? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The security survoillnoe system - sutloMnad surveilance system helps to detect the unauthorized access or movement of 
nuclear material, or cPum ' 'd. This syslam Is not raqurad to function to prevet, mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE 
which would otherwise result in a radioactive release above the federa limit.  

1.3 WIll the direct falre of the SSC msult i a credible Design Bas Event whilch would Wed to a radioactive release above the federal is? 

0I Yes? Rationale: 
The security survellance system - automatd suveiance system helps to detect the unauthorized access or movement of 
nuclear material, or contraband. Failure of Oft system wi not result In a credible DBE which would otherwise result In a 
radioactive release above the f ral limit 

QA*2 - Important to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform s vise isolation function by formig part of the natural or engine-red bariles? 

0 Yes? Rational.: 

The security sUrvelano system - automated Surveillnce system helps to dstect the unauthorteed access or movernent of 
nuclear material, or contraband. This systern Is not part of the natural or eongineered berrirer.  

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC lgrnicanlly affect the hydrological, geocharmical, or g•omechaoical characteristics of the natura or 

engineered barriers which may prevent them from performning the* waste isolation funcoion? 

0 Yes? Rat:onals: 

The aecurity surveilance system - mateomd surslnon system helps to deted the unauthortzed easkes or movement of 
nuclear materidal, or contraband. Fallure of this systern wl not Impact the natural or engineered barriers,.
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BOOOO OOO-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 
Qe ti ns- Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Automated Surveillance System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - rirportat to Occupationas Radiological Exposure: 
7.1 Does the SSC provide Wpers e radiation ieulding. reduce does rates In radioactive areas. or reque personnel access Into radiation 

arms by Its own rndioecivsource termn? 

[] Yes? Raionale: 
The seuity survelance systerm -mlonted surelance system helps to deect the unauihorked access or movement of 
nruciea mateidal or contraband. This system does net prM. radiation ahieltg. reduction In dose rate. or have Re own 
radioactive ource term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radidon monitor whih moniorz areas for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security Surveillnce system - uomaed suxveance system helps to detecd the unauthorized acess or movemnet of 
nuclear material, or conraband. This system le not a raitloion monitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

-. This quesion is for istofoca and traceebM purposes orty. A *yes* answer to ft quesibn does not provod.enrus/on to the Q-LUst 

U.0 Are there the factors, such a previous analyses, a body of conseneus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the proious conclusion that 
this SSC Is Important to radocoocal safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (GA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The seutculy surellince system - autoated survellance system, athough not specifically addrm ed, is contained on the 
O-Li by direct inclusion for the Balance of Plent, SSA 3.2.3.15 Secuity Faciltis, as QA.1.
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iontlOnS Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Patrol System Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 GA-2 OA-3 CA-4 0A-4 QA-6 CA-7 Non-0 

QA-1 - hnportanti to Radiological Safay: 

1.1 Is the SSC requid to provide reasonable murance that hbh-e waste can be recalved. handled, packaged, stored, erplacad, and 
retrieved wiho eceeding the federal limt? 

0 Yes? Rdionale: 
The security mad safeguards systen performn the eurvellence and safeguards functions required to protect the repository 
from unauthorized Intrusio, sabotage, thelt, and the diversion of nuclear matearil. The securiy survellance system -patrol 
system extends the defensive and urvelance capeblities to remote or Inaccessle reas of the site which rminimzes the 
Ilenihood of Inrusion. Ths system perfoms no radiological safety function.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigalte, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radiactive 
release above the federal Emits? 

C Yes? Rationale: 
The security survellanie system - patrol syetem reends the defensive ind surveillance capabltis to remote or 
Inaccessible sneas of On site which minmizes the Ekeihood of Intrusion. This system Is not required to function to prevent, "migate, or monitor . credible OBE which would otherwise result in a radioactive release above fie federal imit.  

1.3 Will the died falure of the SSC reult in credible Design Basis Event whilch would lead to a racloecive reiasue above e flede ImIts? 

C Yes? Rationale: 
The ecurity survellance system -p•trol system edends the defensive and survelitance capebilles to remote or 
inaccessible wm of the site which fminize the Iahihood of intruon. Failure of this system wil not result in a credible 
DBE which would otherwise result in a radioactive release above the federal limit.  

QA-2 - Important to Wale Isolatlon: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isdation function by forming pat of ihe natural or engineered barriers? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
The security survellance syt•ern - pabol syern edends the defensive mnd survelilance capablities to renote or 
Inaccessible areas of the site which l*nkzes the Iolalood of Irn-uson. This system Is not put of the natural or 
engineere barriers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sgnificanty affect the hydrological. geochemicel, or geomechanlcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered bariers which may prevear them from perforning their waste Isolation function? 

C] Yes? Ratonale: 
The mcurity survelanoc sysem - patrol soem extends Oe defensve and survelance capablities to remote or 
Ineocessible areas of the site which minimnize the EcAhlihood of Intusion. Failure of this system wil not Impact the natural 
or engineered biersm
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems

Level 3: Patrol System

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA4 . riootaM to Radioactive Wate Contol: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, containment, and/or monitoring of alte-generuted radioectv waste? 

Uj Yes? Rationale: 

The secuty suvellance system - ptrol system eadnds the defensltae and surveillance capablies to remote or 
Inaccessible areas of thee which minimizes the likdhood of Intrulsion. This system Is not involved with the colection, 
containment, and/or monitoring of us-generated radioactive vwast.  

QA-4 - hIportant to Fle Proteclon: 

4.1 Doeslhe SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of flr? 

Ul Yes? Rationale: 

The security survelance system - iod- systmw etende the defensive and survellance capablitles to remote or 
Inaccessible arm of the swhich ~ minimess the likeihood of Intrslon. This system does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 
SSCs from the effects of fire.  

QA-i - Impoutant to Potential hderactlon: 

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. culd fellure of the SSC Impair lhe capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or wamte Isdciob Function? 

U1 Yes? Rationale: 

The eecurlty survellnce system - petrol system etdenis the defensive and surveillance capebhities to remote or 
Inaccessible wow of Ohe site which rrkdnmizes the ceilhood of intrusion. Fallkrw of this system will not Impair the 
capablty or QA-1 or QA-2 SSCe from perfoming their radiological sarety or weste Isolation function.  

QA4 - bviyotad to Physical Protectio of FacilNy an Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detlction or alarm of unauhorized h uslonor unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted arsa? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security axurvelance system - petrol system sidends the defensive and suvilnoc capablm.s to remote or 
Inaccessible aresi of the site ~hiCh nliintrse the Ilkehood of inrusion. Part of the purpose of this system Is to provide 
detection and alarm of unwetmhord Irnuslon or unauthortzed explosive matreils In the reeticted area.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function muared for special nucsear materils eccountablity? 

U Yes? Rationale: 

The security survellance system - pol systanem edends the defensive end Surveillance capablise to remote or 
Inhocesaible arm of the alle which n'dhms the Ucelihood of Intrusion. This system is not Involved in special nuclear 
meal account.abilty.
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.......... Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Patrol System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 nmportant to Occupational Radological Exposurm: 

7.1 Does Otn SSC proM. personnel radiaton siding, reduce dos rtes n radioact•e ares, or requl personnel access Nto roaton 

amas by s own radlosc••ve source term? 

1] Yes? Rationale: 

The wsurity mreiance stemrn - patrol system dends the defensive and survefiance capebil5is to remote or 
Inccessile armes of the se which r*•tnzes the leihood of Intrusim. This systsn doe not provMe radiation shieldng, 
reduction in does rate, or have No own radioaclte source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a psrmanently instaled radiation monitor whih monitor areas for personnel radiation protection? 

r- Yes? Rationale: 

The security survellanc system - p@oI sem extends the defensi and survelance capeblkits to remote or 
Inaccesslble ares of t se owhich mnirmzes the WIlhood of Intrusion. This system Is rot a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classlficatkn: 

This queston Is for histor ca/rnd trace4w W purposes ow/. A "yes* answar to M• quosron does not pmo~de AckAion to a•. 0-LUst 

3.6 Are there othe factors, such preious analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC is Impohtant to rndodogicl safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

The security strmllance msym -potrd system, although not specilficaly addressed, is contained on the O•Ust by direct 
Inclusio for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.2.3.15 Security Facgies, -e QA-1.
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SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems 

Level 3: Survey Instrument System

BOOOOOOOO-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 

Attachment IV

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

GA-1 OA-2 OA-3 OA-4 OA-6 OA4 OA-7 Non-0 o 0 0 0 0 W 0 

QA-11 - Irnportarnt to Radological 8~st 

1.1 Is the SSC req•red to provide reasonable aaurlnce that higlh-le waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without exceeding the ederal Imts? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
The security and salqguids msystem paerorm the srvelanoce and safeguards functions rsKiUred to protect the repository 
from unauthorized Intrusion, sabotage, theo, and the diversion of nuclear material. The security surveillance system 
aurvy Instrument system provides Instnrnmers to doet the unauthorized movement of nuclear material or contraband.  
This system performs no radioloal safety function.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event wtlh would otherwise result in a radoactlve 
release above the federal imits? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The security xvslance system - survey instrument system provides Inseuments to detect the unauthorized movement of 
nucler material or oodriband. This system Is not miirsd to function to preven, mtlgate, or monitor a credible DBE 
wlhich would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal imit.  

1.3 WI the direct falkure of the SSC reul In a credible Deesgn Basis Event whih wud Med to radoacive release above the federa knits? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

The security survlance system - survey Instrument ssam provides Instruments to deted the unauthoried movement of 
nudcer material or contraband. Failhx of this system wl not result in a credible DOE which would otherwise resull In a 
radioactive release above the federal I"it.  

QA-2 - Importani to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC pedorm a waste isdation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers? 

EL Yes? Rationale: 

The security survellance system - survey Inment system proedes Instruments to dotect the unauthorized movement of 
nuclear material or contraband. This system Is not poet of the natural or engineered benrers.  

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly offect the hydrological. geochemical, or geomechanical characterlstics of the natural or 
engineered barrlers which may prvent them from performing Itheir wIste solation function? 

[0 Yes? Raonale: 

The security barter wysm- survey Instnment systemn povie Instruments to detec the unauthord movement of 
nuclear materlal or contraband. Fiure of this stwn wi not Inpoct the natural or engineered ba•ilng.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems 

Level 3: Survey Instrument System

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Iypodant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, contaliwnent, .rndor montoring of -generated ictive waste? 

[ Yes? Rationsle: 

Tho sectkty survhlance system - survey instumenrt systen provides Instruments to detec the unmithortzed moumet of 
nuclear material or contraband. This system is not Involved with the colection, containment, and/or monloring of ait.
generated rmdioa waste.  

QA-4 - Inportard to Firs Prolection: 

4.1 Doesthe SSC protect OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects offire? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

"The security surveillance system - survey instrmuent system provides Instruments to delect the unauthorized movnemet of 
nuclear material or contraband. This system does not protect OA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of firm.  

QAS - Important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a result ofla Design Basis Evert, could falue of the SSC impear the capebilyof GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or wase Isolation function? 

LI Yes? Raticnle: 

The sicurly survellance system - survey Instrument system provides Instruments to detect the unauthorized movement of 
nuclear material or corihblnd. Fallure of this system wi not knper the capasl yof QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from 
performing their radological moety or w Isol•tion function.  

QA4 - Iypoulan to Physical Protection of FaV ty and Materiels: 

9.L Does the SSCs function provide deledlon or alWon of imauthortzad intrusion or unauthor•ed exlioen materials in the restricted area? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The security swveilance sysem - survy Instrument system provides Instruments to detec the tadhortzed mxo•eent of 
nuice matorial or contraland. Part o the purpse of this system is to provide delection and alam of unauthoried 
Intrusion or unauthortzed wploslve materials In the restricted mre.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accoumtabWty? 

Q Yes? Rationale: 

The seuxty suvelhence system - survey Insrument system provide Instruments to deted the unauthorized movement 
of nuclear material or contraband. This systen Is not involved In special nuclear material accountablty.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU48 - Security & Safeguards System 

SSC: Security Surveillance Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Survey Instrument System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Irnportan to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 
7.1 Doe the SSC provd personnel radiation hsekding, reduce dose rates In radioa areas, or rsqlre personnel access hIto radiation 

are by it. own radioctve source tmrm? 

[3 Yes? Rationale: 

The security surolance system -sawy imeburnen system provides Iistruments to delecd the uriuthoiled •moveent of 
nuclear material or contraband. This sytem does not provide radiation sidelding. reduction In dose rate, or have its own 
radioacive source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Imtaled radiation monitor which monitors are for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The security swvsllance system -survey - Insnment wstemr provides Intrumernts to detect the unathodzed movement of 
nuclear material or conband. This system Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quesfon ftr hit caland hacabty puposes on*r. A y•es nswer to Us quesson does notpro de hduson to the QL-st 

1.0 Are twe other factors, such as prevous analyse, a body o(consensus, or by dred nclusion, that led to the previous conclusion tha1 
this SSC Is Important to radidocml safety (oA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationrle: 

The security swvelance syster - survey itrument system. aihough not specfically • ddressed, Is contained on the 0
Lid by dred Itclusion for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.2.3.15 Securly Facilies. as QA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Data Acquisition System

Level 3: N/A

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

GA-1 OA-2 GA-3 0A-4 OA-5 GA4 OA-7 Non-.  

QA-1 - knhpwts to Radiological Saftet.  

1.1 Is the SSC requied to provid reasonable assurance thD high-level waste can be received, handled, pmckaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without eceeding the federal kits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Ervironmental Monitorkig System - Data Acquisition System, monitors the surface uris and ground water for 
radioactive and hazardous substance releases Into the en*onment. This SSC Is not associated wlh the receipt, handling.  
storage, packaging, emplacement, or rstrieva of high-level waste.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resul In a radioactive 

release above the federal lits? 

[ Yes? Rationele: 
The Surface Environmental Monitoring System - Daa Acquisition System, monitors the surface ares and ground water for 
radioactive wW hazardous substanoe release Into fte environment. This SSC may be required to function to mitigate or 
monAor a credible DBE which would otherwise result In a rdoective releas above the federal limit.  

1.3 WO the direct anue of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would Wed to a radioactive release above the federal Knits? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Erwironmental Monitoring System. Date Acquisition System, monitors the surface areas and ground water for 
radioactive and hawdous substance releases into the environment. The diect falure of ths SSC does not result In a 
credible DBE which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limts.  

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolion function by foming pert of the ntural or enginered barriers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monitoring System - Data Acquisition System, monrtor the surface areas and ground water for 
radloactive and hazardous substance releases INo the environment. The SSC does not perform a waste Isolation function 
by forming part of the naturel or engineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signficanly affect the hydrologal, geochemical, or geomechartcl characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers whlich may prevent hem from performing their waste Isolstion function? 

El Yes? Rationele: 
The Surface Enviroavnsr Moritorng System - Daba Acquisition System. monitors the surface reas and ground waer for 

Kdoactive and hazardous subsance releses Iko the aiwronr . Direct falu of this SSC would not affect the waste 
Isolation functions performed by the ntural or engneerd barrers.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Data Acquisition System

Level 3: N/A

BOOOOOOOO-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 
Attachment IV

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA4 - Iniportant to Radioacti Waste Control: 

3.1 I the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monkoring of te-gelerated radioactive ae? 

n] Yes? Raionale: 

The Surface Ezwrwo t Monitoring System - Data Acquisition System, monitors the surface ares rand ground water for 
raldoactiv and hazwdous substance releases into f• s nironmert This SSC l nd Involved with the cofaction, 
cortainment, andfor monitoring of ste-generated radactý wAse.  

QA-4 - hmportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC proted OA-I or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fir? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Emironmental Monitorn System. Data Acquisition System, monitors the surface mses and ground water 
for radloacve and hazardous substance releases into the environmet. This SSC does not perform a fre protection 
function.  

QA4 - Ihportant to Potential Inteaction: 

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evern. could failure of the SSC imper the capablity of OA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 

radiological safety or wase isdation function? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmentel Monitoring System - Dat Acquisition System, monito the surface areas end ground water 
for radoact and hazardous substance release hno the ewvonment Failure of this system wil n Impair the capability 
of OA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performilng thei radiological safety or waste isolation function.  

QA4 - Ihnpouant to Physical Protection of Facility md Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide deteltion or Warm of unmihorbed lntrusion or unsuehorzed asplo•ave materials In th restricted ae? 

-] Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monitorng System - Dat Acquisition System. monitors the surface aras and ground water 
for nrmoctive and hazardous substance releases, Ito the eMronment. This SSC e nd aaodated with Ute detecion or 
alarming for unauthowzed Inrulon or the presence of saoove materials.  

6.2 Is fie SSCs function rqulred for special nuclear material aocownabArty? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monitoring Syatem - Dat Acquisition System. monitors O-e surface areas and ground water 
for radoective and hazardous substance releases Into the environment. This SSC I not associated with special nuclear 
Materia accouialboty.
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uons.; Attachment IV 

SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Data Acquisition System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Important to Occupatlonal RadIological Exposuies: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide pesonnel radiion Nlding, reduce does msts In radioactive wmo, or require personnel access Into radiation 
ares by Is own radioactive mmsoce term? 

El Yes? Ratonale: 

The Surface Enlrontnental Monitoring System - Data Acquisltion Syslem, monitors the surface arms and ground water for 
radioactive and hazardous substance releases Into the envionmen. This system does not provide radiation ahleldirg, 
reduction in does roe. or have lIs own radioacti source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a perman* installed radidion monitor which montors arm for personnel redliton protection? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

"The Surface Envonmerial Mardtoring System - Data Acquisition System, monitors the surface wnas and ground water for 
radioactiv and hazardous substance releaues Into the environment This SSC is not a permanently irstalled radiation 
monitor.  

Previous CA Classfilcatlon: 

This quesfion is for hdorcal and hcebllfy purposes one'. A ye" answsr to Ws queson does not prvide lnckuslon to the Q-Llst 

8.0 Am ther other factors, such a previous analymes, a body of consensus, or by direct Irclusion, that led to the prevIous conclusion that 
this SSC is Importarn to radiological safety (GA-I) or waste Isolation (OA-2)? 

EO Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monitoring System - Data Acquisition System, alhuh not specificaly addressed, is 
containied on fth Q-Ui by *dect Incluion for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.2.3.11 Monitoring and Operations Control 
Facilities. -a A-I.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Laboratory Facility System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

OA.1 OA-2 OA-3 0A-4 OA-6 0A4- OA-7 Non-Q 
&M El El El El El El 0 

QA-1. Important to Radiological Safey 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. handled, packaged, stored, emplae, and 
retrieved without u eding the federa imits? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 
The Surfaoe Ervironmental Montlorng System - Laboratory Facilty System. monitors the surface ams and ground water 
for radioactive and hazardxm substance releas Into the evironment. This SSC in not associated with the receipt, 
handlig, storge, pacagong, ampacermant, or retrieval of high-level waste.  

1.2 Is the SSC requied to function to preven, mitigate, or monitora credible Desin Basis Evert which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
release above the federal imb? 

6d Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Envonmental Monitoring System - Laboratory Facilty System, monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radioective and hazardous substance releases Ino the environment. This SSC may be required to function to mitigate or 
montor a credible DBE which would otherwis, resull in a radioadive release above te federal lit.  

1.3 WE the drect failure of the SSC meult In a credible Design Basis Event which would Wad to a radioactive release above the fedea Ims? 

El Yes? Rationae: 
The Surface Enronmental Monitoring Systen -Laboratory Facalty System, moniors the surface aras and ground water 
for radioactive and hazardou substanc releases into the environment. The direct blure of this SSC does not resu In a 
credible DBE which would lead to a rdioactve relese above the federal Imts.  

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Doe the SSC perform a waste Isldation function by foming part of the natural or engineered barriers? 

E0 Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Envonmental Monrtorrg System - Laboratory Faclty System, monitom the surface areas and groun• water 
for radioactive and hazardous subetance releases Into ft enrwioment. The SSC does not perform a waste Isolution 
function by formig part of the ntural or engineered barrers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical., or geomechartcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barters which may proved Bwn from performing tir waste isolation functior? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface EnvirorimenW Monring System - Laboratory Faclity System, monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radioactie and hazardous shbetanoe releases Ino the ervironmenr. DIrect failure of tts SSC would not affect the 
waste Isolation functions performed by lhe nul or eo•e lredbarriers.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Laboratory Facility System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - hImpoulant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, containient, and/or monitoring of ale-generated radoacttye waste? 

E Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Enwlronmear Monitoring System - Laboratory Facilty System, monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radioactm and hazardoue substance releeses Into De environment. This SSC is not hivolved wlih the collection, 
contaliment, and/or montoring of sle-gmwsted radloacte waste.  

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Environmental Monitoring System- Laboratory Facity System, monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radioactiv and hazardous substance relesses Ito the environment. This SSC does not perform a rre protection 
funrcon.  

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a rmult of a Deign Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impek the capabily of QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing thir 

radiological safety or wasde Isolation function? 

(]Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Environmental Monkft System - Laboratory Facility System, monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radioactive and hazardous substance releases Into the environment. Falure of tis system wil not irmair the capability 
of OA-1 or QA-2 SSC& from performing thi radiological safety or waste Isolation function.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection o0 Facdty and Materials: 

1.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection oalarm of unsiorlzed Intrusion or unauthodrzed mroosJve materials in the restricted area? 

F] Yes? Ratlonele: 
The Surface Environmental Moritoring System. Laboratory Facilty System, monior the surface areas and ground water 
for radioactive and hazardous substance releses Into the environment. This SSC Is not aesociated with the detection or 
arming for uulhored Intulon or the presence of spoeW materials.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function nKpqlrqd for specia nulew material accounra•lt 

E] Yes? RationAle: 
The Surface Environmental Monitoring System - Laboralory Facility System, monitors the surface arees and ground 

ater for radioactive and hazardous subetance rleases Into the environment. This SSC Is not associated with special 
nuclar material accountability.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Envimnmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Laboratory Facility System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Irportant to Occupationd Radiological Expoms: 

7.1 Does th SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rase In radioac rs , or r*Wf personnel access Into radaton 
areas by Is ow radioative source term? 

0] Yes? Ratonale: 
The Surface Envionmaetal Monnotng System - Laboratory Facility System, monit• he surface areas and ground water 
for radloa and hmardous s"sance releases Ino the environment. This system does not prmode radiation shielding, 
reduction ki dome rate, or hem Is owa radioactie source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors area for peronne radiation protection? 

L Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Environmental Monitoring System - Laboratory Facillity System. monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radioac•ve and hazrdous suebtaneo releases Into te emn rnment. This SSC Is not a permanently Intaled radiation 
monior.  

Previous QA Claslfication: 

-,,/ This quesdon is for Mstorkc and rwceablty purposes on. A 'yes" answ to this questlon does not provide kcinusion to e 0-List 

1.0 Are thero other factors. such ma prevous analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct kclon. that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC is bportant-to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Envionmental Monitoring System -Laboratory Facility System, although not specifically addressed, Is 
contaned on the -List by dred InclusJon for the Balanoe of Plnt, SSA 3.2.3.11 Monitoring and Operations Control 
Facilities, as QA-t.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Meteorological Monitoring System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level S: N/A 

CA-l OA-2 CA-3 OA-4 QA-6 GA4 CA-7 Non-C 
W El 0l El Cl 0 El El 

GA-1 - luWofta to RadWoglcal S~ 

1.1 Is the SSC required to prmide rammable masurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaiged, stored, wem d, and 
retrieved without aice edin 1te federal Emft? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Envronmental Monitoring System - Meteorological Monitotng System, monituo the area meteorology and 
alerts the ait to adverse meteorological conditions. This SSC Is not aesoclated with the receipt, handeing, storage, 
packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-level wade.  

12 Is the SSC required to function to prewt. mUgate, or montor a credible Design Bade Event which would otherwise result In a radloact 
release above the federal Emits? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Envronmentd Monitoring System -Meteorological Monitoring System, monitors the arm meteorology and 
clerts the a@e to adverse mnlserologlcal conditons. This SSC may be required to function to mitigate or monitor a credible 
DBE which would otherwise remut in a radioactive releese above the federal Eit.  

1.3 WI the dird efaure of the SSC resul inc• cedible Design Bais Even which would lead to a nrdioctve release above th federal Oimits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monitoring System - Meteorological Monitoring System, monitors the wa meteorology and 
alerts the sote to adverse meteorologIcal conditions. The direct failure of this SSC does not result In a credible DBE which 
would lead to a radioactive release above Ihe federal Emits.  

QA-2 - Imporlant to Was Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC pelormT a was.e solation Function by forming paet of the natural or engineered barriem? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monioring System Meorlogcl Monitoring System, monitors the area meteorology and 
alerts the st t adverse meeological conditions. The SSC does not perform a wase leolation function by forming part of 

111 natural or engineered berriers.  

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC sONTIcanily affect the hydro4gal, geochenical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may purvent them frm performing 1othir wate Isol•tion function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Erkronrmenal Monioring Syatem - Meteorological Monitoring System, monitors the urea meteorology and 
alerts the ite to adverse mealrloglcal conditions. Dired flure of this SSC would not atfect the waste Isolation functs 
performed by to nat•al or engineerad barriers.
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SSC: Meteorological Monitoring System

Level 3: N/A
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Attachment IV

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA4 - Importyia to RadioactieWae Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, cortainment, and/or monloung of elle-generated radloective waste? 

0- Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Envonmnrtal Montoring System - Meteorological Monitoring System, moniltor the aee meteorology nd 
alets the ale to adverse me•eolcal conditions. This SSC Is not Involved with the collection, containment, and/or 
monitoring of ala-geeraed radioactive wase.  

QA.4 - Inportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSC* from the effects of fire? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface En*onmaa Monioring System - Meteorological Monkorin System. monitors the are meteorology and 
aleft the ala to adverse meteorolog•cal conditions. This SSC does not perform a Ifre protection function.  

QA-i - hImlortard to Potential Ideaction: 

1.1 Asa reultof o Design Basis Evert, could falkwe of the SSC Impeir the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing lheik 
radiological safely or wase Isolation funclion? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environwmntal Monitorng System - Meteorological Monitorg System, monitors the wes meteoroloW and 
alrts Oweoft to admes meteorologicalcmonditions. Failure of ts system wil not impair the capablity of QA- or QA-2 

SSC* from performing their radiological safety or vAse isolation function.  

QA4 - hmpotar to Physical Protection of Facdlty and Mateas: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or hlarm of urnAxoe Intrusion or wiuthomed enplosive materials in the restricled ares? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Envton rial Monioring System - Metorological Monitoring System. monitors the ame meteorology end 
alrts the oft to adver meteorological conditions. This SSC is not asaociated with the detection or alarming for 

unrwchorzed Inueion or the presence of eploelve materials.  

6.2 Is the SSCs fkuction rqaked for special nuclesr material accountabWlt 

C] Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Emilrorm•rtal Monitoring System - Meteorologic Monitoring System, monitors the area meteorology and 
alerts the •ste to ades meteorological condions. TNa SSC Is not asaocated with special nucler material 
accounailt.
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t 7 Attachment IV 

SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Meteorological Monitoring System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: NWA Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - upomrtan to Occupational Radlafogical Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radialion shielding, reduce doe. rates In radioactive arms, or reqube personnel access into radiation 
areas by Is own radioactive source term? 

I Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface En*nrwal Monioring System - Meteorological Monitoring System. monitors the area metorology and 
alerts Ihe ote to adverse mrelarologcall conditions. This system does not provide radiation shielding, reduion In do• 
rate. or hae Is on radioactive source tern.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monlors wass for personnel radiation protection? 

0I Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Envronmental Monitoring Systen -Meteorological Monitoring System, montom the arse meteorology and 
aleft the site to adverse meteorological conditions. This SSC is not a permanently installed radiation montor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

-, This quesfon Is for historcal and ruceabfy purposes oney. A 'y" answer to d* quesdon does not proidoe inclusion to the Q-Lst 

3.0 Are there othr factors, such a previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, Ihat led to the previous concklon tha 
this SSC is important to radoogical saty (OA-1) or wate isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface EnvirocnnW Monitofn Syste.- Meteorological Monitoring Systm,. aNhough not specilicaly addressed,. is 
contained on the 0-Lia by direct Inclualon for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.23.11 Monitoring and Operations Control 
Facitles, as QA-I.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Sample Collecdon System

Level 3: N/A

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

OA-¶ OA-2 OA-3 0A-4 OA-6 0A4 OA-7 Non-0 
S[] [] [0 0 0 0 0 

QA-11 - blyortant to Radiological Salety 

1.1 lathe SSC required to Provide reasoneble assurance that high-level west. can be received, handled, packaged, stord, emnplacad. and 
retrieved without exceedg fie federal mimt? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Enironment Monitoring System - Sample Collection System, monitors the surface armas and ground water 
for radcoective and hazrdous substance releises Into the environment. This SSC Is not associated with the receipt.  
herxling, storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-level wate.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basls Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
release above the federal nimts? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Envonmental Monitoring System - Sample Collection System, monitors the surface areas end ground water 
for radioactive and hazwdoue substance releaees Into the envronment This SSC may be required to function to mitigate or 
monitor a credible DBE which would otherwise reeult In a radioactive release above the federal Imit.  

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC rmul in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmits? 

Cl Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environrrme Monltorng System - Sample Collection System, monitom the surface ames and ground water 
for radioactive and hizardous substance releases Into the enmonment. The direct failure of this SSC does not result In a 
credible OBE which would lead to a radioactive relea above the federal kits.  

QA-2 - Important to Wasts Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waide Isolation function by foming part of the natural or engineered barters? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmerial Monltodng System - Sample ollectio System, moniors the surface arms and ground waters 
for radioactive and hazwdous subance releases Into the envtronment. The SSC does not perform a waste elation 

nction bytfrmk prt of the ,rdl or nqlnr barters.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sign•licanty affed the hydological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 

engineered barriers which may pr•vel them from performing their waste isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Emtlronmentel Moniotng System . Sample Collection System, monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radioactive end haardous •stance releases Into the envronment Direct falure of this SSC would not affed the 
w-ate boblon fumco perfomed by the rl or engineredbweie.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System

SSC: Sample Collection System

Level 3: N/A

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactlve Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the funton of the SSC designed for colection, containment, and/ormoniorng of sle-genera radlooctdevaste? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmentdl Montorlng System -Sample Collection System, monitors the surface areas and ground water 
for radicive and h d ussstance release o the enronment. This Ssc not Involved with the oolection, 
continment and/or monroring • ste-enarerad racoacifre waste.  

QA.4 - hnportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monitoring System -Sample Collection System, monitors Ohw surface areas and ground water 
for radioactive and hardoua subesbace releases Into he environment. This SSC does not perform a fre protection 
funtion.  

QA4 - hmiortant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa re"ulof a Design Bas Event, could failure of the SSC Imlipr the capably of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing the 
radiological safety or waste Isolation function? 

DI Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Envionmenta Monitoring System - Sample Collection System, morntors t surface mares and ground water 
for radoactive and hazrdous substanc releses into fh environment. Failur of this ytem wil not Impair the capebility 
of GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing twir radilogical safety or waste Isolation function.  

QA4 . Inqpotant to Phyaical Protection of Faclty and Materials: 

6.1 Doe the SSC's function provide detection or adarm of uwshoruzed Intrusion or urm obad osvloaev materials In the restricted area? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Environmental Monitoring System -Sample Collection System, montors the surface areas and ground watv 
for radloeCtive and hZrdoUa subatance releaoses kio th environment. This SSC Is not associated with the detection or 
alaming for unuthorzed Intrusion or the presence of •polve materials.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function rluhred for special nuclear material accountability? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface EnvVironeta Monitaon System - Sample Collection System. monitors the surface ares and ground 
waer for radioective ond hzardous substance releases Into the envirornwvit. This SSC in not associtatd with special 
nuclear materal accountabilty.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Sample Collection System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - knpoutard to Occupational Radlological Exporem: 

7.1 Does the SSC proide personne radation shielding, reduce dose rMs In radioectiv mea, orraWks personnel accres ito radiaon 
areas by Is own radloeclve source term? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface EnWonmenr*a Monitorhn Systam - Sample Collction Systerm mKonto the surface arm and ground water 
for radlosactia end hazardo subistno rel•eses Into the environmed. This system does not pr•ide radiation shielding, 
reduction i dose rate, or have its om radiocve source term.  

7.2 Is the SSC a peanenly kIsWtaled radiation monitor which monitors arm for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface EiWlronente Monitorng Syste. - Sample Colection System, monitors the surface ame and ground water 
for radioactive and hazardous subetance releases Into the environment. This SSC Is not a permanenty Installed radciation 
monitor.  

Previous QA Classlcatlom: 

- This quesdon is for histo"rl and tracebly purposs on*y. A yes" answer to this quesbon does not pvoide incusion to the Q-Ut 

8.0 Are there other factors, such a previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, ihat led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC Is Imnpolart to raioko;ca safely (OA-1) or waste isolan (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Environmental Moniorin System. Sarple Colection System, although not specificaly addressed, is 
contained on the -List by direct Inclusion for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.2.3.11 Montoring and Operations Control 
Facitle., as GA-I.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Seismic Monitoring System 

Level 3: N/A

BOOOOOOOO-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 
Attachment IV

L.eve 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

QA.3 - Important to Radiloactive Waste Coenrol: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, containment. and•or monitoring of sile-genersted radoecte waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Emrwronrents Monitoring System - Seismic Monitoring System. monitors ft arm for seilc actity. This 
SSC is not Involved •wi the colectlon, containment, and/or monitoring of sko-eneraled radloactive waste.  

QA4 - Inportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effect ofirse? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface ErnlronmenWl Mottorlng System - Seismic Monitoring System, monitors the ares for seismic actity. Ths 
SSC does not perform a fire proteclotn function.  

QA-4 - Ikyohand to Potentlal Intraction: 

5.1 Asa result ofa Design Bass Event. could ilure offthe SSC0Impa the capablity ofQA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing ther 

radilogical safety or wase iation function? 

[Ei Yes? Rationale: 
The Surface Envronmental Mortming System - Seismic Monitoring System, monitor the a•r for seismic a y.  Faue of Vh*s system wY not Impai the cpebily of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or 
wase Isolaison function.  

QA4 - hnportat to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

1.1 Does the SSC's function provde detection or lem of unauthorzed intrusion or unauthorzed eqosIalve materials In th restricted ar? 

C3 Yes? Rationale: 
The Surfce Enmonmenrta Monitring System - Seismic Mon*imtr System, montrs the wara for seismic sactty. This SSC is not associated wihhe tdeion or sliming for uriiihortzsd intnrson or the presence of eoplosive materials.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function reqbrsd for special nuciea material accountabiity? 

0) Yes? Rallonale: 
The Surface Enlrovnemral Monitoring System - Seismic Monitoring System, montors IOie arm for seismic activity. This 
SSC Is not assoclad with specal nucler material accountabily.
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SDD: SU49 - Surface Environmental Monitoring System 

SSC: Seismic Monitoring System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: NIA Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - bhyotant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide peronnel radlalon aeklking, reduce doee rates In radioectiw arm, or reqft personnel accees Into radiation 
ames by Its own radiocive source term? 

El Yes? Rationsle: 
The Surlae Enionmentd Moniori System - SeWic Moniorig System, monitors the w for seisnIc activity. This 
system does not provkid radiltion s"eIdIng, reduct1o in dose rote, or have Its own radoactive source larm.  

7.2 lIthe SSC a permanently mtaled radiation monorvJihch monitors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

The Surface Enromenw*a Monitoring System -Seismic Monitoring System, monitors the are for aelmic mctMty. This 
SSC Is NOr a permanly Instaled radiation monitor.  

Previous OA Classlficallon: 

This quesdon is for historcal and bcesby purposes only. A yes" answer to 0* question does not provide Incliuion to the G-List 

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of conswenu, or by direct Incluion, Oha led to the previous corclusion that 
this SSC is Important to radlologicl safety (QA-i) or wite isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationals: 

The Surface Environmental Monitofng System - Seismic Monrorng System. although not specifically addressed, is 
contained on the 0-1d by direct Incknaon for the Balance of Plant, SSA 3.2.3.11 Monitork and Oprations Control 
Faclities, as QA-1.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Administration Building Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 OA-4 OA-6 0A-4 OA-7 Non-C 
[] El E] C1 El El 0 El 

GA-1 - kyortant to RadiologIcal Salety: 

1.1 Is the SSC rquied to provA raseroable asurance that high-level waste can be received, h , packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wthout exceeing 1he federal mts? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration System performs no radialogcal safety uKnx;tn.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to functlin to prevent, mtigate, or montor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
release above the federal knits? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 
There ara no postulated design basis everts that require the Adminlstratlon System to funclion.  

1.3 Will the direct falurs of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Evet which would lead to aradoacive release above the federal kmis? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Ther are no scenarios where direct raiur of the Administration System would re"lt in s radioactive release above the 
federal lmis.  

OA-2 . Impodard to Wast* Isolation: 

2.1 Doe the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming pait of the naturd or engrlneeed bmlers? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The AdminIstratimn System does not perform a waste Iolatioon function by forming part of th natural or egneered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct faIlur of the SSC sgnican affect the hyrologil, geochemIcal, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 

enginered barriers which may prevnt them from peforming their waste boli functim ? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Direct faiure of the Adm*i n System wll not affect the characteristics of the natural or wlneered barriers.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Administration Building Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - hiqorUt to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC deigned for colection, containment, and/or montoring of se-generated radioactive waste? 

C- Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no site-generted radlactive wade function.  

QA-4 - It tant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or GA-2 SSC from the effects ofire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fire protection function.  

QAl . Important to Potential Interaction: 

6.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of 11e SSC kiipair the capabilty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing thei 

radiological safety or weste isdatin function? 

El Yes? Ratinale: 
Falure of Ow Administratlon System as reeut of a DBE wil not impar QA-. or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or waste Isolation funcion.  

QA4 - ilPortant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does •e SSC's function provide detction or alarm of unmiuidorzed Itusion or unautiorzed explosive material* in the resticted area? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function mqeired for special nucear material accourtsbtllty? 

C3 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountatifly function.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: Administration Building Level 5: N/A 

QA-7. - kporant to Occupationa RaiolokgcA Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provid peusonnel radiation s•kdft. reduce do@e rates In radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access Into radiation 
area by own rdioacdiwv aource term? 

] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no fwiclins related to mfihntzg radicological xosure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radition monito which moniors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

[JYes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monior.  

Previous OA Classification: 

This quesfon is for hstorica and trwcebiiy purposes oa*. A "yes answor to s queswan does not prWideiduason to Mhe Q-List 

1.0 Are there other fctors, such as previous analyses, a body of conseanus, or by dired Inclusion, that led to ft prevbus concusion tha 
this SSC is importarn to radilogcal safety (OA-) or wade isolatio (OA-2)? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration Sysim Is contained in Appendix B. Page B-2-3, of the 4-ist, "Items exluded from the 0-List by 
exemption.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Mock-Up Building Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 OA-4 0A-S CIA4 OA-7 Non-0 
El El El El 13 El El i 

GA-1 - Important to Radiological Sdeisr 

1.1 Is the SSC required to proMvde reasable amesrnce that high.-leve waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved WxthouA meding the federal knmt? 

El Yes? Rational.: 
The Administration System perifwn. no radlalogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor s credible Design Bis Event which would otherwise result In r adoactive 
release above the federal kmits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There are no postulated deasn beeb evens tw reiuire the Administation System to funcuon.  

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC msult in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Omits? 

E3 Yes? Rationale: 
"There amr no scenarios where dkied failure of the Admrinltraton System would result in a radjoa release above the 
federal mits.  

QA-2 - I mpotant to Wasi Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a vaste Isolation function by forming pert of the ntural or engieed bnters? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Adrnnistration System does not performs wase Isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered bariers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of dhe SSC snficantly affect tf hyrdoglcal. geochetical, or geomechanlcal charactedrsics of the natural or engineered brriers which may preven them from performing their wase Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Dmwc Fealure of the Administration System wil not affect th characterstics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: Mock-Up Building Level 5: NWA 

QA-3 - Inportant to Radoactive Wade Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or Monitorg of ale-generated radloacte waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC lpeforms no site-generted radlactiv wease function.  

QA.4 - hInpotant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Doe" the SSC protect QA-I or GA-2 SSCs frorn the effd. of fire? 

D Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC perfonns no Ofle protection function.  

QA4 - Im•eoant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As r meult of a Design Basis Event. could failure of the SSC broelr the capabilty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radological safet y or wuate Iolation function? 

U Yes? Rationale: 
Falue of the Adminitraton Sytem as a result of a DBE wil not Impalr QA-I or GA-2 SSCs fron performIng their 
radiological safety or waste Isolation function.  

QA4 - knpoutard to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

1.1 Does the SSC's function provide detelton or alam of unauthort Intrusin or unauthorized evlOWve materials in the restricted asm? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perfor a physical protection fknction.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function rquired for special nuclear material accountability? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

Thi SSC does not perform a epeclal nuclear materiel sccowtabbiy iUnctim.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Mock-Up Building Level 5: N/A 

QA7 - Importid to Occupational Radioogical E•posue: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radloactive arms, or r@sqre personnel access fto radiation 

mae by Is own radoactive source tem? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no fluicions related to mnimizing rdologilcal epoeure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permaenty installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation prolection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC Is note radiation monior.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quesdon Is for historcal and b-rceab5y purposes one. A "yes aswer to Mis quosbkn does notprovde kldusfon to Me Q-Lsf 

8.0 Ar theOm other factors. such - prevous aialyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incluelon O-a led to the prevous conclusion tha 
thVi SSC Is Wnportan to radiogical safdy (OA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)? 

- Yes? Ra:onala: 

The Adminilnration Syslem Is contained In Appendx B. Page B-2-3, of the O-L0.t. "Items exciuded from the 0-.Lst by
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Visitors Center Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 OA-3 GA-4 OA-6 0A-4 OA-7 Non-0 
0] 0 El El C 0 0 W 

QA-1 - khportant to Radiological Sf 

1.1 Is the SSC requied to provide reasonable mssuaxnce that high-level waste can be received, handled. packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wftml eceeding the federal Emits? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration System performs no radialogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monroe a credible Desegn Basi Event which would otherwie result Ina radioactive 
release above the federal limits? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
There rae no postuleted design basis events that require the Adminstation System to function.  

1.3 W'l the failure of the SSC result in a credit" Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmis? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
There am no scenarios where direc failure of the Administration System would result In s radioactive release above the 
federal lmits.  

QA-2 - knportwat to Wasi Isoltom 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste I1ol6on function by forming part of the natural or enginemed barrers? 

LI Yes? Rationae: 
The Administration System does not perform a waste leolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC slgrihlcntly affect the hydrological. geochemical, or Gaomechan*al characteristlcs of fhe natural or 
engineered barriers which ma preved them from performirg their waste isolation function? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

Dkrect falure of the Administration System wi not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU5O - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Visitors Center Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - kIportant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desgned for collection, containment. and/or monioring of sIt-ge-erated radioactive waste? 

[J Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC performs no ske-genrated radlactive waste function.  

QA.4 - Impodant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does Ohe SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects offire? 

U Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC perfoimn no tfie proection function.  

QA4 - hniportant to Potential Interaction: 

1.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Event, could faiure of the SSC Impair the capabiliy of QA-i or QA-2 SSCs froan perorming their 
radIological safety or weds Isolst•o• function? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
Fmllur of the Admnitiratlon System ass result of a DBE wil not Impair QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performingfthir 
radiological safety or wuste Isolation function.  

QA. - Iwportart to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide delecdon or alarm of unauthoried Intrusion or unwushodzed mqolve materials In tie restricted area? 
C Yes? Rationab: 

This SSC does not perform a physlcal protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs fundion .uilred for special nuce.r material aooountablity? 

] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not prform a special nuclear material accountablty function.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Visitors Center Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provd pesmonn radiion aslhidg. reduce dose rates In radoactive areas, or rqewie personnel access kIt radiation 
maS by Is ow racloeclive source term? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC tue no functions related to mbrdngt radlogi exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a penmanny inetaled ratlon monlor wich monitors wars for personnel radiation prafectIon? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC Is not a radiation mwdonor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quesgon is for h-miocaf and biceabiy pulwosp oney. A "yes answer fo this question does not proivde Incusion to the Q-Ust 

8.0 Are ther other factors, such a previou analyses, a body of conensus, or by irct Inclusion, Itua led to the previou concusion th 
this SSC Is Importan to radIological salety (OA-1) or vste Wolelan (OA-2)? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 
The AdnnMraon System Is contained in Appendbc B. Page B-2-3, ofthe Q-LUs, 'tems excluded from the O-List by 
exerupton.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Engineering System Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 CA-3 GA-4 CA-I GA4 OA-7 Non-C 
E] 0 E 0 El F] 0 E0 

CA-I1 - Important to Radiological Sallaiy: 
1.1 Is t5e SSC requird to prod reasomnble assurance that high-lvel waste can be received, handled, peckbged, stored, emplaced, and 

retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits? 

F] Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration System pefoms no radalogical safely functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event whch would otherwise resf I na radioactive 
release above the federal Emits? 

[]Yes? Rationale: 
There we no postulated design basis events that require the Administration System to function.  

1.3 WE the direct fslur of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would led to a radioactive release above the fede Ws? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Them am no scenarios whe direct falure of the Administration System would result In a radioactive release above the 
federal kmits.  

QA-2 - kIportant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Doew the SSC perform a waste Isolalion function by forming poat of do ntural or engineered barrers? 

E0 Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration System does not perform a waste leolaaton function by forming part of the natural or engineered barters.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sigNIficantly effect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barrers which may prevent them from performing their wete Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationrle: 
Direc failure of the Administration System wll not affect the characteriutics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU5O - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: Engineering System Level 5: WA 

QA.3 - bportant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, contakmernt, wdVlor monktorin of ste-generted radioactive waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC perfom- no site-generated radlective wate function.  

QA.4 - bnpotant to Firs Protection: 

4.1 Does Ute SSC protec QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs orom the effects of fira? 

[D Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no ire protection function.  

QAS - Important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Ass reu"l of a Design Basis Event, could fiurk of tOe SSC impa the capabity of CA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from perforrng thi 
radioKgical safety or wadte Isodation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Failure of the Adminiration Sysim as a result of a DBE will not Impair QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or waste Iodation function.  

QA4 - knpodant to Phyical Protection of Fecillty end Matedls: 

6.1 Does t SSC's function provkde deletdon or alarm of urnswomd intrusion or unautorized explosive materials in the restricted arms? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not peio W a pica protection funcion.  

L.2 Is the SSCs function rouqkd for special nuclear material accourtab ? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not pwefon. a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Engineering System Level 5: N/A 

GA-i - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC prvide personnel radiation ahisling, reduce does rates In radloecve areas, or requle personel access Into radiation 
areas by Its own radiove source term? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no fundlons related to mmmlng radWoli exposur.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Intaled radiation monito whlch monlio are for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

TNs SSC Is not a radiation montor.  

Previous GA Classfication: 

This qes~on Is for hstoral and bacNabMtypurposes O&s'y. A '"es answer to isi quesdon does notproWde kiduskon to Me Q-List 

3.0 Are therm oher facto , such a prevous analymse, a body o(consernus, or by direct Incusion, tast led to th previous concision ta 
this SSC Is kpo'tant to radidogical safety (GA-1) orvwste Isolation (OA-2)? 

E] Yes? Ratonale: 

The Administration System Is contained in Appendix B, Page B-2-3, of the 0-Ust, "Items ewchded from fth -Ust by 
WCMPM~
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SDD: SU50 -Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Office Services and Records System Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 CA-4 OA-6 CA-6 GA-7 Non-C 

El 0l E l 03 0 El i 

QA-1 boeamt to Ra~diologicallsafety

1.1 Is the SSC required to proAde raessnable aseuance tha high-level waste can be received, handled, pacluge, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without exceeding the federal knEn? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Admrinistration System performs no radlalogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would othrwise result in a radloactive 
release above the federal Emits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There we no postulated design beau events that require the Administration System to function.  

1.3 WE the direct felure o the SSC rsult in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to e radioactive release above the federal I? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

There wm no scenarios where diect filure of the Adminiatratlm System would resul In redbactive release above the 
fedeal mits.  

QA.2. khnltan to Wase lsobtlon: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waie Isolation function by foming pat of ihe naLural or engiueredherriers? 

- Yes? Rationale: 

The Administration System does not perform waste Isolation function by foming part of the natural or engineered barrers.  

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC sIglincariflly affect lhe hydrological. geochemical, or geomechanIcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent them from perfo•mng their wse Isolation function? 

E) Yes? Rationale: 

Direct failure of the Adn*sraon System wi not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barrers.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration System. Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Office Services and Records System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3- Important to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection. containment, andor nmonitorng of *e1-generated radioactive wase? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no ske-enerated radlactive wale function.  

QA-4 - important to Fire Proedtion: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs From the effects of firs? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performT. no fire protection function.  

QAJ - Imoporlant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a result ofa Design Basis Event, could fallure of the SSC lmpar- the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or wa@e Isolation function? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 
Failure of the Adminlidrallon System asa result of a DBE wll not Impak QA-1 or QA-2 SSC& from performing their 
radiological safety or wads Isolation function.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide datectio, or alarm of unaihodirid Intrusion or unauthodrzed woosve materials In the restricted ares? 

F1 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

0.2 Is the SSCs function rqusred for special nudear material accountablity? 

Ye Ys? tionle: 

1Tis SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountabilty function.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Office Services and Records System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiaion eNeling, reduce doee rates In radoectv armen, or roIUre personnel access Nito radiation 
areas by itN own rodlod eource term? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC has no funcfon related to ml*nn*n radlological exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty Instaled radion monlor which monatom areas for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Retlonele: 
"This SSC Is not a radiation monlror.  

Previous QA Classifcallon: 

7"hs wueshon Is for h/stocaf and tr&ebd purposes ona*. A "ys" answer to Ms queston does notprovide kidus/on to the Q-List 

1.0 Are there other factors, such a previous mnalysee. a body of coneensum, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
thi SSC is hlptant to redobg~cal safely (GA-1) or wate Isolatio (OA-2)? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Admnnistratlon System Is contalned I Appendix B, Page B-2-3, of the Q-Llst, "Itens excluded from the Q-Ust by 
=@"#tIon.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Operations Management & Planning Computer Level 5: N/A 
System 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 0A4 OA-5 0A-4 OA-7 Non-O 
El El El El 0l El El 

QA-1 - hiipotwan to Radiologca Waeir.  

1.1 Ia the SSC required to provid resonablle assurance that high-level waste can be recelved, handled. pecl .ed, stored. emplaced, and 
retrieved without exceedkng the federal knb? 

El Yes? RatJonale: 
The Adinkl*talon System performs no radiological safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwIse re In a r mdioactie 
release above the federal lkits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There are no postulated design beoi events is requite the Administration System to funclon.  

1.3 WE the direct failure of the SSC resul in a cnKsli Desgn Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There am no scnarios where died faiure of the Administration System would result In a radioactive release above the 
federal hitis.  

QA-2 - hIportant to Waste Isolation: 

L1 Dos the SSC perform a vade IsolAtIon functon by fami pod of the natural or engineered bariers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Administration System does not perorbm a wast Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banTers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrologicel, geochemical, or geomechancal characteristics of the natural or 

engineered barriers which may prevrt them from performn*g their waste isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Direct falure of the Administration System wll not affect the characteristics of the natural or wnoneered barriers.
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Q661 QAttachment IV 

SDD: SUSO - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Operations Management & Planning Computer Level 5: NIA 
System 

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 lIthe function of the SSC designed for colection. containment, mndlor monloring of site-generated radioactive waste? 

nl Yes? Ratoonale: 

This SSC perform no de-genersted redlective waste function.  

QA.4. Important to Fire Prolection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 

Thi SSC performs no fire prolection function.  

QA4 . important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa resut of a Design Basis Evet, could failure of the SSC Impai the capabiliy of GA-I or QA-2 SSC* from performing their 
riological safety or wade Isolation functio? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Failure of the Adminlitraion System e a resul of a DBE will not Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from ped'orming their 
radiological safety or waste isolation function.  

QA4 . Inprtant to Phyacal Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Doms the SSC's function provide delection or alarm of unsothorted Intrusion or unsuthoized q•itsve materals in the restricted area? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs funcxton r*led for special nuclew material accountablity? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountabty function.
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SDD: SUSO - AdministratIon System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Operations Management & Planning Computer Level 5: N/A 
System 

oA.7 - kportdar to Occupation, Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC Provide peron radiation WhWeldng, reduce dose rates in radioactive ares, or rsl*e personne access into radaton 
ara by Its own radioactive ource term? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC has no funcltons relaed to mnilmizng radoogia eposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a psnnanenty instahed radiation monitor which monitorsm for pearonnel radiation protection? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is nota radiation onlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

- This quesdon is for hidoica and &hce.bWty puposes ony. A yeai answer to this queston does not proiwde indAuson to the Q-LUsf 

1.0 Are thewe other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC Is Important to radological sfty (OA-I) or wsate Isolation (QA.2)? 

[]Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration Sysem Is contained in Appenlix B, Page B-2-3, of the Q-Ust, 'Ktems e.iuded from the Q-Ust by 
ommplon.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Training System Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 0A-4 OA-5 OA4 OA-7 Non-0 o 0 0 E C] 0 E 0 

QA-1 - Wportant to RAdlollogkcl Saet 
1.1 le.the SSC requlnd topvc reeso•nabe assurance that gh-le Wst. can be received, hndled, peckaged, stored, emplaced, and 

retrieved WOtWo ceeding te fededl" Emis? 

5 Yes? Rationale: 
The Adminstration System perfams no radiological safety furcions.  

1.2 is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or montkor a credible Design Basis Event which woud otherwIse result In a radioactive 
release above the federal lits? 

C Yes? Rationale: 
There we no postulated design basis events that require the Admirktration System to funcilon.  

1.3 WE the direct faiure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basi Event which would Wed to a radlosctive release above the federal limits? 

F] Yes? Rationale: 
There we no scenarios wtom direct falue of the Administration System would result in a radioactive release above the 
federal limb.  

QA-2 . knportant to Wast Isolation: 

2.1 Doe the SSC perform a waste Isolation funricion by formng part of h natural or engineered barters? 

C] Yes? Rsllone: 
The Adnistratolon System does not perform a weate isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct falurs of the SSC slgnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent thm from performing thei %te Isolation function? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 
Dired fluir of On Administration System wil not affed the characteristics of the natural or egneered barriers.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Training System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Importai to Radioactive Wate Control: 

3.1 Is the funcion ol the SSC designed for colection, containment, and/or monitoring of mite-generated radloeclive weste? 

[I Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no elt.-gusrated radlactie waste function.  

QA-4 - huportant to Fire Protadlon: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
"This SSC performs no lire protection funmotion.  

QA;4 - knportant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa result of. Deeign Basis Eved, could fer of the SSC impair the capebllty of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing heir 
radiological safety or wate Isolation function? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 
Faliwe of the Adrrinistalon Syem n a a result of a DBE wi not rnpair CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing tir 
radiological safety or waste isolation fuction.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facity and Mateulals

6.1 Does If SSC's function proide de-cion or darm of unasuhorzed intrusion or urauihorzed explosive materials in the restricted area? 

U Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC doen not performs physical protection functim.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nudear maoteriat ccountablty 

[3 Yes? Rationale: 
"This SSC does not periorm a special nuclear material accountabiliy function.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: NWA 

Level 3: Training System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Dos the SSC rvidk Personnel rsdaion &4"ivng, reduce dos rates In radioactive arves, or require personnel access No raiatior 
aeas by Re own rudloctive source term? 

J Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no functions related to minmizing radiological exose.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Inslalled radalton monkor which monitors ares. for personnel radlation protection? 

[JYes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radition monlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quest:on is for istooril and tracesabltypu eoss only. A ys" answer to ds quesion does not provWde incruslon to •e Q-Lld 

5.0 Ar there oher factors, such a preious analyses, a body of consensus, or by direc Inclusion, 1s led to the previous conclusion ota 
1* SSC is knportant to radologice safety (QA-t) or wst.e Isolation (OA-2)? 

E Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration System is contained In Appendcx B, Page B-2-3, of the 0-Lst, "Ktenm exludsd from the O-List by wwrmpton.
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- tsttlons Attachment IV 

SDD: SUS0 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Transportation Dispatch Computer System Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 GA-4 GA-6 GA4 GA-7 Non-0 
0 ] 0 E 0 0 1 S2 

QA.1 - hvyorta to Radiological Sa .  

1.1 Is On SSC reqlired to provide reasonabl assurance that higve west, cn be received, handled. pecl, ged. stored, emplaced, and 
retrleved without mxosedig tie federal I? 

E) Yes? Ratonale: 
The Administration System performn no rmdlalogical sa•ety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to piween. mitigate, or motor a credle Design Basis Event which would otherwise resul in a radloa 
release above to federal knits? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 
There are no poetulated design basis events that requtre the Administration System to function.  

1.3 WE the Nirect falure of the SSC rasul in a cedble Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federal lmits? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

There arm no scenanros where dlred falure of the Administration System would result In a radioactive release above the 
federtl kmits.  

QA-2 - Inportar to Wast Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a weste iestlon function by forming paIr of the natural or engineered barrers? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

The Administration System does nort perform a weat isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barters.  

Z.2 Can direct lalure of the SSC signifcantly affed the hydrological. geochemical, or geomecherical characterlstics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing thelr waet Isolation function? 

EI Yes? Rationale: 

Dir'ect fellure ofthe Administration System wil not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Transportation Dispatch Computer System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - hmotaa to Radioactiv Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of sits-generated radioactive wade? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC performs no slte-gemnrded radiadive waste function.  

QA4 - Inportant to Fire Proteion: 

4.1 Does Oh SSC protect QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from Ohe affects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC performs no fire protectin function.  

QAJ - Important to Potential Iteraction: 

5.1 Asa resul of a Design Basls Evert. oouldfallureof he SSC knipeirthe copablyof GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safelty or wease Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Falure of the Administration System a a result of a DBE will not Impeir GA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or waste Isolation function.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Matedals.: 

1.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or slerm of unauihortzed intrlsion or unauthorzed ewloslve materials In the restricted arm? 

E] Yes? Ralonale: 
This SSC does oot performa physical protection funcilon.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function re d forow i nuder mdaerl acountably? 

C] Yes? Ratlonale: 

This SSC does not pa rorm a special nucier meteiel accountablity function.
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SDD: SU50 - Administration System 

SSC: Administration Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Transportation Dispatch Computer System Level 5: N/A 

QA.7. Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Doe the SSC prm. personnel radiation W"ll•,. reduce does rates In radioctive areas, or reqkr personnel access Into radiation 

areas by No own radioective source term? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC has no finctIons related to minkln g radiological exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiaon mnorior which monitors an*a for personnel rad'iation protection? 

[ Yes? Rtlionale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quesfon is for h stooaf and tracebhy purposes onl. A "yes answer to d* queslon does not promi Inclusion to the Q-List 

U.0 Are there other factor, such a previous analyses, a body of coeenaus, or by direct Inclukion, that led to the pnreous conclusion ta 
this SSC Is Important to radiogical safety (CA-1) or wate Isolation (QA.2)? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 
The Administration Sysem Is contained In Appenix B, Page B-2-3. of the 0-List, "Items eicluded from the a-List by 
aUipton.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Central Shops Level 5: WA 

GA-1 OA-2 GA-3 0A-4 GA-I GA4 OIA-7 NMon-O 
El [E El 11 0 0 El W 

GA-I kn~ortanilto Radiologicall Sdety: 

1.1 Is the SSC requied to provide reasonableoaawnnce that high-evel waste can be received, handled, pualcaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved withocil iceeding fh federal Emits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System perforns no radlalogical uafdey functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prwent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal limits? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
There me no postulated desgn basis events that requre the Maintenance & Supply System to function.  

1.3 Will the dirct falir of the SSC rsult in a credible Design Bas Event which would Wed to a radioctive release above the federal Emits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Therea no scenaros whe dhd talure of the Maintenance & Supply System would result in a radioactive release above 
the federal lmits.  

QA-2 hIiportant to Wasie Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wvate isolation function by forming pert of the natural or eineered borders? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System does not perform a wast Isolation function by foming part of Oe natural or englInered 
beaters.  

2.2 Can diect failure of the SSC sgniflcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered baiers which may prevent therm fom performin their wage Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Direct failure of the Maintenance & Supply System wil not affect the chaacteristics of the natural or engineered banrers.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Central Shops Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Wade Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, containment, ndkor monioring or n radoactim wade? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC performs no seo-genrarted raejctive weste function.  

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA- or OA-2 SSCe from the effects of fire? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC performs no fire protection function.  

QA4 . Inpotant to Potential interaction: 

5.1 Asa result of.a Design Basis Evert. could failu of the SSC impie the capabilty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from perfom*n their 
radiological safety or waste Isolation function? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
Failure of the Maintenance & Supply System s a rsut of a DBE will not Impeir GA-I or GA-2 SSCs from performing 
their radiol•gical safety or waste Iolation function.  

QA4 - Irnpotant to Physical Protecdon of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function pwvkde detection or alarm of unmhored Intrusion or unauthorzed emoelw materials In t restricthd area? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function nmilued for special nuclear material accountabeW 

[ Yes? Ratlonale: 

ThNs SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountabily functio.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Central Shops Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - bnpodant to Occupational Radookgica Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC IroWIde pesonnel rmdialton 0"&un, reduce doe" ras In radiectie aerss, or requl' personnel access into radietion 
reas by Its own radioac•ve aorce term? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 
"This SSC has no hfncfon related to I1h*nblk nrological exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Ialled radiaon monlor which monitors vis for personnel radiation protection? 

['- Yes? Rationale: 

"This SSC is not a rmion monior.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This queston is for histofal and tracesblypurposes only. A y"es answer to this quasxon does not pvtodo k'nson to fth 0-List 

1.0 Are twre other factors, such a previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hiclusion, thst led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC is Important to radologcal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)? 

C Yes? Rationale: 

The Maintenance & Supply System were determnd to be a Non-Q Item in Appendix B of the 04lt.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Central Warehouse Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 QA-2 OA-3 0A-4 GA-6 0A4 GA-7 Non-0 

El El El Di 0i Ei Li 

QA-1. h-inotarn to RadologicalSaMy.  

1.1 Is tho SSC required to proide remeonale asurance tha hgh-level waite can be received, hndied, peckaged, stored. emplaced, ard 
retrieved wihoel exeeding the fderal kmfs? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The MaLntenance & Supply System performs no radialogical uafety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC rqusired to function to prwent, mirlate. or monor a credilble Design Basis Event which would otherwise resul In a radioactive 
release above Ihe federal limits? 

L] Yes? Raltonale: 
Ther are no poetulated design basis wenne that requIre the Maintenance & Supply System to function.  

1.3 Wig the direc falure of the SSC reult in a credible Deeign Basis Event which would lhed to a radoactive relea above the federal Imits? 

Li Yes? Rationale: 

There ae no scenarios where dired falure of the Maintenance & Supply System would resul in a radioactive release above 
the federal nmies.  

QA-2 - Important to Warle Isolation: 

2.1 Doen the SSC perform a waste ldation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered barriers? 

EL Yes? Rationale: 

The Ma'intenace & Supply System does not perform a wade isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered 
barners.  

2.2 Can direc failure of the SSC algnflrcaiy affed the hydological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered berriers which may prsevrd them from performing their waste isolatio function? 

Li Yes? Rationale: 
Direct famiure of the Maintenare & Supply System wil not affect the charaderWics of the natural or engineered benaers.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Central Warehouse Level 5: NIA 

QA-3 hnportant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of ale-generated radloactve waste? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no .e-gerwrated radlactiv wade function.  

QA4 . Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Do"s the SSC protec QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

[2 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fe probcdo funct o.  

QAJ - Important to Potential Inleractlon: 

6.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Evert. could falure of the SSC Impair the capablity of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radloical safey or waste Isolation function? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 
Failure of the Maintenance & Supply Sysdem as a result of a DBE wtl not hmpelr QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing 

aier radiological safety or wade Isolation function.  

QA4. Ihnortant to Physical Protection of Facillty and Mateial-" 

5.1 Does the SSC's function proide deIteron or alarm of unaulortzd inbuelon or unwaihorzed exploelve materials In the restricted area? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 

Th1 SSC does nW perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 1 the SSCs function nxquhed for epecial nudear malerial acountsby? 

[ Yes? Rationele: 

Thi SSC does not perform a specal nucleer material accountability function.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Central Warehouse Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - hnporta to Occupational Radioklical ExpoSUre: 

7.1 Doe the SSC prokm personnel radion hildig, reduce does rtes In radioactive mwo, orreie personnel sces Into radiation 

areas by It oam radloactve sousce term? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC h no funedons relaed to mrinkmizf nKgilocal epapoee.  

7.2 Is the SSC a peranntly Ineslaled radallon monior which monlors wess for personnel radiation protection? 

U Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is not a radition monlor.  

Previous QA Classication: 

Thfs quesson Is for hlowtdc and trwaby putposes oM. A *yes* answer to M= ques,•n doe" not provide induslon to the Q-.st 

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this ssc is Important to radological safely (QA-i) or wase isolon (QA-2)? 

[]Yes? Riorne: 

"The Maintenance & Supply System were determined to be a Non-O Keam In Appendix B of the 01st.
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SDD: SU5I - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: DC Receiving Shed Level 5: N/A 

CA-i oA-2 CA-3 CA-4 GA-6 CA-8 OA-7 Non-C C] ] 13 0] 0] 03 [] 

CA-I1 - itwyortard to Radiological Safety 

1.1 Is the SSC reu 1ed to povide reasonable assaunce that hilAi" weste can be received, halred, packged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wlhot exceeding the federal litb? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System performs no radiogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitligete, or monitor credile Design Bes" Event which would otherwise result in a radiosctie 
release above the federal mts? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 
There are no postulated design basis everts that require the Maintenance & Supply System to function.  

1.3 Wi1 the direct 4aure of the SSC result Ins credile Desg Basis Event which would led to a radioacive release above the lederal mints? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There are no scenarios where dIrt falure of the Maintenance 4 Supply System would result Ina raciosde release above 
the federal Wmils.  

QA-2 - Importand to Wasle Isolation 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a vmste liolation function by formlng pod of the natural or engineered barriers? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System does nrt perform a weste Iolation function by forming part of he natural or engineered 
banters.  

2.2 Can direct lure of the SSC signiflcanty affect the hydological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent them fom performing their waste solation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Direct fallure of the Mainenance & Supply SyStem wO no aM ec the characteristics of the natural or engineered banters.
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S, 1 Que n Attachment IV 

SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: DC Receiving Shed Level 5: N/A 

QA4 - hnpoftant to Radioactive Wate Control: 

3.1 Is the function of Ohw SSC designed for collection, contairmwent, arndor monitoring of skte-generated radioactive wase? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no sol-generud ralctn wad* function.  

QA-4 - knipoant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC proeld QA-i or CA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rutlonde: 

This SSC performs no lie protection function.  

QA4 - iportant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa resu of Design Basis Event, coudfailureofthe SSC impairthecapablRyofCA-I orQA-2SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or wasde Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationa.: 

Falire of Ie Maintenance & Supply Syswte ass result o a DBE will not Ihpair CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing 
Ohk radiological safety or waste isolation function.  

QA4 - Inpowt to Physical Protection of Facliy and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provde docon or Wanm of uneuthord Inhruslon or unaub.wdzed exwoshw materdias In the resied aea? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC doe nol perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function • lrad for special nule. nrterdid ooouabilly? 

El Yes? Rilonale: 
This SSC does not perform a specid nuclear material accountablty function.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply System Facilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: DC Receiving Shed Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - bimportad to Occupations! Raological Exposure: 

7.1 Doem Ohw SSC pimvde personnel radltlon shelng. reduce dos rates In rdoect arm , or require personnel access Into radiation 
ires by Is own radloactso aurce term? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no functons raded to nhrntdzng raiologlcal exosure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a peIrmanently Instaled radiation monkor which monorm aas for personnel raation pro(ection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

Thds queston is for histodcal and traceabity purposes oa*. A *yes' answe to U9 quesion does not pro"vd. hncuslon to Mhe Q-List 

3.0 Are ther other factors, such - previous analyuse, a body of consensus, or by dired Inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion th 
this SSC Is Importnt to raddogical safety (QA-1) orwaste Isolation (OA.2)? 

F1 Yes? Rationale: 

The Maintenance & Supply Systern were de4errnied to be a Non-Q Hem In Appen& B of the Q41t.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Empty DC Supply System Level 5: N/A 

GA-I OA-2 GA-3 OA-4 GA-S 0A4 OA-7 Non-0 
[] 0l El 0l C El El 

GA-11 - hInoctantA to RadSologkca Sa~ty 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide thasonable iuranoe Ii Igh-lAval waste can be recalved. h-dled, packaged, stored, empWlad, and 
retrieved witouth exceding the federal lits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System performs no radnalogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to functlon to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credble Design Basis Event which would otherrwise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal limb? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There au no poetulated desig bee" en that require the Maintenance & Supply System to function.  

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Bases Event whtch would Wead toe radioactive release above the federal imits? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
There m no scenareio where dired Ialure of the Maintenance & Supply System wotld result in a radionclive release above 
the federal Emits.  

QA-2 - Importaa to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by frming parl of the natural or engineered barriers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System doe not perform a waste eoletion function by forming part of the natural or engineered 
barrers.  

2.2 Can d fec flar of the SSC signilicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characterstics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevnt them from performing their wasle Isolation function? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

Dirct filure of the Maintenanos & Supply System wU not affed the characteristics of the natural or engIneered berrers.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Empty DC Supply System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Inportard to Radloactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monloring of mie-generated radioactive waste? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no ale-generaed radlaccti waste function.  

QA-4 - Inportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

ED Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC perfomrm no fte protction funcio.  

QA4 - Ihnpotant to Potential Iteraction: 

51 Asa rmeslt of a Deeign Basis Eat, could falure of the SSC ipir fet capabily of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing ther 
radloocal sfedy or waste Ilation function? 

El Yes? Rotionele: 
Falkureo the Mak&enance Supply System as a resul of a DBE wil not Impeir QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing 
their radiological safety or waste Isoation function.  

QA4 - himortant to Physical Protection of Faclty and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC' function pro"de detection or alnmm of unauihrtzad Intuslon or unAufhorlzd uloulve materials In th restActed area? 

[]Yes? Rationrale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection functin.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function •l*Wed for special nuclear material aooabulRa y 

I] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a special nucleer material accountabilty function.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System -J 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: Empty DC Supply System Level 5: WA 

QA-7 - Wnportant to Occupatgond Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide persornel radiation shmddn, reduce dos rates In radloectiw arees, or reqire personnel access Wft radiation 
arms by fs own radioective mource term? 

E1 Yes? RaUonale: 

This SSC has no funclions related to mnnhktzk radlogloca epoere.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pennanent Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

Li Yes? Rationale: 

Thie SSC Is not a radiation monlior.  

Previous CA Claslsklcaton: 

This ;Weslfon Is ftrsorkalcand traceabliy purposes oy. A "yes wm r to V* questin does not proWds inrksion to the Q-LUs 

8.0 Are ther other factbm, euch n prious analyses, a body of conreus, or by *ad irect usn, taled to the previous conclusion hat 
this SSC is Important to radological sfety (CA-I) or waet Isolailon (OA-2)? 

(]Yes? Rationale: 

The MAintenance & Supply Syestui were ddtermined to be a Non-C hm In AppmndtK B of the Q-list.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Equipment Storage & Retrieval System Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 GA-2 GA-3 QA-4 GA-B GA-6 QA-7 Non-0 
El 0 0 [0 0] 0 6a 

QA-1 - Iriportant to RadkologicallSafety: 

1.1 Is the SSC required to previde reasonable nan Itnet hig-le waste can be recelved, hwodled. peackged, stored, emplaced. mid 
retrieved wihout aecaaefn the fderal nmts? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply Sydem performs no radialogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resul In a radioactive 
release above the federal imb? 

[] Yes? Rationmde: 

There ae no postulated design basis evenr that require the Maintenance & Supply System to function.  

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC rsul In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to. radioactive release above the federal limi? 

[J Yes? Rationale: 

There w no scenarios where direct failure of the Maintenance & Supply System would result In adcsdir release above 
the federal Enmt.  

QA-2 - Inportan to Wase Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wate Isolation function by foming put ofthe natural or engineeard baiers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Maintenance & Supply System does not performa waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered 
berrers.  

2.2 Can d*ec falure of1hr SSC signlficantly affed No hydrological, geochemIcal, or geornecwlncal cheactedatica of the natural or 
engineered bters which may prevent them from performing their woste oolaltion function? 

El Yes? Rationaea: 

Direct failur ofthe Malntenence & Supply Syatem will not affect the characteristics of the natural or enlineered berrlers.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Equipment Storage & Retrieval System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 h iportant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colecdton, contalnenr, and/or monitoring of sae-generated readoacttve waste? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no site-generated radiactiv waste function.  

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects offre? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

Ths SSC performs, no fie probction function.  

QAl - important to Potential Interaction: 

1.1 Asa resul of a Design Basis Even, couIdfalurs of the SSC Impeai the capablty of QA-1 or QA.2 SSCs from performning Oter 
radiological safety or wade Isolain function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Falure of the Maintenance & Supply System as result of a DBE wil not Impair CA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing 
el'r radiological safety or waste Isolation function 

QA4 . bIportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function promde detection or alarm of unsuahorted intrusaon or unmawhorzed eXlosive materials in the restricted arm? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSC* function rs~lued for special nuclear material wcmuat@ 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC doe not perform a special nuclear material accountabiliy function.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Equipment Storage & Retrieval System Level 5: N/A 

QA- - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposue: 

7.1 Dos the SSC provide personnul radlion •sdlrg, reduce dose rates In radioaclw ares, or reue personnel access Into radiation 
rar by Its wm nloecwn source term? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no funcfans related to mn~rn~In radioloical sosurs.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently I•naled radiation monitor which monitors nmas for personnel radiation prothction? 

El *as? Rationale: 
This SSC Is no( a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classfication: 

This question s ftrhWsodcal and trhcebiypurposes o*. A ye" enswer fo s quosfn does notpro"Ivdnclusfon to the Q-LUs 

1.0 Are whee other factors, such a previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by dired incusion, toat led to the previous conclusion tht 
thls SSC In Im~portant to radiologcal safety (GA-11) or weds. Isolation (OA-2)? 

[E Yes? Rationeal: 

The Maintenance & Supply System were determined to be a Non-C kem In Appendix B of the 0-a.t
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Inventory Planning & Management System Level 5: N/A 

CA-1 GA-2 CA-3 OA-4 GA-6 GA-6 CA-7 Non-C 
El fi [0 0l 0 El 0 9 

CA-11 - Important to Radiological SaIt.y 

1.1 Is the sc requred to provide reisonable ammurance that high-level wte can be received, handled, packeged, stored. emplaced, and 
retrieved without wzeding the federa knits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Suply System perform no rediuloglcal safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to premnt, mitigate. or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
releas, above the federal limits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There am no poelulated design beds events that require Ihe Maintenance & Supply System to function.  

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would led torn radioactive release above tO fedeal limits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There we no scenarios where direct falure of the Maintenance & Supply System would result in a radioactive release above 
the federal knits.  

QA-2 - Inportant to Was@* Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a mate isolation function by formn* perl of the natural or engineered barrers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Suply System does not perform a waste Isolation unction by forming pat of the natural or engineered 
barriers.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sGlcl affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may pnrerd them from periforing ther waste isolaion Function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Dhet failure of the Mantennce & Supply Sysem will not effect the characteritics of the natural or engineered barriera.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Inventory Planning & Management System Level 5: NWA 

QA-3 - htrortant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the fknction of the SSC designed for colection, containment, and/or monitoring of se-gnerated radoctive waste? 

FE Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no slte-gerwratd radclacive waste functio.  

QA.4 - important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

"This SSC perform* no lfre protection function.  

QA-I - Important to Potentia Inleractlon: 
.,-/ 

5.1 Aso result of Design Basis Event, could falure o(the SSC Imka the cpabilty of OA-I or QA-2 SSCs frtm performkiV the 
radologlical safety or waste isldaion function? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

Failure of the Maklnenco & S&•ply System e a result of a DBE will not Impelr QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing 
thr radiological sfety or waste lWlalon function.  

QA4 - kmportart to Physical Protection of Facily and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function prmode detection or Warm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorzed exposiv materials in the restricted ares? 

0] Yes? Rtionals: 
This SSC does not performs physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function reqked for special nuclear material accountobt? 

0 Yes? Ratiorle: 

This SSC does not perform a special mncer material accountabhilty function.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Inventory Planning & Management System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - hiartant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provie personnel radiation shieldng, reduce doe rates In radlactive ures, or require peronn access Into radiation 
areas by Is ow radloectve source turm? 

El Yes? Rationae: 
This SSC has no functions rdlted to minimizing radiological posure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hnstaled radiation monlor which monlto arses for personnel radiation protection? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radation monlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quesgon Is for histojdcul and tracab5l' purpose oy. A yes answerto s quesbon does not provide Inruson to hb e Q-List 

1.0 Are ther other factors, such a previous enlyse., a body of consenmus, or by dired inciosion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC Is hIrportant to radlogical safety (QA-1) or, wet Isolation (OA-2)? 

F1 Yes? Rationale: 

The Maintenance & Supply Sysleri were detemined to be e Non-0 Korm In Appenwc B of the Q-Ost.
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Qns Attachment IV 

SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Maintenance PFanning & Management System Level 5: WA 

OA-1 OA.2 OA-3 0A-4 CA-S OA4 OA-7 Non-0 

GA-I - important to Radolog•cal s ty:.  

1.1 Is lhe SSC required to provide reasonable assuranoe that h-lvel waste can be received. handled, peclkaged. stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wlhRoA rm.eecing the federal mits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System performs no ruislogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitgate, or monitor. creible Delgn Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactiv 
release above the federal Emits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There we no postulated design basis events that require the Maintenance & Supply System to function.  

1.3 W'l the irect faluir oeole SSC result in crednle Design Basis Event which would led toa radoactive release above the federal knits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

There am no scenarios where I falure of the Mainteanote & Supply System would re" in a radioactive release above 
the fideral lmits.  

QA-2. Important to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wade leoldlon function by forming part of the netural or engineered barners? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Maiintannce & Supply System does not performsa waste Isolation function by forming pert of the natural or ergineered 

2.2 Can diret failure of the SSC sigrilc affed the hydologia geochemica, or geomechaicel charactaristics of the natural or 
engineered barrers which may pravent them from pwem*n their wate isolation function? 

Dl Yes? Rationale: 

Direct faelre of the Malintenanc A Supply System will not affect the characterietics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Maintenance Planning & Management System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - impoutant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desined for collction. ontrlanmert, wnl/or monltori of sil.generated radoacti waste? 

Yl yes? Rationale: 
This SSC performs no aie-genrored radladcive waste function.  

QA-4 Impotant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect A-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC perforbms no fe protection function.  

QA-5 - Important to Potential Indwactlon: 

5.1 As a result of@ Design Basis Evet. could failure ofthe SSC mpq* the capeblity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perforrmig their 
radiological safety or wite isolatikon function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Falure of the Maintenance & Suply System a U resuft of a DBE wil not Impak CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing 
their' radiological safety or waste Isolation hKnction.  

QA-4 - Iyoulart to Plysical Protection of Facily and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function poide detction orlmof una•t•orized Inlruslon or unauthoed wqiosivemeris in the restricted area? 

E3 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function nrmud for specil nucier matral c co•tmul•mty 
El Yes? Rationle: 

"This SSC does not perform a qsecial nucear matea a•countability function.
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Maintenance Planning & Management System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - hTieotant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does fh SSC peo~Ie peromnel radidlan hielding, reduce dose rias In radloactlve aeas, or rslre personnel access Into radiation 
aease by s own radioactive muoe temn? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no funcions related to minimtizt radiological eposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pemanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation prolection? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation mnitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quosfon is for histodcal and tceabMy purposes only. A yes answer to his qguesaon does notprovide inclu.on to the Q-List 

8.0 Are there other factors, such a previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion., #Wt led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC is Wnportart to radldogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
The Malnterance & Supply System w determned to be a Non-Q kem in Appendix B of fte 0st,
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SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Repair System Level 5: N/A 

oA,-1 oA-2 A-3 oA-4 oA-5 0A4 QA-7 Nono 
0l El 0l 0 E C El 5Z 

QA-1 - IhImrtant ilRadiological Slei.  

1.1 I$ the SSC requined to prok •raon e assuraimMnea high-level wase can be receved. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without aceeding Ie federal Ekni? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System perform no radlalogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC requied to function to prevnt, milgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result I a radioactive 
release above the federal nimts? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There am no poetulated design basis events that r*Wh the Maintenance & Supply System to t .uctio.  

1.3 WIll the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal krts? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There are no scenarilo where dired falure of the Maintenance & Supply System would rsult in a radioactive release above 
the federal Emits.  

QA-2 - Important to Wast Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wase iscidlon function by fomng pert of the natunrl or engineered barrers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Maintenance & Supply System doe not perforym wase Isolation function by forming pair of the natural or enginered 
berriers.  

2.2 Can dcrect falure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrologlcal, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered banters which may prevent them from performing their mate Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Direct Velure of flu MaWananos & Supply System wll not affect the characteristics of the natural or ergineered barriers.
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jttwutionsi Attachment IV 

SDD: SUSI - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: Repair System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Ibportant to Radloactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desiged for collction, contahnrnent, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive wate? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no ste-gemrred rdada waste function.  

QA4 Imnportant to Fire Prolection: 

4.1 Does the SSC proted QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fi protection function.  

QA4 - Ihportanl to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa resul ofa Design Basis Event, could failure offt SSC impairthe capabilityofQA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performingtherk 
radiological safety or waste Isolation function? 

El Yes? Ra:onale: 

Falurs of the Maintenance & Supply System = a result of a DBE will not Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing 
their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.  

QA4. bIortant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials: 

6.1 Doms thO SSC's function provide delection or alarm of unasuhofted irtruelon or urmshrtzed excplosive materials In tm restricted area? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does nro perform, a physic protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function rquied for special nuclear material accountability? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a @pedal nuclear material accountability function.
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s ton I Attachment IV 

SDD: SU51 - Maintenance & Supply System 

SSC: Maintenance & Supply Systems Level 4: NWA 

Level 3: Repair System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - bimpodar to Occupational Radilological Exposure: 

7.1 Does ihe SSC prmoide penuonnel radidlon shieling, reduce does rates In radicdiv aess, or require personnel access into radon 

won by Its mi radloacive somur temt? 

flYes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no funlons related to mlnwkzlng radkiogical exposa.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Irutaled rdiation monitor which monitor e ars for peroonnl radiation prdectlon? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a nradation monlor, 

Previous QA Classification: 

This questlon is for histodcl and "rnce bw5b puposes only. A 'yes' answer to Mis quosgon does not provide lncduson to Me Q-List 

3.0 Are the other factors, such s preious analysm, a body of consensus, or by dired inclun, that led to the prevous coclusion th 
Ofts SSC Is impoitant to radiological safety (OA-1) or weste isolation (OA-2)? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

The Maintenance & Supply System m determined to be a Non-0 Nem in Appendix of the 0-4t.
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SDD: SU52 - Central Command & Control Operations System 

SSC: Central Computer System Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 QA-2 GA-3 0A-4 OA-5 QA4 OA-7 Non-O 
io E 0 0 El 0 0 El 

GA-I - hlkrtant to Rtadiological Saflety: 

1.1 I the SSC requted to prvide reesonabe asurnce that high-l" waste can be recelved. hadled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without xweeding the lder" Enmts? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The Central Command & Control Operations System performs a monitorng function of the satus of the repository 
operations and control the primary funidlons assoclated with critical and safety related equipment and may provide 
reasonable assurance of repository safe operations.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credibl Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioa 
release above the federal knits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There wm no postulated desin basis events that require the Central Command & Control Operations System to function.  

1.3 WllE the direct failure of the SSC rmeiul In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead toa radioactive release above the federal limits? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
There am no scenarios where dired failure of the Central Command & Control Operations System would result In a 
radloctiv relem above the federal its.  

QA-2 - Inportant to Washe Isolation: 

L1 Dos the SSC perform a wade Iolatlion function by frning pat of the natural or engineered barriers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Central Comnmand & Control Operations System does not perform a waste Isolation function by forming pert o the 
natural or engineered berters.  

2.2 Can diret failure of the SSC slgnhllcarilly -1ed the hydrologcal, geochemical, or geomechar*=l charaderis•ics of the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent thm from performing their wa•e isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Direct failure of the Central Command & Control Operations System wll not iffect the characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: SU52 - Central Command & Control Operations System 

SSC: Central Computer System Level 4: WA 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - important to Radoactwive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, contakiment, .ndior monklorng of slte-generated raodiactive waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC performs no s1te-genratd radactlae• male function.  

QA4 - Impoulant to Fre Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

o Yes? Rationale: 
TNi SSC performs no fir protection function.  

QA4 - Important to Potentdial nteractlon: 

I.1 Asa resul of a Despn Basis Event. could falure of the SSC mrpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performng their 
radiological safety or wadte Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Failure of the Central Command & Control Operations System as a resul of a DBE wil not Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs 
from pwfomf their radioloical safety or wage Isolation function.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protectim of Facily and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or aWm of unulhorked Intrusion or unwnuorked wooOve materials in On reskctd am? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

8.2 Is the SSCs function aqirehd for special nuder material acounlab 
o Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC doe not perform a pecid nuclar material acountablty function.
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SDD: SU52 - Central Command & Control Operations System 

SSC: Central Computer System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Impoitart to Occupational RadAogca Exposure: 

7.1 Don the SSC provide personnel radllon sNiling, reduce dose rse In raindoacive are, or requhe personnel acces into ranialion 
areas by h own radloactie source term? 

C3 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no lunclona related to mnimizng radological uxeuxp r.  

7.2 Ie the SSC a permanw*ty instaled radation monitor which monitors aes for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

-/" This question is for historcl aI ndfraccb5y purpose ony. A "yes answerto tis queston does not pvd. kincdusion to the Q-List 

8.0 Are there other Wactors, such n prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by d.ect icluson, Va led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC Is Importwa to radiological afaty (OA-I) or wase isolation (QA-2)? 

SZ Yes? Rationale: 

The Cenal Commend & Control Opertions System Is oned in the 0-List by Dired Inclusion for the belance of plant, 
SSA 3.23.11, Monuodng mid Operaions Control Facilties, as GA-1.
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SDD: SU52 - Central Command & Control Operations System 

SSC: Operator Station System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: NIA 

GA-1 OA-2 OA-3 GA-4 OA-5 0A4 OA-7 Non-O 
W 0l 0 0 1 0 El El 

GA-i - limportan to RaIlologIcal Salety: 
1.1 Is the SSC requird toprovl•d resonable assurnce that high-lev wase can be received, harde, packaged, stored, emplced,. and 

retrieved without mceedkn the federal lmits? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 
The Central Command & Control Operations System performs a monitoring function of the status of the repository 
operations and control the primary functions associaled with critical and safety related equipment and may provide 
reasonae assurance of repository safe operations.  

1.2 Is the SSC requlred to fun to prevent, mitigate, or montor a credile Design Basi Event which wouM otherwise result In a rdioa 
release above the federal imits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There are no postulated design besis events Ihst require the Central Command & Control Operations System to function.  

1.3 WiE the direct failure of the SSC rmesul in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imb? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There am no scenarios where dired failure of the Central Command & Control Operations Syslem would result In s 
radioacive release above the ederal lemits.  

QA4 - Impodant to Waste Isolation; 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered barders? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Central Command & Conrol Operations System does not perform a waste Isolation function by forming p of the 
natural or engineered balriers.  

2.2 Can ired failure of the SSC sonlfcanwly affect the hydological, geochemical, or geomecharnica characteristics of the natural or 
engineered berriers which may prevnt them from performing their waste Isolation fuction? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Direct failure of the Central Command & Contro Operations System wit nol affect the characteristics of the natural or 
eng-nn barreres.
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SDD: SU52 - Central Command & Control Operations System 

SSC: Operator Station System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA4 - krforetar to Radoactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for ollectcon, woninn.andt, ndor monitoring o site-generated radiactive waste? 

E] Yes? Ratiae: 
This SSC perform no aks-geierated radlsctlvwinse function.  

QA-4 . Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Doe the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSC. from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Thes SSC performs no fire protection function.  

0A-I - Important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa reautof a Design Basis Event. cald felure of the SSC Impalr the capablity of rA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing heir 
radiological fety or wade soistion Function? 

0] Yes? Raionale: 
Falure of li Central Commend & Control Operdions System as a result of a DBE will not hnpeW QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs 
from performing ther radiological sfe-y or wase isolation function.  

QA4 - Important to Phyalcal Protection of Facility and Materdals: 

4.1 Does the SSC's function provWe detection or alarm of unauthorbed irhilnon or unsuhoruzed eplosivw materials in the restricted are? 

[1 Yes? Rationale: 

Thi SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

S.2 Is the SSCs function mq*ed for specil nuclear material eccounta 

5 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a speclel nuclear materiel accounrabiity function.
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SDD: SU52 - Central Command & Control Operations System 

SSC: Operator Station System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - kIportant to Occupational PRadologcal Exposure: 

7.1 Does Ohe SSC Provi pdesonneel radiIon ahling, reduce doe rates In radioectiv ara, or require personnel acoes Into rai•aIon 
ars by Its ow radiloetive sourc teim? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no funclions related to minimizng radiological eanxu.  

7.2 Ia the SSC a permananty Installed radatlion monlor which monrlors areas for perusorui radiation proecton? 

E) Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

Thds quesgon is for h•todca and buyc.ble putposes onfy. A 'yes" answer to Nift quesfon does not prvide bncdua4n to Me Q-Ust 

3.0 Ar there other factors, such n Previous analyses, a body of consmnsus, or by direct Inclusion. that led lo the previous conclusion th 
ths SSC is Importert to radolicgcal safety (OA-1) or wmle isolation (OA-2)? 

Ea Yes? Rationale: 

The Central Command & Control Operations System Is contaned In the Q.Llt by Diec Inolusion for the balance of plant, 
SSA 3.23.11. Monlodrng nd Operations Coerol Facnltie, as QA-1.
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S Attachment IV 

SDD: SU53 - Offskte Utilities System 

SSC: Offsite Utilitiee Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 GA-3 OA-4 CA-S CA-4 OA-7 Non-O 
El 0l El El 0l El C 

QA-I - mpotant to Radiological SaW.y 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assuance that high-l waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and 
retrieved Wlt emseding the federal mitb? 

El Yes? Rationale.  
The OffMie Utiilties System performs no radiological safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Bsi Event which would otheI4se result In a radloactN's 
release above the federal lmits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There am no postUlaed design bosi events that raquire the OfMie Uites System to function.  

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resul In a credible Design Basis Event which would led to a radioactive release above the federal Emils? 

El Yes? Rationale.  
There we no scenarog where dkiect falure of the Offaite Utilities System would result in a radlbactve release above the 
federal Emits.  

QA-2 - Impotant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Doe the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by frmg pet ofle ntural or engineered bariers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Offslte Utilties Systemr does not perform a wasle Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banlers.  

2.2 Can dArec failure of the SSC significanty affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical charadeistics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent them fhim performing their waste Isolation function? 

E Yes? Rationale: 
Direct faiue of 9ie Offale Mslse System Wil not affect characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU53 - Offslte Utilities System 

SSC: Offsite Utilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Importand to Radioactive Waste Cotrol: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containwent, wan/or monitoring of se-generated raodoectivw ase? 

E] Yes? Rationsle: 

This SSC" performs no sit.-generated radacfie wYAe function.  

QA.4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Dos the SSC protect GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fie? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fire protection function.  

QA .- hnportant to Potential Irteraction: 
5.1 Asa result of a Design Basi Evet, could falure of the SSC Impelr the capebilty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perorming their 

radiolog safety or vwte Isolatin function? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 
Fallure of the Offalte Utfte System a a reeult of a DBE wil not Imperk GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radologic safety or vmte Isolation function.  

QA4 - Iiportant to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function prove daladion or alari of unweuhortzed Intrusion or unwufhodrzed explosl materials In the restricted ae? 
E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function *mqWd for special nucleer malarial accountiabily? 

E Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not performs special nuclear material accountablty hunctio.
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SDD: SU53 - Offsite Utilities System 

SSC: Offsite Utilities Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level S: N/A 

QA-7 - bnpotaM to Occupational PRadioical Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC priov personnel raddlon shlelding, reduce doe rates In radioactie areas, or raeke personnel access into radation 
aress by Its own rdioactive source term? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no functons reated to mk*n•zkg radiolcal exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC s permanently inmtad raddlon monitor which roniltors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC Is not a radiation monrtor.  

Previous QA Chsslflcatlon: 

This ques9on is for tdstorlca/ and raceably purposes ony. A "yes answer to Vis queston does not proWide indusWon to the Q-Lst 

8.0 Are there other factors, such - previou, analyses, a body o consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
Ifs SSC Is kIpoutant to radolocal safety (OA-I) or waste Isolation (GA-2)? 

FO Yes? Rationale: 

The Offsl UtflMis Sysltm Is oortalned In the -Lst by Dired Inclusion for the Surface Sevce end Utility Systems, SSA 
3.1.2.2, as QA-I.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: Development Transportation System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 0A-4 OA-I5 0A4 GA-7 Non-C 
0 0 El C 0 0 0] 

.A-1 - Inortant tadiologicallBsW.  

1.1 Is the SSC required to prvi reasonable aurance that high-level wase can be received. haindled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wlhout exceeding the federal knits? 

0 Yes? Ratonale: 
The General Sie Transportation System performs no radiologlcal safety functions.  

12 Is the SSC required to function to preyt. mtgae, or monitor a credible Design Bask Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal Enits? 

E) Yes? Rationale: 
There we no posdulated design basis events that require the Genwal Site Transportation System to functio.  

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC resut In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Imts? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 

There mw no scenarios where direct falure of the General Site Transportation System would result In a radioactfve release 
a ethe federal Emits.  

QA-2 - Irmporant to Wase Isolatmon: 

2.1 Does the SSC peafor.. a vaste Isolation function by fomig pert of the natural or engineered barrers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The General Site Transportation System does not perform a waste Isolation function by forming pat of the natural or 
egieere barrs 

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sontlicantly affect tIh hydrological, geochemIcal. or gaomechunlcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered berriers which may preven then from performing their was Isolation unction? 

EC Yes? Rationrale: 
Direct alure of 1he General Sim Transportalon System wil not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered 
berlens.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: Development Transportation System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA.3 . Important to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containmtent, udor monitoring of ste-generaled redloactive waste? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no afe-gener•ted radledive wseal function.  

QA-4 - Inporant to Fire Prolection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ire? 

[]Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fire protectin function.  

QA.5 -.Iportant to Potential Ihteractlon: 

6.1 Asua remofa Design Basis Ewt, could fire of the SSC lmpalrthe capablity of CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from performing thek 
radiological safely or wate Isdation function? 

LI Ye? Rationale: 
Falure of the Genal 'Ste Transportaon System ae result of a DBE will not Impair QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from 
performing hir radiological s*a or •wa•e Isolation function.  

QA4 - Irportant to Physical Protection of Facty end Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unaudhorted Intusion or unauthorzed explalve materials In Otn rstricted woe? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCz function .quhed for specile nucler material wccosun y 

C] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountablity function.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: Development Transportation System Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Imlportar to OccupaUonal Radiologlcal Exposure: 

7.1 Doe the SSC provde personnel radation eNel*ing, reduce dome ratse In mdloacive areas, or requre personnel acces into radiation 
man by b own radioactive soure term? 

El Yes? Ratonae: 

This SSC has no functions rlated to minimizing radboloal posue.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently inslaled radiation monitor whlch monkors weas for personnel radiation proecion? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radlktm monitor.  

Previous OA Classification: 

-Ts queston is torrhbtodcatand tracbry puwoses ony. A "yes" answer to M~s ques•ion does notprode IcluhJSiOn to the Q-Lbt 

I.0 Am ther othe actors. suh ps revik analyses, a body ofooneaneus. or by direct incklson, at led to the previous conclusion th 
thi SSC Is Important to radidogical safety (OA-I) or waste isolation (CA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The General Ste Transportalion System Is contained In the 0-List by Direct Inclusion for the surface facilities, SSA 
3.1.1.1, Transportation System, as A-I.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: WA 

Level 3: Fuel Supply System Level 5: WA 

CA-1 QA-2 OA-3 GA-4 QA-5 QA4 OA.7 Non-O 
0] 0 0 E-I El El El 

QA-1 Important to Radiological Safety: 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assuance that high-level waste can be recAl-d, handled, peclmge, stored, a .placad, and 
retrieved without eeeding the federdal Ens? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 
The General Site Transpoation System performs no radliloglcal safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevert, miligate, or monk"o a credible Design Basis Event whlch would otherwise result In a radioac 
release ab:ov t. fderal ikfts? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There am no postulated dsign besis events thai require the General Site Transportation System to function.  

1.3 WIN the direc failure of the SSC resul In a crecible Desi Basis Event which would lead toe radioactive release above the fedeal knits? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 

There am no scenarlos where direct falure of the General Site Transportaton System would result in a radioactive release 
above the federal knits.  

QA-2 - kIportan to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solation function by forming peat of the natura or engineered batiers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The General Site Tranapoitatlon System does not perform a wase Isolation function by forming part of the natural or 
engineered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct failuir of the SSC significanly affed the hydrological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 

engineered barriers which may preveri them from peformIng their wate Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Diret dfalura of the General Sb Transportation Systen wil not effed ithe charactedstics of the natural or engineered 
barriers.
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LestiOfnS Attachment IV 

SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Fuel Supply System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - pormtad to Radioactlve Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desgned for collection, containment. andkr monitofrn of ale-generated radioactive wase? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no slle-generded radlective "ease function.  

0A.4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fire protection function 

QA - hportant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Evert. could failure of he SSC hipair the capablity of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs fmrom performing their 
radloogical safety or waste Isdation function? 

5Z Yes? Rationale: 

Falurs of the Fuel Supply Tnqspot•tion System as a result of a DBE (Fire) could Impair OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from 
performirg their radiologcal sdety or waste isolation function.  

QA4 - nipartart to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC% function provide dection or alarm of unsulhorwsd Intrusion or unuehodrzed q,*lswe materials In On restricted arw? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

"This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is th SSCs function equirkd for special nuciew materi•l accountai 

El Yes? Rationale: 

"This SSC doe not perform a special. nucew materiel acoutabilty function.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Fuel Supply System Level 5: NIA 

GA-7 - ypotant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radallon aheldin', rkduce dose rates In radloect arwos, or requre personnel access Into radiation 
areas by Is own radioactIve sorce term? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no funcions relatIed to mlknlfng radologa .poemr.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently nstalled radiation monitor which monition aoa for personnel radiation prOtedion? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classifcation: 

This quesson Is for historadal and rucyeb~ypuposNs on*y. A 'yes' answer to Mis quesfion does not poWde h ndusWon to the Q-LIst 

1.0 Are Ithe other factors, such as previous enalyses, a body of consensus, or by drect Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC in Impodant to radioocal safety (QA-1) or w.ast isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The General Sike Transportation System is contained In the 0-LIat by Dired Inclusion for the aurface fa cTiies, SSA 
3.1.1.1, Transportation System, a QA-I.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: General Rail System Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 GA-4 OA-5 0A4 OA-7 Non-O o] L] Li Li [] Li Li LI 

QA-I. - hInortat to Raological aet 

1.1 Is the SSC requred to provide reasonable assrance that high-levl waste can be eceived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wtthou exceeding Ihe federal Wmib? 

F! Yes? Rationale: 
The General Site Transportation System performs no radiological safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC rquired to function to prent, mige, or monitors credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result Ina radioactive 
release above the federal kmits? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 
There am no postulated design basis events that require the General Site Transportation System to function.  

1.3 WIN the direct failure of the SSC ruesu Ina credible Design Basis Event which would lead toe radioactive release above the federal Emits? 

L] Yes? Rationale: 
There on no scenarios where direct falure of the General Site Transportation System would resut Ins radioactive release 
above the federal kits.  

QA-2 - hnportar to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wase Isolation Unction by forming pert of the natural or engineered bartiers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The General Sie Transportation Sytem doe not perform a wede Isolation function by forming par of the natural or 
eng~eI barriers.  

2.2 Can ired faluir of the SSC sigificanrtl fec the hydological, geochemical, or geomochardcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered beriers which may prevnt them from pefmin their wate isolatin function? 

EL Yes? Rationals: 

Direct falkre of the General SM Transportation Systemn wil not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered 
barriers.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: General Rail System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Ibportant to Radioactive Wate Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, wortanmert, and/or monitoring of si-generated radoecUe vwaste? 

F1 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no ste-generted raeda wede function.  

QA4 - knportwa to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protec QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

[] Yes? Ratlonale: 

This SSC performs no ire protection function.  

QA4 - hyortant to PoIential kerwatlon 

1.1 As. result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capebilty of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radIological safety or *ads Ilaion function? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Felure of the General Rai System as result of a DBE could Impair CA-1 or CA-2 SSCc from performing their 
radiologIcal safety or wate Isodation function.  

QAd- Important to Physical Protectiom of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC'c function pmlde detection or lni of unoehoadz Itrueion or unouethored exlosve materials In Ohe resticted area? 

o] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a physical protection functio 

8.2 Is the SSCs function requhed for specil nudeo material accouebilty? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC doe not perform a special nudea material aowurtablity function.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: General Rail System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - kIuortanl to Occupational RadkdoogIcal Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC prod personnel radidion shlekng, reduce dose rise In radioabecti areas. or reqie personnel acesa No radiation 
wem by ts own radicecle urce term? 

L Yes? Raonale: 

This SSC has no functions releted to ml*ntnzg radologcal exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Imdaled rea"tion monitor which d ontr woa for personnl radian protieon? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a rad'ation monilor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

S This quesfon Is for histo*&l and btr purposes only. A 'yes" anwer to Oh question does not proWds knduslon to Me Q-LUst 

8.0 Are thwr other actoru. such a previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by dired Incusion, ta led Io the prevus conclusion tha 
this SSC is Important to radiological aafsty (OA-I) or waste Isolation (6A-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The General Sit Transportation System Is contained in the -List by Direc Incusion for the surface fcrles, SSA 
3..1.1, Transportaion System, a QA-1.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: General Road System Level 5: WA 

GA-1 CA-2 OA-3 OA-4 OA-5 0A-4 OA-7 Non-C 

El 0l El El El El i 
QA-1 - Inportant to Radologlcal Sadey 

1.1 Is the SSC required to proIde reaonmable assurance tIha high-le waste can be recived. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without eweeding te federal fts? 

[] Yes? Rtionale: 
The General Site Transportation System performs no rmdialogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is tft SSC required to function to prevent, mitig , or monitor a credible Design Basi Event wt" would otherise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal knits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There ae no postulated design besl events tha require the General Site Transportation System to function.  

1.3 Will the dic flunre of the SSC resul in a credible Design Basis Event wtkh would hed to a radoective release above tOe fedr* lMs? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Them am no scenaeros where dirct failure of the General Site Transportation System would resit In a rado•ctive release 
abov the federal limb.  

QA-2 - Important to Wase Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform waste isolaton funclion by faing pat of the natural or engineeredbarriers? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Gera Site Transportion Systen does not perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or 
engneered barriers.  

2.2 Can direct faiue o t*he SSC sonlicanty aeffect the hydrological, geochemical, or gecniecha*cal charactertcs of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prew them from performing the waste Isolation function? 

F] Yes? Rationele: 
Direct fa&,e of the General Sb Transportation System wi not affect the characteristics of Ow natural or engineered barerse.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: NIA 

Level 3: General Road System Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - important to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desined for collection, containment, and/or monkoring odalte-generated radioactive wage? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

"This SSC performs no eits-generded radactive wmade function.  

QA4 - Important to Fine Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or OA-2 SSCs from the affects of firt? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no lire protection funcn.  

QA4 . Inportant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Event. could falure of the SSC Impeai the capabiliy of A-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing the 
radological safly or wet Iesolation function? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
Falurs of the General Site Transportton System as a result of a DBE wi not Impair CA-i or QA-2 SSCs from 
performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function.  

QA4 - hknotan to Physical Protection of FactMy and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function prmitd detelion or darm of unmAwhofed Intrusion or iaaihorted elosive materials in the estrIced arem? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

8.2 Is the SSCs function reqied for special nuclear material ascountal:ty? 

C1 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountably function.
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QAttachment IV 

SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: General Road System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 -h ortan to Occupational Radlological Exposm: 

7.1 Does the SSC Provid pemonnel raddion shisding, reduce does rae In radioe urms, or r•eire prsonnel access kIno radiation 
a by Re oMw ruadlive soure term? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no functions related to m*nfizng radiological eposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pernently instaled redhtlon monitor which monitors areas for perworel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is rit a radiation montor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This queson Is for histodrcal ad baceab5ty purposes only. A "yes* answer to Mis quesgon does not provide Induslon to the Q-Lit 

3.0 Are thers other factors, such a previous amnlyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the provious conclusion that 
this SSC Is bnportant to radolaoca safety (QA-i) or wmte isolation (QA.2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Generl Site Transportation System Is contained in the Q-Ust by Dired Inclusion for the surface facties, SSA 
3.1.1.1, Trnsportation System, as QA-1.
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O;sI Questl 0ons Attachment IV 

SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Vehicle Repair System Level 5: N/A 

CA-1 OA-2 CA-3 GA-4 CA-i 0A4 OA-7 Non-0 
E] 0l 3 0 El El] El I 

GA-1 - bhportat to adioogcal Safety: 

1.1 Is the SSC reluired to provi reamonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. handled, peckaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without eceeding lhe federal imbs? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The General Site Transportation Syetem performs no radialogical safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC reuired to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise revu In a radioactive 
release above the federal •mits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
There m's no poetulated desgn besi events that require the General Site Transportation System to function.  

1.3 WE the direct failure of the SSC result Ina credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive •else above the federal lmits? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

There wm no scenarios where direct fahus of the General Site Transpotation System would resul In a radioactiv release 
above the federal Emits.  

QA-2 - Inportawt to Wasie Isolation: 

2.1 Doe" the SSC perform a waste solation function b; foming pert of Uhe rtural or engineered butlers? 

l Yes? Rationale: 

The General Site Transportation System does not Perform a wast isolation function by forming put of the natural or 
engineered barriers.  

L2 Can direct failure of the SSC slgnIfly effect the hydrological, geochm:ical. or geomechera characteristics of the natural or 
engineer Iherdbsr which may event them from performing Itheir waste oation funcion? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

ODet dflure of the General Sho Transportation System wg not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered 
barriers.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: Vehicle Repair System Level 5: N/A 

QO A4. Important to Radioactive Wate Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. andor monitorig of sit-generated radioective wage? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC pedorms no hlle-guirded radiactive wuate function.  

QA-4 - Inyortant to Fire Protedlon: 

4.1 Doe the SSC protect QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from th effects of fre? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

"This SSC performs no ir protection function.  

QA4 - hIportant to Potential Interaction: 

1.1 Asa result ofa Design Basis Evert, could falure of the SSC Impeir h capeabfltyof QA-I or QA-2SSC& from performing ther 
raclologloal safety or uete latdion function? 

C3 Yes? Rationale: 
Failure ofhe VOwehic Reper Syytem a a result ofa DBE wE not WIpair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or wuvte isolation function.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Faclty and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCV function provide deletdion or alrm of unsueiho Inetruson or unauthorted epodive materials in the restricted ara? 

I] Yes? Ratlonee: 

The SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs functlon r*WIed for special nuclear miatei lcou•tabil 

[0 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does rot perform a special nuclear materedl accountabilty function.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: General Site Transportation Systems Level 4: NWA 

Level 3: Vehicle Repair System Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - kryoxtan to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC puMde personnel radidion uhldir,, reduce dose rates in ruioactie areas, or requk personnel access Into radio 
areas by b Itso radoact source term? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC has no functions relaed to mlinkrdng radmoglca opooure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pewmnaeny kIataled radiation monitor which montors areas for personnel radiation prdection? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classiflcation: 

This question Is for hfodtdcaf and traceabiiy purposes on*. A "yes" answer to this queslon does not pvl*%e Inclusion to the Q-LUst 

8.0 Am Owars other factors, such s previous malyse., a body of consensus, or by dired inclusion, that l to the proviou conclusion that 
this SSC Is knportant to radlodV l safety (GA-i) orweate Isolation (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The Geneal Site Trunspoetatilon Systemn Is contained in the 0-List by Direct Inclusion for the surface facifitles, SSA 
3.1.1.1, Transiortion Sydem, as QA-I.
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Q t ueos 1.ons; Attachment IV 

SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: Motor Pool & Facility Service Station Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

CA-1 OA-2 OA-3 CIA.4 OA-6 QA4 OA-7 Non-0 

QA-1. - portmnt tt Radiological Sae.  

1.1 Is the SSC required to proulds reasonable assurance that hi-e waste can be recelved, handled, pecklged, stored, emplaced, aid 
rertleved without exceeding the federal lmb? 

12 Yes? Rationale: 
The General Site Traneporation Systie performs no radlaloglcal safety functions.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal knits? 

12 Yes? Rationale: 
There we no poetulated design beasi evenf that require the General Site Trdaortaon System to function.  

1.3 WE the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacive relea above the federal knits? 

[2 Yes? Rationale: 
There wino scenarios where direc falurs of the Generl Sie Trmnsportation System would resul In a radioactive release 
above the federal lmits.  

QA-2 - Importan( to Waste Isoltioni: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered bardis? 

02 Yes? Ratonale: 
The General Site Transpodatlo System does not perform a wuate oation function by forming part of On natural or 
enginoeerd barenim.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC soinlfrlanty affect the hydrological, geochenical, or geomechanical characteristlcs of the natural or 
n'gineered baniers which may pmre themw from performing the waste Is olati function? 

12 Yes? Rationale: 
Direct failure of the General Sb Trnusportation System wll no( atfec the charaderlstic of the ratural or engineered 
barters.
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SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: Motor Pool & Facility Service Station Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA4 - hnportant to Radioactive Wade Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC deigned for coledan, conriirrient, mndor monitoring of skte-generated radioactie waste? 

5 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no slte-gunreted radlecth, west, function.  

QA.4 - hmportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Doesthe SSC protect GA-1 or OA-2 SSC3 from the effects offire? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fire protection function.  

QA-I - hvporhant to Potential Interwacon 

6.1 Ass remut ofm Deign Basis Ever, couldi isure of the SSClmk0 plrthe capea yofQA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing ther 

rdWkioglcal safety or wdte Isoldation function? 

[]Yes? Rationale: 

Falure of the Motor Pool £ Faciiy Service Station ass resut of a DBE wil no( impir QA-I or A-2 SSC& from 
performing thir radiological safety or wase oation kuction.  

QA4 - bnportaut to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Doe the SSC's function provide detection or alrm of uneuthorized Intusion or uneuthorted exosive mateuals in the restricted are? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a phpical protection function.  

1.2 Is the SSCs function ruqhued for special nuder material accountabily 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not performs special nudce m•t•ial accountobilty function.
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e Sht Attachment IV 

SDD: SU54 - General Site Transportation System 

SSC: Motor Pool & Facility Service Station Level 4: N/A 

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC prokid personnel radiation shieling, reduce dos rubes In nrloactive areas, or reqube personnel access Into radiation 
areas by Its own radiloclive source term? 

[J Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC has no functions related to nmlwnbiih radiological exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanernly Intalled readtion mrontor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

Ml Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classificaton: 

• a" This queslon is for histobcd and fcrabity purposes or#. A *ys" answer to il u ClqeS~on does not provide h sduson to h Q-List 

U.0 Are there olher factors, such s- prvous sulysee, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to th previous conclusion that 
this SSC In kriportant to radological safely (OA-1) orwate ilolation (OA-2)? 

12 Yes? Rationale: 

The General Site Transporttion System ir contained in the O-List by Direct Inclusion for the surface faclfties, SSA 
3.1.1.1, Transportation System, s QA-1.
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: WA 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 GA-2 GIA-3 GA-4 OA-5 A-.6 GA-7 Non-Q 
12 0 0 E I 0 ] C) ]l 

QA-11 hIrnortant to Radiologicall Safety: 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provid reasonable asaurance that high-level waste can be received, han•led, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
rerved whout w .Mcedng Ihe federal limb? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
Various Importat to radiological safety functions awe performed by the besket within the wate package during packaging, 
storage, emnplacomer, and retrieval. These Include; prodlng stablity for the fuel assembles Inside the disposal container.  
transferring hed fronm the assemblies to the Inner barrder, maintaining fuel geometry, and redudng criticality potential.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitors credible Design Basi Event which would otherwise result in a radionctv 
release above Ihe federal iknits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC will help mitigate meveral desig basis events including those events wthi Involve collwiorftrushln where the 
SNF asmbly supports and bake will help maintain the integriy of the fuel assemblies. This SSC wVI also mitigate the 
effects of external events Including seisrnc activty.  

1.3 Wll the direct falluro of the SSC meul In. credle Design Bakl Event which would lead to a radloecive release above the federal lEmft? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Direct flure of the bas" could etfed the fuel assembly geometry which could lead to a radioactive releae above the 
federal knits.  

GA-. hviportant to Wome Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wtae Isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered barrers? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Wade Package Baset Is pol of the engineared barrier.  

2.2 Can irect failure of the SSC sgnfllcarndy affect the hydrological, geochmical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barri•rs which may prevent them from performing ON* redet Isolation function? 

0 Yes? Ralomlle: 

it Is expected that materials used In this SSC wll be s•lected such that theyll not I•pact the characteristics of the 
natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

GA4 - Impotan to Radioactivs Whate Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, cormalnneri, andor monitorn of mte-generated radioactive waste? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

The WP •asket performs no st-genenlted radoIV wVAse contol function.  

QA.4 . iiportan to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or OA-2 SSCs from ihe effects of fire? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The WP Basket perfom no fire protection function.  

QA-4 - hupodant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a remut ole Design Basis EvenL could failure of the SSC Impair the capablty of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frm performing their 
radiological safety or wade Isolation function? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

Faiure of this SSC would not Impact or Irnpe a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing Ie radiological safety of waste 
1olecion function.  

QA4 - Imnpoitant to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials: 

8.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alum of unauthordsd intrusio or unauthorized ewploslve materials In the restricted are? 

I] Yes? Rationale: 

Thi SSC does not perform a physical protection hunction.  

62 Is the SSCs function requlrd for special nuclear material aoccuntabWIRl 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform an accomiably fuiction.
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: NIA 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: NIA 

QA-7 -Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposwe: 

7.1 Doe toe SSC p•vwde pramnal radiation shWldng, reduce does rates in rdioacti ureas, or reqire personnel acca a no ratio 

areas by ft own dloac•ive source term? 

[J Yes? Rational: 

The Was•e pwke Ba• t he* no functi rlat•g to mk*Mzn radiological exposre.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenl Intaled radiation monitor which mwoo areas for personnel radiation protection? 

C] Yes? Rationele: 
Thes SSC Is nt a ndiaion montor, 

Previous QA Classificatim: 

ITt queson s for t hls lk ad t"bkpurpose= onl. A ye" answer to hls queston does not provide incusion to th Q-List 

5.0 Are the other factors, such a previous mlyses,s a body of consmesus, or by direct inclusion, 1hst led to the previous conclusion that 
tis SSC Is Inpotant to radiological safety (OA-I) or "ae Isolation (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Raionwale: 

This SSC Is contained on 1he 0-LIt by dired Inclusim for the Waste Package. SSA 21 Spert Fuel, as CA-1.
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L tns Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates, South Tewas Fuel 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A needed) 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 OA-4 GA-6 OA-6 GA-7 Non-0 

QA.1. b ,ortar to RPadolcal Sdet.  
1.1 Is the SSC required to provde reasonable assurnce that hgh-level wale can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 

retrieved wfthout exceeding the federal knts? 

Ea Yes? Rationale: 
The Associated fier and aty^ control materials maintain the waste package In a subcrtcal configuration during 
storage, emplacement and retrieval.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate., or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resut Ina radioiactie 
release above the federal limits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
"The asociated filer and ctlcalty control materlal mitigates design besis events which have the potentil to raconfigure the 
SNF.  

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event wich would lead toa radoacive release above the federal rlts? 

62 Yes? Rationale: 
Falure of the associated filer mid cdticaly control material could result in a release of radlioactie material.  

QA-2 - Imrpotant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Iolation function by foring perta of the natural or ninewered barriers? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The associated filer and criticality ootro material is pert of the engineered barrier'.  

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC slgnlflcany ffed the hydrologcal. geochemical, or peomechanical ciwacerietics of the natural or 

engineered barters which may prevent them fhom perfoml their wadte isolation functin? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

It iexs eted that materille wi be selected that wi not Impact the Me charactaeritics.
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SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
w4th Absorber Plates., South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

QA-3 - Impodaha to Radioactlve Wate Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, wadcor monitoring of slte-genersted redioactive waste? 

I" Yes? Rationsal: 

The associated fMier mad criticality contrl materi perfom no sle-genated rdioactl wste control function.  

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protedion: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fist? 

[]Yes? Rationale: 

The associated iller and criticality cortol material performs no re protection function.  

QA4 . Iiportant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a rsu of a Design Basis Event. could falkae of the SSC Impair the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiological safety or waste Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Fakse of fue associated fllr and criticalty conrol material would not Impact or Impair s QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from 
performing Is radiological safety or waste Isolation function.  

QA4 - tmportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does he SSCs function provide deteclin or alam of unaulhotzed kduslon or urwAhorie exploalve materials in the restricted e*re? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The associated Mier and crticallty control material does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function reuired for speca nulea materiel acountablity? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

The assoclated filer and criticalty control material does not perform an accountability function.
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

QA• - hiortait to Occupatona Radiolcal Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC prolde personnel radition shilding, reduce dos rates In radioactive areas, or reire personnel acces into radiation 
a by ft a dioactive source temi? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The assoclated Maler .nd crilcality control maerisa has no functions related to mkinimzing radlologlcal xposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Intaled radiation monr wthich onirtors ares for personnel radiation prtectcion? 

0D Yes? Raine: 

The associated fMar and crtlcaly conbrl nuterial Is nol a radiatio monitor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This queslon Is for NstOicaf and tcewbly purposes ona*. A ys" answar to Ws queston does notprov4de incduson to fte Q-LW 

5.0 Are thre other factors, such -s previous analyses, a body or consensus, or by direct kcluson. t led to t previous conclusion that 
this SSC Is important to radological ,safy (OA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Ratonale: 

This SSC Is contaied on the O-Lit by direct Inclusion for the Wade Package, SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel. as QA-1.
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

oA-1 oA-2 OA-3 0A4 OA.5 0A4 GA-7 Non-O 
iz IZ El Ell .0 1l 13 0 

QA-1 - hnpotaM to Radologica allaet.  

1.1 I the SSC reuired to provide reonablensurncethat higlvewaste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without emceeding he federal knits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The inner bWrier provides for cortaInment of radoactive material contained In, or external to, the uncartatered SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Bais Event which would otherwle resull In a radlioctv•e 
release above the federal limnt? 

[ Yes? Ralionale: 
The Inner barriers we requied to miggele design basis events since t must connue to perform Its containment function at 
dlmt•ne.  

1.3 WO the direct faur of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioctive release above the fede kmits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
Failure to perform Ia containment function could rulX In a radioactive release above the federal imbrs.  

QA-2 . Importa to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Doea the SSC perform ae s Isotis on function by forming part of the natural or engineered barters? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

The wn barri fornm par of the engineered barrier 

2.2 Can direct faur. of the SSC signifcanl affect the hydrlogical, geochemical, or geomechan characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent thom from peformn thair ate Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
It Is epected that materials used In this SSC wi be aelected such that thy wll not Irnpect the c€1racteristica of the 
natural or engineered banlers.
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[Q. t Q~uestions. Attachment IV 

SDD: WP01 - UncanIstered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: WA 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, coninment, anddor monlorlng of sle-generated radloective waste? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC perfoms no sIte-genated radiocM•ede control function.  

QA4 - Ibpwotard to Fre Proteslon: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects o fire? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC perfoms, no fie protection function.  

QA4 - Important to Potential interaction: 

5.1 Asa result ofa Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impalirthe capability of .A-l or QA-2 SSCshrom performing their 
radiological safety or vme ioldation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Faure of thils SSC would not Impact or Impair a QA-I or QA-2 SSC from performlng hs radological sarety of waste 
Isolation function.  

QA4. Inportant to Physical Protection of F.acily and Materials: 

6.1 Doe the SSCs funcion provide detection o alrm of unauthorized inbuson or unsuthored e2oploave matefals in th restricted aes? 

I[ Yes? Rationale: 

Thi SSC does not pwfbrm a pVsial protection function.  

1.2 Is the SSC* function requred for special nuclear material socountability? 

[3 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not peaform mo accountabilty function.
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Lst Q ton"S Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-7- Impovra to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 
7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation aeldng. rduce doe raes In radioactive armes, or reqjule personnel access Into radiation 

armas by is mm radloakce source torm? 

I] Yes? Rationale: 

The Waate package Inner barrier he*s n functon rlating to n**iihilg personnei radiological expaoure.  

7.2 Is the SSa a permaneny kistaled radlaon mi tor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protectlon? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monkor.  

Previous CA Classilcikion: 

Th~s quesdon Is for h/storkal and &scombiypurposes ony. A yas" answer to i ques6on does not provideknduslon to Ow Q-LUst 

3.0 Are thOe other factors. such as previous analyses, a body o' consensus, or by dIrc Inclusion, that led to the prevIous cornclsion that 
this SSC is Important to radiologcal safety (CA-1) or wa isolation (OA.2)? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is contained on the 0-Lid by direct Inclusion for the Waste Pwage, SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-i.
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: NIA 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: NIA 

CA-1 OA-2 GA-3 OA-4 CA-S CA-4 OA-7 Non-O go 2 11 El El 6a E] 0] 

QA-1 - hrrortant to Radioogical Sae.  

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. hndled, packaged, stored. emplaced. and 
retrieved wlthouA eoceeding the federal limit? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The ouler barrier provides for containment of radioactive material contained in, or extemal to, the uncaNstered SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mltigale, or monitora credible Deeign Basis Event which would otherwise result Ina radioactive 
release above the ifederal imits? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
The outer barriers we required to mItigsae design basis events since It must continue to perform is containmtnt function af 
ell times.  

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federal Mits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
Falure to perforn its containment function could result in a radioactive release above the federal imits.  

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation: 

LI Does the SSC perform a •te isolation function by forming pert of the natural or engineered barrers? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The outer balarri forms pat of the eginterd blrrer.  

2.2 Can direct faiwe of the SSC significantly affed he khdogia. geochenical. or geomecharcal characleristics of the natural or 
engineered barrierse nwiemy Prevent them from perform*k their waste Isolation function? 

C3 Yes? Rationale: 
It 1101ected thait materials used in thi SSC wil be selected such that they will not Ipct the characteristics of the 
natural or erVireered batiers,
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Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA.3 - Irpoutant to Radloactive Wade Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, contalnment, and/or monitoring of ale-generated radot wae? 

El Yes? Rational.: 

This SSC perorm no alte-gener•ted radioectlve waste control function.  

QA-4 - kmpotant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

I] Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC perforrm no fire protection function.  

QA4 - knportan to Potentlal Interactlon: 

6.1 As . resul of a Design Bashl Evert. could falu of the SSC Inpelr the capeblty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from peforming their 
radiological safety or wade isolation function? 

F] Yes? Rationale: 
FiAure of this SSC wod not impect or Inpair a QA-1 or GA-2 SSC from performing is radological safety of waste 
Isolation function.  

QA4 - knportaml to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials: 

1.1 Does the SSC's function pnMde detection or alrrm of unauthorzed kIntuslon or unauthorzed eoelw materials in the restricted are? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

ThI SSC does not pewform a physical protection function.  

5.2 Is the SSCs function rital~d for epecial .numw matral accountabilty? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The SSC prokide ldenrificatim of indvidual wete peclagm rind their contents for a matgeld accountabnity function.
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.-L... tion Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates, South Texas Fuel 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC irovide personnel radialkn as!ling, reduce does rates In radloectiw arms, or re;ire personnel access into radaton 

mas by its ow rdioactve source term? 

fl Yes? Rationale: 

"The Wate package outer trrier has no fwunlon relafn to mml zkVng personnel radiologcal epumre.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanmtly Instaled radiation monitor which monitors ara for personnel radiation prolection? 

El Yes? Rtionale: 

This SSC Is not a ndilaton monitor.  

Previous OA Classification: 

This queson is for hWd and haceabal purposes ony. A "yes answer to Uhis question does not provide inclusion to the Q-List 

1.0 Are them other factors, such n previous analyr s, a body of consenmus, or by direct Incsion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC is inportant to radological safely (OA-1) or wa isolkion (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC Is contained on the -List by *rsct inclusion for the Waste Package. SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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Q........ ..... ons Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

CA-1 CA-2 CA-3 C0A-4 GA-S 0A4 CA-7 Non-0 
2 El El l 0 El El El 

QA-1 - knortanitto Raidological Safst 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provde reesonable assurance that high-le waste can be received, handled. packaged. stored, emplaced. and 
retrteved without wceean the federal mits? 

[ Yes? Reilorle: 
The Associated tier and criticall oonrol materials maintain the waste package In a subcritical configuration during 
storage, emplacement and retrleval.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prvent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result Ins a rdoactive 
release above the federal knks? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The associated •ler and criticaliy contol material milgae design bsi evnts which have the pdentlal to reconfigurs the 
SNF.  

1.3 Wit the direct falure of the SSC mesl in a cnedle Design Basis Event which would load to a radiocive release above the fedeal lmits? 

66 Yes? Rationale: 

Failure of th associated fller m'd criticality control material could resul in a release of radioactie material.  

QA-2 - Ibpodant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by ormig pat of the natural or engineered bariers? 

Ea Yes? Rationale: 

The associsted iler and citicaty cono materiel pe-t ofthe enginered benler.  

2.2 Can dIrct fallur of the SSC signifIcantly affect lhe hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanlcal characteristics oft natural or 
engineered benrter which may prvet them from Performing their wast Isolation function? 

l Yes? Rationale: 

It In apected that materials wil be selected that wi not irapct the .1e characteristics.
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Q ions Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A needed) 

QA-3 - Inpohtant to Radloactlve Wase Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desiged for coection. containment, mndlor monlomng of site-generated radioactive waste? 

El Yes? Raionale: 
The associated filer enl crioallty ontol material performs no site-generated radloactive waste control function.  

QA.4 - kImporant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 
The associated MIler and crlIcally control material performs no fti protection function.  

OA-9 - Important to Potentlal Interaction: 

5.1 Asa rmeult of a Design Basis Evert. coulld flure of th SSC Impear the capabty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing thek 
radiological safety or wate Iodatlion function? 

Fl Yes? Rationale: 

Faiure of the associated filer and crilicality control materie would not lmpact or imper a CA-i or GA-2 SSC from 
peformnk Is radflogicl aely or waste Iodation function.  

QA-4 - hnportan to Physical Protection of Faclty mnd Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC`s function provide detection or alarm of umuhwrbed Inrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In th restricted area? 

E1 Yes? Rationa•e: 

The associated fller mad crlkicuy control material does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCa function ,ucred for pe nudc' material aocounrty? 

El Yes? Rationle: 

The associated iller . and ctically coitol material does not perform an accountability function.
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SAttachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

QA-7 - Imiportard to Occupational Radologica Exposumr: 

7.1 Does the SSC prod permonnel rdation shisding, reduc dose rates In radioactie armes, or reqJ ersoel accrn Into radton 
ares by its ow radloeitve urce term? 

[C Yes? Rationale: 

The associated filler mid crtlcdty control material has no functions related to mhklnblng radological eosure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors uses for personrl radiation protection? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

The associated Miler and crilcally control material Is not a nadiation montor.  

Previous GA Classification: 

This question is fordhstotd and hraceabpy puwp onmy. A 'yes" answer to ths queshion does not pro Wde /ndudson to the O-Ust 

8.0 Am ths oher fadcora, such s prevous amysem, a body of onsmenus. or by direct Inckision, that led to the previous conclusion th 
this SSC is Irportant to rodidogl(cl safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is contalned on the Q-Lu by die•rt Inclusion for the Wasle Package, SA 2.1 Spert Fuel, as QA-1.
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LUEm17* uuestion0s1 Attachiment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 GA-4 OA-6 0A4 GA-7 Non-0 
12 2z 0] El LI El LI El 

QA-1 - himpadel to RadoloWgcal Safety: 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable auiawve that high-level wvle can be received. hanerd, •eckaged. stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without exceeding the federal knits? 

2Z Yes? RatIonale: 
Various hiportatr to radological safety functions we performed by the bea"t within the waste package during packaging, 
storage, emplacemert, and retrieval. These Include; providing stability for the fel assembles Inside the disposal container, 
trnsfsnw hest from the assemes to the Inner barrier, maintaining fuel geometry.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
release above the federal iknrs? 

2 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC wig help miigate n awal design beass events incuding those events which Involve colislon•crushing where the 
SNF assembly smppods and bae• wil help maintain the Irnegrily of the fuel assemblies. This SSC wll also mitigate the 
effects of wdemael events Including seeismic activty.  

1.3 Wiu the diret failure of the SSC resut In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead loe radoacive release above the federal liit? 

2Yes? Rationale: 
Direct failure of the basket could effed the fu assembly geometry which could leMad toa radioactive release above the 
federa limi.  

QA-2 - bIpoutant to Wasd Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming pat of the atinal or engneered brriers? 

2Z Yes? Rationale: 

The Waste Package Bke Is pert of the engineered barrier.  

2.2 Can drect failure ofthe SSC significantly affect ft hydrologcal. geochenical, or geomechanical chaeactertics of the natural or 

engneem barriers which may prevent them from performing their wste Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

SIs expectld thd maerials uMd In this SSC will be selected such that they wil not tmpeac the characteristics of the 
natural or engineered barners.
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.... ... . .... .... .Attachm ent IV 

SDD: WPO1 - UncanIstered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - imnportant to RadIoacthi Wade Controlk 

3.1 Is t function of the SSC designed for colection, containment, and/or montoring oa sNe-generated rDdioacttve waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

"The WP Basket performs no mR•-generated rdoactle weas. control function.  

QA-4 - Inportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ftire? 

(]Yes? Rationale: 

The WP Basket perforrs no tire protection function.  

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa relofa Design Basis Event, couldfaluroftheSSC mh~p he capabillyof OA-1 orOA-2SSCsfom performingtheir 
radiological safety or waste isolation function? 

El Yes? Raionale: 
Failure of ti SSC would not Impact or Impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing fs radiological safety of waste 
Isolation function.  

QA4 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Doe the SSC's function pros deection or alam of unautitorlad ntusion or unaulhodzed explvs, materials In the restricted area? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a phlscl protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function recla d for specil nuclw material accountalty? 

Ej Yes? Ratironl: 
This SSC does not perform - accountaby function.
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Q-.... ON Attachment IV 

SDD: WP01 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Iqpouant to Occupational RadiologIcal Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC prmdde personnel radliaton shslding, reduce doe. rames In radioacti arems, or reqkv personnel access into radistlon 
wns by ft own radlolve source tarm? 

f] Yes? Ratlonmle: 

The Weatoe pclage Beasklcueno Aimcton relatn to mlnlmflng radologIcalasol~wex .  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instded radiation montor which moniton aress for pesomel radiation prwaectlon? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

.' This quesson As for hkstow.a/ and trehffy purposes on/y. A "yes" nswer to id*s quesdn does notpm"Ied.c*fon to Moe Q-List 

1.0 Are twe other factors, such m preious wmlyese. a body of onasmnus, or by dWiec iclusin, Iha led to the prvous conclusion that 
this SSC is hp4otar to radiologll safety (OA-I) or wate Ieottion (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Ratonale: 
This SSC Is contained on the G-Lut by direct Inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spert Fuel, as GA-1.
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SLIStJ QuegtlOns Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 OA-3 0A-4 GA-6 GA-4 CA-7 Non-0 
io [ 0 0] El E] Q 0 0 

QA-I1 - hIrportant to Radiologlcal Safety; 

1.1 Is the SSC required to proAde reusonablebasawance that high-level wade can be received, handled, pecacged, stored, emplaced, and 
retieved withoW i ueding the federal hule? 

EO Yes? RaIonale: 
The Inner balrer provides for contalvnent of edioactive material contained in, or edernal to, the uncaristered SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to preent. mitigae. or monilor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
release above the federal lmits? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 
The Irner barrier rwe required to mitigate design basis evenits since It must continue to perform I containment function at 

1.3 WE the direclt faihure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal Emits? 

62 Yes? Rationale: 

Faiure to perform ft containment function could result In a radioactive relaee above the federal imits.  

QA-2 - hmportant to Waste Isolation: 

L. Does the SSC perform a wade Isolation function by forn*g part of the natural or engineered barriers? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 

The Inner barrier fbr.. part of the engineered barrier.  

2.2 Can direct failre of the SSC slignificantly ae the hydrological, geochemical, or geomecdanrcal charactedsts of the natural or 

engineered barriers which mny prevent them from perWorming their wase Isolation function? 

[l Yeas? Rationale: 

N Is apected that materisls used in thi SSC wil be selected such that they wE not Imped the characteristics of the 
natural or enineered barriers.
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QIAttachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barder Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - knpotan to Rdioactkv Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated mdloective wsute? 

-- Yes? Rationale: 

Th. SSC perform no site-genarated radloectIve waste coio functim.  

QA-4 - kIorant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performa no fire prolaction function.  

QAS - hnpotant to Potential Interaction: 

1.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evel, could fiure of the SSC Impair the capably of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from porming their 

radiological safety or wade isolato function? 

[]Yes? Rationale: 

Failurs of this SSC would not Impact or Impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performin Its radologlcel safety of waste 
isolation funmdion.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function proide detection or alarm of urm iod Intrusion or wiidhowrzed explosive materials in the restricted area? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection functiom.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function ru*ekd for special nuclear material aocountabilty 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform an accountaWily function.
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Q LIst..... Q U s I s Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - Inpodant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Doe the SSC provdd peruonel radonat shio dlns g, reduce dose roles In rad'oactiv, ares. or reWe personnel access Into nraiation 

mwo by Its own radioaclve .ouroe term? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

The Wasge package Inner banrer .as no function relating to mk*nking personmnel aological exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a per•naawly Installed radation monitor which monitors yare for personnel radiation prolection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC In not. radiation monkor.  

Previous QA Classllca(Ion: 

This quesdon i for hthrlaf and hc..bility purposes ony. A "yos" nswerto Muia quesion does not provide kbduslon to the Q-List 

8.0 Are tihee other factors, such as previous analyse, a body of consensus, or by drect inclusion, that led to the previou conclusion that 
this SSC is Important to radiogical safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is contained on the Q-Lis by d*ed inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Speot Fuel, as QA-1.
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............... eAttachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level S: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 GA-3 OA-4 OA-5 QA-S OA-7 Non-C 
io 0 0 0 0 E] 

CA-1. - hofta to aiolgial afey: 

1.1 Is tie SSC required to provile reasonable lasance that high-level waste can be received, handl, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without oweeding tie federal nmits? 

FO Yes? Rationale: 
The outer barrier provides for containment o( radioative malerial contaied In, or exernal to, the uncargutered SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to unction to prevent, miligate, or monitor a credble Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal limits? 

64 Yes? Rationale: 
The outer barriers e requlired to mitigate design beas events aitca i must continue to perform It contalnment function at 
so times.  

1.3 Wi the direct failure of the SSC resut in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to. radioactive release above the federal Emits? 

SYes? Rationale: 

Failure to perform Is containmenrd fudion could result In a radioactive release above the federal it-s.  

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wa•te isoltion function by forming part of the natural or engineored barrier? 

50 Yes? Rationale: 

The outer bar•ir forms part of the anginered barrier.  

2.2 Can drect balure of the SSC signflicanty affed lhe hydrological. geochemical, or geomacharical chamctedstics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent then from performing their waste isolation function? 

0 Yes? Raionale: 
N is ipAectnd thatmalari l used In thi SSC wll be seleed such that they w i not impact the characterlalcs of the 
natural or engineerd barriers.
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.Sti ns] Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOi - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA4 . Important to Radioactive Waste Conrrol: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment, andVor monltorng of ate-generatad radioactive waste? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no sle-generated dioacdti wage control function.  

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC pefroms no fire protection function.  

OIA4 - Important to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Event. could failure of the SSC kIpe the capafty of• A-1 or A-2 SSCs from performing Iheir 
radiological safety or wasde Isldation function? 

C3 Yes? Rationale: 

Faure of s SSC would nd Impact or Impalr a CA-I or GA-2 SSC from performng Its radldogical safety of waste 
Notation functin 

QA4 - Inportant to Physcal Protection of Facftly and Materials: 

6.1 Doe the SSC's funcilon Ixov detection or alem of unsumhorzed Itusion or unsuthodzed qopalve materials In Ow restricted area? 

U Yes? Ratonale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function m irhed for special nuclear material accuntaby? 

TfYes? Rationcale 

This SSC provides Identification of hinvidual waste pacitages. end ther contents for a material accountability function.
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d45st C e n zAttachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanlstered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 12 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: NIA 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: NIA 

QA-7 . Importart to Occupational Radlological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC pro•de p•rsonn raiikion sNefdn. reduce dose rates in radioactive ares, or recJe personnel access Into radation 
areas by Its m radiactive source term? 

C) Yes? Rationale: 
"The Wase peckage outer barrier hes no fmcdion relatin to ntlnlmng personnel radloloocl .posure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pemwwaty InmtallIed rdtion monlor which montors areas for personnel radation protection? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation rnornor.  

Previous GA Classification: 

Ths queston is for h/stoca/and trucmaibfypupose oy. A "yos" answer to Ml quesfon does not provde kiduskon to Me, Q-Lbf 

1.0 Are there other factor,, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by d inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion ta 
ths SSC is Irnportan to raddogIcal safety (QA.1) orw ele Ileoal (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Tis SSC i oontained an #Ie Q-Let by direct Inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.A Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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Q- iti ns. Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 OA-4 0A-4 OA-6 OA-7 Non-0 

li E 0 03 0 0 0 0 

QA-1 - iportad to RadPologieal Sdety: 

1.1 Is the SSC required to prode remsonable ansaurnce that high-level waste can be receAved. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retived without eceeding the federal knits? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 
The Associated fie and crilicaliy control materials maintain the waste package In a subcrtical configuration during 
storage, erplacefmet and retrieval.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, milgale. or monitor a credible Design Bais Evert which would otherwise result In a raftective 
release above the fedeal Emits? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 
The associated ller and criticalty conrol material mitigates design balsi events which have the potential to reconfigure the 
SNF.  

1.3 Witl the direct fauure of the SSC result in a credle Design Basis Event which would lead to. radioacive release above the federal mis? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Falure of the associated filer and critcally conir materil could rmul ins release of raiamdtve material.  

QA-2 hImodtan to Westi Iolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a vw * olation function by kfarmng paet of the natural or engineered barlers? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The associated filer and cr.lcalty conrol marial ipt o(the engineered barrder.  

2.2 Can dired falure of Ihe SSC sIgn1fanly ffect I hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 

engineered barier which y prevent them from perfomilog thelt waste Isolation function? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

It Is expected that materbis wll be selected that wil not kTpa the Wae characteristics.
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Q-Lest. Qustons. Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

QA.3 Ihportant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, waidor monitoring of rit-generated radioactive waste? 

0] Yes? Rationale: 

The associated filler and crllIlclty conmt material performs no s=te-generated radioactive waste control function.  

QA.4 - hnportard to Fir Protection: 

4.1 Doe the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ft? 

[Yeas? Rationale: 

The associated filler aid criticality conirol naterial performs no fire protection function.  

QA4 - important to Potential interaction: 
,,-w 

5.1 Asa result of a Desegn Basls Event, could fall" of the SSC Imipei the capaWiity of QA-1 or OA.2 SSCs from performing their 
radological safety or waste Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Falur of the associated flkr end criticality conrol material would not Impact or impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from 
performnl Is radiological sety or waste Isolation function.  

QA4. Inportan to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detrlen or alen of unuthotted inruelon or unaithortzed exwloelve materials In the restricted area? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The associated Filer and criticaliy contro material does not perform a physical protection funcion.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function r*ued for special nuclear material accounta ? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The associated Nlr wid criticalty con ro materi does not perform en accourtability function.
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P s ions Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: NWA 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: NIA needed) 

"J-. - nportnt to Occupatonal Radiological Eqpows : 

7.1 Does the SSC proilde personnel radidlon elling. reduce doe• rais I radioective woa, or reuire personnel access into radiation 
war by ts own radloaclve murce term? 

E] Yes? Rational.: 

The associated fillr and critically control malarial has no functions related to rnh*ntng rdiological epoum.  

7.2 Is ihe SSC a permanet Instaled radiion monitor which moniors arse for personnel radiation prolection? 

[] Yes? Rallonale: 
The associated Meor and clica•ay control material is rn a radiation monior.  

Previous QA Classillication: 

This quesfon is for historia and fracuebi purposes ont'. A 'yes answer to Mi questin does not provide inclusion to fte Q-List 

1.0 Are the otew fator, such m prvous• ralynmes, a body of consenus, or by direct incilusion, ia led bo Ite previous conclusion ta 
tMk SSC Is kpoant to rado€oglol safey (GA-1) or wste isolation (OA-2)? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC e contained on the O-LBt by dired inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spont Fuel, as QA-1.
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket

BOOOOOOO-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00 
Attachment IV

Level 4: N/A 

Level 5: N/A

GA-1 OA-2 OA-3 CA-4 OA-4 QA4 OA-7 Non-0 

92 M ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

GA-1 - knportaast to RadologicalSafty 
1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assumnce that high-level wade can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 

retrieved withoul eceeding Ihe faderal kmits? 

FO Yes? Rationale: 

Various Important to radiologinal safety fidMons am performed by the besk within the waste package during packaging, 
storage, emplacement, and retrieval. Thee Incliude; provift stabilty for the fuel assembles Inside the disposal container, 
transferng heat from the assembles to the Inner barrier, maintalnrii RA geometry. and reducing criticality potential.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, m1toge, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise rst in a radioactive 
release above the federal imits? 

F2 Yes? Rationale: 

Thisa0 will help mitigate several design basi events incuding those events which involve colision~crushing where the 
SNF assembly supports and be"ske wM help maintain the Integrity o( the fuel assemblles This SSC M also mItIgate the 
effects of external events Inciudlng seismic activity.  

1.3 Wi the direc falure of the SSC resut ina credle Design Basis Event which would lead toe radioactive reaise above the federal Ems? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 

Direct failure of the basket could effect Ihe fuel assembly geometry wtich could lead to a r•d•oacive release above the 
Ilederal hits.  

QA-2 - knportant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste I•lation function by forming parl of the naual or engtnered banera? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

The Waste Packge Eaglet is pot of the engirered barter.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signiffica•• affect the hydrological. geochemical. orgeomecharicl characteristics of the natural or 

engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing teik waste i•oMn function? 

[] Yes? Rdaionle: 

I t eipected that materalsl used in this SSC wil be selected sach that they wi not krpac Ot characteristics of the 
natural or engineered banters.
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ns Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Importnu to Radioactive Waste ConftoL 

3.1 Is the function of 5we SSC desined for oolection, contailnaet, andl/or monitoring of site-enrated rdioactive waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The WP Basket performs no ites-generated racdioctive waste control function.  

QA4 . I*hpta to Fire Protclton: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from th effects of fire? 

El Yes? Ralonale: 
The WP Basket performs no ire protection function.  

QA-9 - Important to Potsntlal Interaction: 

6.1 Asn rsult of a Design Basis Evert, could fsikue of ihe SSC Impair Ow cape•lly of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performIng Owi 
radlologlcal eafety or wed* Isolation function? 

El Yes? Ratomnale: 

Failure of this SSC would net Impact or Impek a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing Its radlologlcal safety of waste 
Isolation functlon.  

QA4 - hIpotan to Physical Protection of Facility and Mateials: 

6.1 Does h SSC's function provi deerdlon or alurm of unsrthortzd intnuslon or immithoized ex0lasve materials In the restricted area? 

[] Yes? Rabtonale: 
This SSC does nod performa physical pr otec•ti function.  

1.2 Is the SSCs function required for speoial nucler material accountabildty? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 
Ths SSC does not perform in accountability function.
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Q4. st .~e~StIo Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

GA-? - bnportant to Occupational Radclogical Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC ProMV personnel radiation adhirg, mrdue dos rates in rndboctkv arms, or reqlre personnel access into radiation 
ware by Its am radloecive source term? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The Waste package Basket has no function relating to mnnizln radiological omo 

7.2 Is the SSC a permanntly inaled radiation monitor which monitors ms for personnel radiation protection? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is not. radiation montor.  

Previous GA Classification: 

This quesdon Is for histodcad and faclea y purposes ony. A yes" answer to * question does not pMvidO inclusmon to the 0-List 

8.0 Are her other factors, such as prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion. that led to the prs•ous conclusion that 
this SSC Is Importart to radiological safety (OA-I) or waste isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is contained on 1he 0-LM by direct inclusion for the Waste Packge. SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as GA-I.
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.Qid tionsi: Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - UncanIstered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: NWA 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

CA-1 CA-2 GA-3 CA-4 GA-6 QA4 OA-7 Non-C 
ia 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CA-I hiiportan( to Ra@diologicl Saft 

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hIgh-level waste can be received, handled, peclaged, stored, emplaced, aid 
retrieved wih exceeding t•e federd limts? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The Inner barrer provides for cortairment of radioactve material contained in, or ederral to. the uncanistared SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mikgae, or monitor a credole Design Basis Even! which would otherwise res Ina radioactive 

release above the federal kmits? 

EO Yes? Rationale: 
The Inner bariers ae required to mitialte design beasi events sme t must continue to perform Is containment Function at 
s times.  

1.3 WIll the direct falure of the SSC reslt In a credible Design Basis Event which would Wed to. radoacive release above the fedeal Eimits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Failure to perform Is conwtaieient funcdion could reslt in a radioactive release above the federal imits.  

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation: 

M. Doe the SSC perform a vonde isolation function by formIng pert of the natural or en0gneeed baIlers? 

FO Yes? Rationale: 

The Inner barier forms part of the engineered bartier.  

2.2 Can direct hius of the SSC s agnldlcaly afec the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanicaI characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent them fronm performing their wadte isolation function? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
It Is mp•cted that materlab used in this SSC wIl be selected such that Othe wi not hnpect the charactedstics of the 
natual or engneered baniers.
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- Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: NIA 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA4 - Imporant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection. contalinmnt, and/or monitorng of sNl-gmneruted radioactive waste? 

F1 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no alteguierated radnloctive waste control function.  

QA4 . brportant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fre probdon function.  

QA - Imnportard to Potentlal Interaction: 

5.1 Asa result of. Design Basis Evert. could failure of the SSC Impalr the capability of OA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing her 
radiological safety or waste Isoltion function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

Failure of this SSC would not Impact or Impear a CA-I or QA-2 SSC from performing Its radological safety of waste 
isoation function.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Faciity sd Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provAde detection or alahm of unauhorted intusion or unau•thored exwosive materials in the restriced area? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection(unction.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function equkdl for speciel nucler material •mou•blily? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform an acountabily function.
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Ions Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
vith Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: NWA 

QA-7 - limportant to Occupational Radlologkal Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provld, personnel radaton sNehloing, reduce does rates in rsdioeci arm. or roeqs personnel access into radiation 
meas by t own radioactive source term? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The Waste package Inne bnwrer has no fuctlon relatin to mn4mizing personnel radiological eOsqre.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pemunen*y Instaled radiallon montor which monikors arm for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classifcation: 

This queson Is for histodca/ nd hac.bty purposes o,, A yes answer to Ui quslon does not pvoMde onfus/on to Ui. 0-Li•t 

1.0 Are there other factors, such a previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC Is Imporant to radiological safety (QA-1) or wade isolation (QA-2)? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is contained on the 0-Lid by dre Itinclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

CA-I OA-2 CA-3 OA-4 OA-5 0A-. OA-7 Non-C 

GA-1 - huportmA. to Radiological 3 

1.1 Is the SSC required loproM. reasonable omsence that high-leval waste can be received, handled, pcka.ged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wltMw mnceedling tie ftdra limitls? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The ouler barrier providee for contalions of radioactive material contained in, or external to. the mrcardstered SNF.  

12 Is the SSC required to funtion to prevent, m~tigale, or monitor credtile Design Basi Event which would otherwise resul n a radokative 
release above the federal Emits? 

[ Yes? Ratiora•e: 
The outer barriers ae required to mitigate deeign basis events since it mus continue to perform Is containment function at 
all times.  

1.3 WE the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event wNchi would lead to a radioactive relea above the federal kmits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Failure to perform Its containment function could result In a radioactive release above the federal Emits.  

QA-2 -mlxptanM to Wade Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a veste isolation function by formIng part of 1Ie natural or engineered bariers? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The outer barrier fonm part of th engineered barrier.  

"2.2 Can direct filure of the SSC solflcently affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechammcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their wase Isolation unction? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 
i is min veed that materlsle used rI thie SSC wll be selected such that they will rot knped the character•stics of the 
natural or engineered berdres.
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b dist I Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-. - Important to Radioactive WAst Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed or collection, Contalnment. "ndor monrton of sate-generated radloctivre waste? 

El Yes? Ratioonale: 

This SSC performs no lte-genraded radioactive waste control functilon 

QA-4 - Important to Firs Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

[l Yes? Rationale: 
ThI SSC performs no fire proection fh.ntlon.  

QA-4. - nPortant to Potential Interactlon

5.1 Aso resultofa Design Basis Event. cowidfalureoft .SSC lmperthecapablityof CA-1 orQA-2SSCsfomperforming their 
radilogical safety or wse Isodation funcion? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

Failure of this SSC would not hnped or Impalr a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing Its radological safety or wame 
Isolation function.  

QA4. Irnoant to Physical Protection of Facily and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function provMde detecton or alarm o uaulthoized inhuslon or unaudtrtzed moslve materials In the restricted are? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC; does niot perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is th SSCs function rquh'ed for special nuclear maeuial accounlaWllty? 

Ea Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC provide kideriflcatlon of inMduml waste pwecgs and tieir contents for a maltrial accountaNlity function.
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t Ueston Attachment IV 

SDD: WP01 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container, Level 4: N/A 
with Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-7- hnp•rtnt to Occupalional Radological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC prowide personnel radiation shleldrn, reduce dose rues In radioectkv areas. or rosire peramnel access Into radiation 
areas by Its ow radioecm" source term? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The Wasf pa.ckage ouler barrer has no function relaing to minimizn personnel r•diolocaI xpoesure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monltor which moniors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC k not a radiation monior.  

Previous QA Classilficatio: 

This quesgon is for histodca# end baceeblty puposes oney. A "yes answer to fia quesdon does not provide kiclusin to the Q-Lkst 

8.0 Ame there other factors. such as preious analyses, a body of crnsens.w, or by direct Inclusn, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC is Imnpoitant to radologicl sdety (OA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC is contained on the 0-Lit by direct Inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Critcality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

OA-1 OA-2 OA-3 OA-4 OA-5 QA4 OA-7 Non-O 
iz Ii El El El El 13 1 

QA-1 - hnpoutant to Radilogical Sdar.  

1.1 Is Ohe SSC required to prOhvde reasonable assrance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wfthout oaeedn di Qte dker Emis? 

R1 Yes? Rationale: 
The Associated fller and rIticalty control materials maintain the waste package In a subcritical conflguratlon during 
storage, emplacement and retieval.  

1.2 Is the SSC requked to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result ina radioactive 
release above the rederal imits? 

E Yes? Rationale: 
The associated fNlr and critically control material mitigates design basis events which ha the potential to rconfigure th 
SNF.  

1.3 Wil the dirct failure of the SSC result in a credible Deign Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits? 

EZ Yes? Rabonale: 

Falure of the associated fller anid criticality control material could result In a release of radioactive material.  

QA-2 - Irnportai toWaste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered brriers? 

5Z Yes? Rationale: 

The assoclated Irer and criticalty €conl material is pet o4 the engineered baetier.  

2.2 Can direct fekuir of the SSC snflcicaty affect the hydrological, geochenical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barrers which may pevent them from performing their waste Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

it is eipect that matanilis wi be selected that wil not impact the site characteristics.
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Q s nAttachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

QA-3 - hImortant to Radioactive Waee Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, containmeat, and/or monitoring of skte-gne rated radioactive waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The usociated iller and crlicality control material perforys no ske-genwated radioactiv waste control function.  

QA4 - npor4xt to Fire Proldcton: 

4.1 Does toe SSC protect CA-1 or QA.2 SSCa from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

"The associated filler and criticaliy control mner••l perform no fire protection function.  

QA-4 - Importarn to Polential Interaction: 

1.1 Asa remlt io a Design Basis Evnt. could falure of the SSC Impeir the capability of CA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing Oie 
radiological safety or wadte Isolation function? 

[] Yo? Rationale: 
Fallure of the associated filer end critically control materl would not Impact or Impair a QA-I or QA-2 SSC from 
performing fs radiological stety or waste Iooation function.  

QA4 - Inpoutant to Physical Protection of FacMty and Materials: 

6.1 Does th SSC's function provide dettion or olorm of unaulthozed Ihision or unulhortzed explosive materials in the restricted ame? 

El Yes? Rationse: 
The assoclated fllor and culfty contVl material dons not performs physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function mqA'sed for special nuclear material accountabli 

0l Yes? Rationale: 
The associated lier mnd cica•lty contol materil dose not perform an accountabioty hunctcm.
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QAttachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

QA-7 - bhupotan to Occupmtkwiol Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does fte SSC provAde personnel radation ush lng, reduce does ratse hi radloncthe areas, or raquke pesnel access to radiation 
areas by Its ow radoative auroe term? 

M Yes? Rationale: 

The associated filler and criticality control material has no functions related to miniziig radiological exposure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pwmanenty hrtaled radiaon monor wNch monwom areas for personne radiation prdectlon? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

The associated Mar ad criticaliy codrol mlterial Is nol a radiation monitor.  

Previous QA Classificatki: 

This quosuon is for historical and fircebly purposes ony. A 'yea" nswer to this queslon does not provde. Indusion to fth Q-LUst 

3.0 Are t•e other factors, such as preAous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct iclusion hat led to the previous conclusion tha 
this SSC is nportant to radologcal msfty (GA-1) or wase Isolation (QA-2)7 

Ea Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is contained on tw 0-Liat by direct inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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as. QL 01h.fS Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 OA-3 GA-4 GA-6 0A4 GA-7 Non-C [] [ El El E] C El El 

QA-11 - Important to Radiological S~lt 

1.1 I fthe SSC required to provkde resonable murance that high-levl waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emploacd, and 
retrieved wMitho a ceeAg lhe federal mits? 

66 Yes? Rationale: 
Various Impoted to radiolal safety functions am performed by the basket wthn Oi Ae package during packaging, 
storage, emplacement, nid retleval. Thes Include; providing stability for the fu assembles Inside lhe disposal container, 
trnsferring hat from te semnlies to th inner barrier, maintaining fuel geonetry.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mligate. or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal limits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC wi he mitigate mal design basis events including those events which involve coiisaorncrushing where the 
SNF assembly supports and be"a Wil hep maintain to Integrity of the fuel assembles. This SSC il also mitigate the 
effects of external events inckiding seismic activity.  

1.3 Will the direct fllure of the SSC esult in a credible Design Basis Event whlch would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Ems? 

EZ Yes? Rationale: 

Direct failure of ts bease could effect the fuhl assembly geomeby which could Wed to a dOec*f lease above the 
federal kimb.  

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isobton: 

2.1 Does ft SSC pedorm a wante Isolation function by forming pat of fhe natural or engineered barrers? 

92 Yes? Rationale: 

The Wase Package Basket Is part of the enginearW barnter.  

2.2 Can direc failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrologicl, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or 
enginered barriers which may prevent them from performing fhir waste isolation functio? 

El Yes? Raionale: 

It Is expected that materele used In this SSC wil be selected such thatM tiy ll not Impact th characteristics of the 
natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - importard to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, mind/or monitoring of skte-generated radioactive waste? 

5l Yes? Rationale: 

The WP Basket performs no sits-gerted radioactive waste control function.  

QA4 - krpftnt to Fire Prolection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-! or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

[) Yes? Rationale: 

The WP Baskt performs no ire protection function.  

QA-. - liaortant to Potential lnteracton: 
6.1 Asa reult of a Design Basis Event, could Mfluh of the SSC hnpekr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing their 

radiological safety or waste Isdation function? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 
Failure of this SSC would not Impect or Impeir a QA-I or QA-2 SSC from performIng is radiologlcal safety of waste 
loolaon function.  

QA-. Irportant to Physical Protection of Facity and Materials: 

6.1 Does th SSC's function provide detecon or alam of unauthorzed intuson or unaullortzed esosive materials In the restricted arw? 
5 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a phyical pro eo function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs funcidn m re ed for special nuclear material acoowobNit 
C3 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform an socountablily function.
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t Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Preurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level S: N/A 

QA-7 - mportant to Occupationa Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Doe the SSC rovide permonnel radidion asgkling, reduce dose rates In radoactiv ames, or require personnel access No radiation 
areas by Its own radloacMe source term? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The Waste package Bae haa no function relatirg to mlknz radological m uose.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permnently mtaked radiation monitor which monkorm areas for personnel radiation protection? 

[E Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is not a radiation montlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

ThIs quesaon Is for hhforkaf and ceabaty purpose on6y. A "ys" answr to Ms quesgon does not pro ide ncuAson to the Q-Lbf 

5.0 Are there other factors, such as previous anlyses a body of consensus, or by dired inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that 
thils SSC Is krporeant to radioglogcl safety (QA-i) or waste isolation (OA.2)? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is contained on the 0-Lst by diect inclusion for the Waste Package. SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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u stiorn Attachment IV 

SDD: WP01 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 0A-2 OA-3 GA-4 GA-6 ,A-4 OA-7 Non-C 
W [R 0 0 0 0 0] 

QA-1 - hIrportant to Radioloical Sahty 

1.1 Is the SSC requIrd to provi remaonable aeurance that waste can be received, handled. peckaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved wfthout oceeding the federal knits? 

EO Yes? Rationale: 
The inner barrier provides for containment of radioective material contained In. or external to, the uncanWered SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radoactIve 

release above the federal lims? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The Inner bariers are recqired to mitigate design basis events since it must contkin to perform ft continment function at 
ami tines.  

1.3 Wil the direct falre of the SSC result in a cnKledle Design Basis Event which would Wed to a radioactive release above the federal limb? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Failure to perform Its containment funndon could result In a radioactive release above the federal Imits.  

QA-2 - knportant to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does te SSC perform a waste lsolation fcllon by formin pat of the naural or engineered barriers? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Inner barrier forrns part of mhe anginsered barier.  

2.2 Can dIct failure of the SSC significantly ~ the hydrological. geochemIcal, or geomechanical charaderistics of the natural or 

engineered barde which may prevert them from performing ther waste isolation function? 

[)Yes? Rat1on1l: 

It b expected that materiala used li this SSC wil be s d Such ta they wA not impact me charatstIcs of the 
natural or engineered burrers.  

'4.,
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O4.sft Questions Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive WaVte Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection. containment. and/or monitoring o Ite-genrated radioactive waste? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC perfomr no ite-gmnerated radoactive wase contral function.  

QA.4 - hnportan to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-. or QA-2 SSCs from the effects o( fire? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC perform no fire protection function.  

GQAJ - kportani to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a result oat Design Basis Event, coul falure of ihe SSC impair the capabilty of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performig Owi 
radiological salety or wade idation function? 

DYes? Rationale: 
Falure of Nis SSC would not Impact or Imier a GA-I or QA-2 SSC from performing fs radiological safety of waste 
bo0lon function.  

QA4 - Inportaet to Phydcal Protection of Facility mad Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unmsuorled Intrusion or unutriled oqiosJve materials In th resticted ar? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perorrm a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is Owe SSCs function ,riaed for special nuclear material socntaWy? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform ma aocountablity function.
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Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barder Level 5: N/A 

OA-7 - i•np ant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC pr*ie personnel radiation shielding, reduce do" rates In raIodlc ars, or reqre personnel access into radlatin 

arm by Is own radoucive source term? 

O Yes? Rationale: 

The Wat. peckag Inner benler ht,, no function relating to mhlmln'zng personnel radiologIcal empose.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently imetal•d radation monior which monitom wro for personnel radiation protection? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC Is not a radiation monvxo.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This queswon is for histodcal and froceoblty purposes only. A "ye" answer to #*is quesfon does not provid inciuskn to fte Q-List 

3.0 Are there other factors, such as prweous analyse, a body of co•nsens,. or by diect Iclosn, that led to the previous conclusion that 
this SSC Is Im tant to radiogcal saf•y (OA-1) orweet ioltion (QA-2)? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is contained on the O-Lim by direct Incluson for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spert Fuel. as QA-1.
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L s s Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanlstered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 GA-2 OA-3 OA-4 GA-5 GA-6 OA-7 Non-0 
iz [1 0 0 2 El El 

QA4-1 bi~oitarvi to Rtadkologcal Safety: 

1.1 Is the SSC required toprov reasonabla assurnce that hih- waste can be received, hiaded, pac•hged, stored, enplaced, and 
retrieved without exceeding the fderal knits? 

[] Yes? Ratlonal.: 
The outer barder po•Ades for corirnvnert of radloactHe material contained In, or external to, the uncarnstered SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC requed to function to proved, nitigale, or monitor a credible Design Besis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 
release above the federal lmibt? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
The outer barriers ae ruluirad to miigate design basis events since I must continue to perform its containent function at 
all linus.  

1.3 Wil the direct faure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event whlch would hiod to a ruadoacive release above the federal ms? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
Failure to perform It containment function could resul in a radioactive release above the federal Emits.  

QA-2 - hnpwortan to Wease Isolation.  

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wate isotio function by forming piad of the natural or engineered barriers? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The outer barier forms peat of the engineered barrier.  

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnificantly affect the hydrological. geochenical, or geomecharcal characteristics of the natural or 

engineered barriers which may preven them hm performing their wate isolation function? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

It is xpected that malarle used In this SSC wil be Selected rch that thy wll not biped the characteristics of the 
nstural or engneered barrers.
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. .U` .Attachment IV 

SDD: WP01 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA4 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC deasgred for colection, contah-nent. andfor moniorin of sils-Werated radloectiw waste? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs nosits-enerated radioctie waste €ontro function.  

QA-4 - Inmportar to Fire Prote.[on: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC peforms no fire protection function.  

QA.4 - Important to Pots tal Interaction: 

6.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Evit, could failure of the SSC impsir the capability of A-.1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their 
radiolgical safety orwade isolation function? 

LI Yes? Rationsai: 
Faljre o this SSC would not Ipmect or Impairsa QA-1 or QA-2 SSC fomr performIng Its radiological safety of waste 
isolation function.  

QA4 - mliortant to Physical Protection of FaciliNy and Materials: 

5.1 Dons the SSC`s function provide detecion or alarm of unsaored Inltruson or unauthorzed @poseve materials In the restricted rea? 

LI Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform a physical protection functio.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function raKaked for special nude.r materal coountabllity? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC provides identlficatin of kdvldua waste peckages and their contents for a material accountability functio.
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0Q-List.Ciuestioni Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 21 Pressurized Water Reactor Disposal Container. Level 4: N/A 
No Absorber Plate 

Level 3: Outer Barrier Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - hnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provde peronnel radiation sielding, reduce dose nrae In traoectl areas, or reqike personnel acess into radlation 

@reo by t own radloaciwv eoce term? 

El Yes? Rationae: 

The Waste peckage ouber benrir has no fniclon relatng to m ln"rnft pereo ranne adbkO1ca wposue.  

7.2 Is Uim SSC a permanently instaled radatlon montor which moanit res for pwrM radiation prdection? 

[ Yes? Raaonle: 

This SSC Is not a radiation mnonor.  

Previous QA Classficatim: 

This queston Is for histodc and fruce.bWty purposes only. A "y• answer to t* quosgon does not provde kInusion to the Q-List 

S.D Are there other faors, such a preiosl analyses, a body of cormasnus, or by dreo inclusion, M led to the previous conclusion OW 
this SSC Is Irnportant to radcdogho safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)? 

ka Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC Is contained on ihe O-.i-U by dired inclkson for the Waste Package. SSA 2.1 Sport Fuel, as QA-1.
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Q-i Li Attachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container, with Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (If Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

OA-1 OA-2 QA-3 OA-4 OA-6 GA-6 OA-7 Non-O 
0 I] [] 3 0 D ] 0 ] 

GA-1 lrq~otant toRadiologial Sdet 

1.1 Is the SSC requbed to provide raaanabls asaurenca that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, aemplaed, and 
retrieved wlthout exceeding he flderal knits? 

FO Yes? Rationale: 
The Associated Mar mid crllcaýll conrol mterials meinbsin the waste peckage in a subcrical configuratin during 
storae. emplacement and retrieval.  

1.2 Is One SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Evend which would otherwise result in a radioacti 
release above the federal IiIs? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The associated fill. and crlaltay control fmateia miltigates designi heal evnt which have the potential to reconfigure the 
SNF.  

1.3 Will the dirt faMlura of the SSC meult In a caudble Design Basis Event which oud lead to a rudoactiv release above the federal knits? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

Failure of the assoc•ated filler mW cNcly control material could result in a release of radioactiv materlW.  

QA-2 - knportant to Wasl Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wade isolatim function by rmmng parl of the natural or engineered barre? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The associated fller and criticaliy control material Is pert of the engineered barrer.  

2.2 Can dred blura of the SSC slficsri, affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomachartcal characteristIcs of the natural or 
engineered barnrers which may prevent them from performing their weate Isolation fiaction? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

it is aiOected lat materials wi be selected that winl iotpd the ste characteristics.
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. ... ........... . .... T" 'Attachm ent IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container, with Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: N/A 
needed) 

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colectin, conainment, nd/Aor monitong of se-geneted raioactive waste? 

C] Yes? Rationale: 

The assoclated Mot and criticaity contro material peforms no ste-generated raioacte waste control function.  

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fe? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The sociated flir and criticality cow t mtedd performs no fire protection function.  

QA4 - Important to Potentild Iteraction: 

5.1 As a reuit o a Design Basis Event, could failur of the SSC bvnpa the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fIm performing their 
radiological safety or wade iodation function? 

0l Yes? Rationale: 
Falure of the associated fllr and criticality control material would not Impact or Impar a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from 
performing Its radiological safely or waste Isodation function.  

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facllty and Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or arm of unsiAried Intrusion or unauthorzed nqposive materials In the restricted am? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The associated 'r and crlicalty lcontr nalerlal does not perform a physical protection functon.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function rqired for special nuclear materiel acoourilablt? 

El Yes? Rationle: 
The associated ller end critallty control material does not perform en accountabllty function.
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Q Q eAttachment IV 

SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container, wAth Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Associated Filler and Criticality Control Materials (if Level 5: W/A 
needed) 

QA-7- knportmt to Occupationdal Radiogki Exposure: 

7.1 Dom Ohn SSC provide personnel radiamin eding, reduce does rules in radioactie wim , or requie personnel access Nto radiation 
ares by ft owvxnidoscw source bt•? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

The associated Her arid crticalt control malerial his no functions related to minimizing radiological eposuwe.  

7.2 Is the SSC a permoremiy Instaled radilion monitor which onito areas for personnel radiation protection? 

-- Yes? Rationale: 
"The associated Mfr arnd crlicallty conrol maaerial Is not a nrIation monitor.  

Previous QA Classificaton: 

This quesffon Is fot histocel and hcobi5iy purposes only. A "yea answer to 0s quosuon does not prodde londu.*n to the Q-LIst 

3.0 Are themr other factors. such a preVous analyses, a body of conaensu, or by direct iukjslon, that led to the previous concusiom that 
this SSC is Iportarut to radologi-- safety (OA•-) or wes Isolation (OA-2)? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC is corntaned on the O-Li by dict Inclusion for the Waste Package.SSA 2.1 Sport Fuel, as QA-f.
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0Q -LiSt Quest OnOS Attachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container, with Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plate.  

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 GA-2 OA-3 OA-4 GA-S 0A4 GA-7 Non-C 
52 0 0 0 0 0 El 

QA-I - lwiportant to Radioogicall Safty: 

1.1 Is the SSC requred to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, amplaced, and 
retrieved without mcceeding In. federal Imbts? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
VaritouE Important to mrdlobca safety fundtions we pfomied by te baet within the waste package during peckaging, 

orage, epc , end retieval. These include; providing stability for the fuel assembles Inside the dispoesal container, 
tronsferring had from the as-nbiles to the Inner barrer, maintaining fuel geometry, and reducing criticality potential.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to provent, mitgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive 

release above the federal knmit? 

• Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC wil help mitigle searal design basis events including those evens which Involve colislonicrushlng where the 
SNF assembly supports nd bke will help mainain the integrily of the fuel assemblies. This SSC wil also mitigate the 
effects of external entos Including seismic activity.  

1.3 Wil the dired falure of the SSC meult in s credible Design Bash Event which would Isad to a radioactive release above the federal limits? 

• Yes? Rationale: 

Direct failure of the baset Could efec the RWe sassomly geometry which could Wead to a radioactive release above the 
federal limi.  

CA-2 . hImortant to Wasit Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC performs awste Isolatin function by fomn6 Wer of the natural or engineered bardlers7 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Wadst Package Basket Is pert of theengineered barrier.  

2.2 Can drect falure of the SSC Significantly affect he hydrological, geochemical, or geondchanrcal characteristics of the natural or 

enigineered barersg which may prevent them from performinrg their Weds Isolation functon? 

0 Yes? Rationale: 

It Is ipecded that materials used In this SSC wil be selected such that they will not impact the characterstics or the 
haurl or engooered barlere.
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SDD: WPQI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container, with Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

QA-3 - Important to Radloactwi Wasi. Control: 

3.1 I the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. mdl/or monitorng of site-generated radioactive wasts? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The WP Basket performs no te-generated radioactive weste control function.  

OA4 - Important to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

The WP Basket performs no fire protection function.  

QA4 - hmportant to Potential Interaction: 

5.1 As a resit cia Design Baal E~vet couid falur ci the SSC Impair the capabiity o CA-I or QA-2 SSCe from performing their 
ras Iogc&c safety or wade Isolation funcdion? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Falure of tin SSC would nd impact or Impai a QA-I or QA-2 SSC from performIng s radiological safety of wase 
Isolation function.  

QA-4 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials: 

1.1 Does the SSC's function provide delection or alarm of urne~obe Intrusion or w rtmd explosive material* in the restricted wae? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

8.2 Is thO SSCs function mrsqUAr for special nuclear materiel accoutabliy? 

I- Yes? Raionale: 

"This SSC doe not perform an accountabiy function.
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OAttachment IV 

SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container, with Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Basket Level 5: N/A 

QA-7. rpi•rtan to Occupatond RadMolicall Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC pr&Ade peronnel raiddion seing, reduce dose rates in ndloecive arss, or re*uh personnel Uczess No radiation 
areas by Its own radioaciw srce term? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 

The Waste peclaige Ba•ket no function relating to minimizin radiolgical ure.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pwe ety instaled radIaton monilor which montors ar for personnel radiation protection? 

M Yes? Rationele: 
This SSC Is not a radiation mntor.  

Previos QA ClessifIcation: 

This quesion is for hlstorkaf and irace.bty purposes only. A 'yes enswer to Ma question does notprovde Inclusfon to te QLMst 

3.0 Are there oler factors, such n prevous analyses, a body of consenus, or by dretd Inclusion, thal led to the pr*vious concklon ta 
thi SSC is knpottant to rudologceI msfety (QA-1) or wade isolation (OA.2)? 

[] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC Is contained on the 0-Lu by direct inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container, vwth Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

GA-1 OA-2 GA-3 GA-4 QA-6 CA4 OA-7 Non-.  
0 z El El E El 0l El 

QA-1. -mpotan( to Radokogical Sty: 

1.1 Is the SSC required to pro.dl reasonable eassunce t high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and 
retrieved without eceedin the federal knbs? 

[ Yes? Ratonele: 
The Inner berter provkies for containemel of radloesctve material contained in, or exiernal to. the uncanistered SNF.  

1.2 Is the SSC required to funcifon to prevent, mitigate, or monitor , credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive 
release above the federal limits? 

[Yes? Rationale: 
The Inner barriers we required to millgate design basis events since N must continue to perform Ib contaimert fuon at 
al times.  

1.3 WE the diect failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Evekt which would lead to a radioactive release above th federal mis? 

[ Yes? Rationale: 
Fakure to perform b conbainmenr fundion could rnslt in a radloactive release above the federal Imits.  

QA-2 Importao to Waste Isolation: 

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wse Isolation function by formin pera of the natural or ngineered barries? 

E2 Yes? Rationale: 

The innkmbarrlerl form of theengine barrier.  

2.2 Can direct failure ofthe SSC sgnllloary affed Ith hydrlogical. geochemical, or geomechanrcal characteristics of the natural or 
engineered barriers which may prawvn them from perfom* thdr waste isolato function? 

E3 Yes? Rationale: 

It is Oectad that materis used In this SSC wil be selected such tt they wll not Impect the characterstics of the 
naul or engneered bariers.
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SDD: WPOI - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boiling Water Reactor Disposal Container. with Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrier Level 5: N/A 

,A-3 - importard to Radloactve Wate Control: 

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. ad/or monitoring of se-generated radioectie wase? 

E] Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no ste-generated raftectiva wast control function.  

QA-4 - Inpodant to Fire Protection: 

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA.2 SSC. from the effects of fire? 

El Yes? Rationale: 

This SSC performs no fire protection functlon.  

QAJ - Inpodant to Potentil Interaction: 

5.1 Asa resul of a Design Basis Event. aoud filure of the SSC Impair the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSC fromn performing tfhk 
radiological ufety or wade Isolation function? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
Falure of tIs SSC would not Impect or Impelr a OA-I or OA-2 SSC from performing b radiological safety of waste 
Isolation function.  

QA4 - Imnportant to Physical Protection of Facilty end Materials: 

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alam of uneuthodzed intrusion or unauthorzed explosive materials In the restricted arm? 

El Yes? Rationale: 
The SSC does not perform a physical protection function.  

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for speclil nudea maer account~ 

El Yes? Rationale: 
This SSC does not perform an acoutbity function.  

"-IJ
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SDD: WPO1 - Uncanistered SNF Disposal Containers 

SSC: 24 Boffing Water Reactor Disposal Container. with Level 4: N/A 
Thick Absorber Plates 

Level 3: Inner Barrer Level 5: N/A 

QA-7 - hIportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure: 

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiatin shelding, reduce does ratee In radioactive ares, or reqike personnel accesa into ndation 
mas by Its wn radoecwive eoure term? 

C1 Yes? Rationale: 
The Waste p•-cage Inner barrier Iha no function relating to minmizing personnel radiolocal eqmurs.  

7.2 Is the SSC a pemnanently Installed radation monitor which montors areas for personnel radiation protection? 

I] Yes? Ralonale: 

This SSC Is not a radiati monlor.  

Previous QA Classification: 

This quesdon Is for hitoia/ and bacbllypurposes any. A 'yes' answer to M quesfon does not pm' e hnduuAton to Mhe O-L-st 

1.0 Are there other factors, such as pnreoue analyses, a body o(conseanss, o by drect inclusion, toh led to the prevous conclusion Oa 
this ssC Is Important to radloocel safety (GA-1) or wmee isolation (QA-2)? 

[ Yes? Ralonele: 

This SSC Is contained on Ihe Q-Ll by drect Inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.1 Spent Fuel, as QA-1.
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